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In this new era, physical exercise represents the true 

essence of the quality of life of each individual. Kwell 

works every day alongside those who love to take care of 

their physical and mental well-being through a healthy 

and balanced lifestyle.

VISION
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Kwell works in support of fitness, sports and health 

professionals to build together a sustainable and 

successful business model oriented towards customer 

satisfaction. Our distinctive strength results into 

excellence quality through the Italian manufacturing, 

design and reliability of our products.

MISSION
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Tecnocomponent was founded in 1991 as a distributor of 

important foreign brands and evolved in 2006 with the 

Kwell brand, becoming the creator and manufacturer 

of fitness solutions.

With over 30 years of experience, today we operate in the 

area of wellness offering innovative and cutting-edge 

sports solutions, representing the true essence of made 

in Italy fitness ACCESSORIESes.

Kwell manufactures and distributes its products in 

different national and international market channels: 

gyms and sports centers, personal training studios, 

home gym, retail and e-commerce. Thanks to decades 

of experience and production capacity, Kwell is able to 

offer customized product solutions and services. 

Located in Cesena, in the heart of the Wellness Valley, 

Kwell has a widespread presence on the national 

territory and operates, through a network of distributors, 

in over 15 countries. Each year it handles more than 

5,000 shipments, serving approximately 3,000 active 

customers globally.

THE COMPANY
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• Italian manufacturing and craftsmanship.

• Design and innovation for a unique and different production.

• Each product is safe, pleasant to the touch and to the eye                                                                                                              

and designed for frequent use and guaranteed durability 

over time.

• Customer oriented approach.

• Excellence customization, design and consulting                                                                                                                                 

of products and services.

CORE VALUES
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Kwell was born in one of the most important districts in Italy. 

Located in Cesena, in the heart of the Wellness Valley, we make 

use every day of the expertise of craftsmen who respect and 

enhance Italian manufacturing to create unique upholstery in 

terms of use, design and touch. Its functional handcraft products 

are guaranteed over time. Kwell represents the true essence of 

artisanal fitness, designed and made in Italy.

MANUFACTURING
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FUNCTIONAL
TRAINING
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Here you will find a range of tools designed for functional 

training: power bags, bulgarian bags, kettlesoft, 

plyometric boxes, medicine balls, and much more. 

Functional training follows the evolutionary lines of our 

body where all motor skills are involved as a whole; 

we were born to run, jump and freely move. Functional 

training is ideal for improving our well-being by working 

on the neuronal, muscular, joint and skeletal system.

Made in Italy, craftsmanship, customization and safety 

of the tool are the values of the whole range of our 

functional equipment.

4 lines available: Performance, Executive, Smart and 

Outdoor. Each line has its own identity and was conceived 

and produced to meet the need of all our clients.
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

PERFORMANCE
Performance is the new top quality functional product line 

of Kwell. It is a modern and essential production, thanks 

to the constant researches of our Style Centre and R&D 

department.

The evolution of the materials and fabrics, 

the elegance of the texture, the finishing touch 

and the reinforced seams, result in a product line of stronger 

resistance, specifically designed for meeting the needs of 

the most demanding athletes.

 

• Performance is completely conceived, designed and 

produced in Italy.

• Made in Italy waterproof fabrics

• New handles ensuring intense strain resistance and an 

easy handling of the tool

• Double seams and structural product reinforcements
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE

BAG
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Code

Weight (Kg):

P7106 P7109 P7112 P7115 P7118 P7121 P7124 P7127 P7130

6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

Bag Performance are Kwell’s new pre-loaded weighted functional training bags.

Executive-derived, rated by industry professionals as the best functional sand bag in the field, Bag 
Performance maintains uniform load distribution within the bag, with new, more functional and 
seamless handles, allowing for more dynamic and explosive movements than those performed with 
conventional weights.

The product, cylindrical and crushproof, maintains the consistency, flexibility and usability typical of 
Kwell power bags. The Bag Performance are therefore versatile, comfortable and even more functional, 
thanks to the introduction of new handles designed as a natural extension of the webbing.

The Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, is the fusion of KSOFT class M1 and 
NARVIK, 100% Italian quality fabrics that boast a particularly robust and durable construction, designed 
and adopted for the most intensive uses.

With the new Bag Performance you can combine in a single workout the benefits of a weightlifting 
program with the elasticity of movement dictated by functional training.

Dimensions (cm): 52 x 22
Product range (kg): 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30
Handles: 6
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KETTLE SOFT

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE
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Code

Weight (Kg):

P7204 P7206 P7208 P7210 P7212 P7214 P7216 P7220

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 20

Kettlesoft Performance are an original alternative to conventional kettlebell training to develop the 
explosive strength of both novices and professionals in an effective and highly safe way.

The craftsmanship of the product, the use of fine finishes, the study of professionals, who have refined 
its functionality and sport performance, make functional training with Kettlesoft Performance a unique 
experience.

Kettlesoft Performance are made of water-repellent fabric incredibly strong, and reinforced with 
special inserts to make them even more stable and resistant to wear.

The Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, represents the fusion of M1 class KSOFT 
and NARVIK, 100% Italian premium fabrics that boast a particularly robust and resistant construction, 
designed and adopted for the most intensive uses.

Dimensions (cm): 25 x 28
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE

GIANT BALL
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Giant Ball Performance are medical balls, solid but not hard, that in the world of functional training 
and cross training represent an excellent tool to train all the muscles of the body and to increase 
explosive strength, requiring a continuous coordination and stabilization both in the grip phase and in 
the throwing phase.

Designed to withstand intense work and filled with soft 100% recyclable and perfectly centered material, 
the Giant Ball Performance allow the execution of functional exercises in total safety, without running 
the risk of injury.

With reinforced seams and improved areas of contact, the Giant Ball Performance have an unequalled 
grip: they can be thrown against the wall or dropped on the ground, but they are not suitable for “smash” 
exercises. For ground throwing exercises, we recommend the special Kwell Slam Ball.

Larger in size than traditional medicine balls, the Giant Ball Performance involve an important 
isometric and postural work when used, since the grip of the same determines the activation of the 
entire glenohumeral joint.

The Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, represents the fusion of M1 class KSOFT 
and NARVIK, 100% Italian premium fabrics that boast a particularly strong and durable construction, 
designed and adopted for the most intensive uses.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Venting grids for air escape during impact

Code

Weight (Kg):

P7704 P7706 P7708 P7710 P7712

4 6 8 10 12
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GIANT BALL PLUS

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE
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Giant Ball Performance Plus are medical balls with handles, solid but not hard, which in the world 
of functional training represent an excellent tool to train all the muscles of the body and to increase 
explosive strength, requiring continuous coordination and stabilization both in the grip phase and in 
the throwing phase.

Giant Ball Performance Plus, thanks to its two functional soft touch side handles that facilitate the 
grip, are designed for extreme exercises of throws and grabs, tractions and counter-resistances, but 
they are not suitable for “smash” exercises. For ground throwing exercises, we recommend the special 
Slam Ball Kwell.

The non-slip surface of the Giant Ball Performance Plus has a stronger and unparalleled grip. Larger 
in size than traditional medicine balls, the Giant Ball Performance Plus involves an important isometric 
and postural work, since its grip determines the activation of the entire glenohumeral joint.

The Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, represents the fusion of M1 class KSOFT 
and NARVIK, 100% Italian premium fabrics that boast a particularly strong and durable construction, 
designed and adopted for the most intensive uses.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Venting grids for air escape during impact

Code

Weight (Kg):

P7804 P7806 P7808 P7810 P7812

4 6 8 10 12
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE

DADO BOX
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Dado Box Performance is the set of stackable plyometric boxes covered with soft material: the best 
tool in the sports field to train strength and agility in a progressive way. Dado Box Performance consists 
of four parallelepipeds, which can also be purchased individually, with different working heights (15-
30-45-60 cm) and it can be used for a wide range of activities.

Designed and manufactured entirely in Italy thanks to the advice and technical expertise of the best 
professionals in the industry, each parallelepiped of Dado Box Performance is made of three layers 
perfectly integrated with each other:

• The first layer is designed to absorb impact by eliminating or minimizing micro-contact trauma
• The second layer is designed to facilitate the reactivity during the momentum
• The third layer is designed to promote the stability of the system in terms of anti-slip and anti-tilt

The three technologies come together to create a unique training system called soft jump technology, 
for the best shock absorption on the market in terms of sports performance. For this reason, Dado Box 
Performance guarantees to the user the maximum safety and comfort during plyometric training.

Some constructive peculiarities make Dado Box Performance unique:

• Solid anchoring system with Velcro closure, for greater versatility of use and immediate release
• Improved non-slip surface, even more adherent and resistant, for a safer grip
• Reinforcement of the contact areas to make the system more durable over time

Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, represents the fusion of M1-class KSOFT 
and NARVIK, 100% Italian premium fabrics that boast a particularly robust and resistant construction, 
designed and adopted for the most intensive uses.

Dado box da 15 (cm): 90 x 70 x 15
Dado box da 30 (cm): 90 x 70 x 30
Dado box da 45 (cm): 90 x 70 x 40
Dado box da 60 (cm): 90 x 70 x 60
Kit (cm): 90 x 70 x 150

Code

Weight (Kg):

PBOX PBOX – 15 PBOX – 30 PBOX – 45 PBOX – 60

53,80 9 12,40 15,25 17,20
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE

PLIO ALL IN ONE
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Plyo All In One Performance is the multi-plyo for training agility, explosive strength, proprioception and 
joint mobility by performing jumps and leaps on 50, 60 or 75 cm of height.

Thanks to its three different heights and its solid internal structure, the equipment can be easily 
adapted to the needs of athletes and users by simply turning the soft parallelepiped upside down and 
positioning it at the desired height.

Designed and created to avoid injuries and make even the most demanding workouts comfortable, this 
multi-plyo is now even more performing thanks to the strengthening of the solid internal structure and 
the improved non-slip surface, for an even safer grip.

The Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, represents the fusion of M1-class KSOFT 
and NARVIK, 100% Italian premium fabrics that boast a particularly robust and resistant construction, 
designed and adopted for the most intensive uses.

Dimensions (cm) 50 x 60 x 75
Weight (kg): 14.50

Code

Weight (Kg):

PBOX-M

14,50
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING PERFORMANCE

BENCH
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Bench Performance is the new training concept that combines the functionality of a traditional flat 
bench with the versatility of a multi-plyo for proprioception: a single tool to train agility, explosive 
strength, proprioception and joint mobility. Thanks to its special side rings, to which you can attach 
elastic bands and ropes, Bench Performance assumes a third value becoming a versatile training 
platform for the execution of the traditional Hip Thrust, or hip extension.

Bench Performance, thanks to its special internal structure, its essential and elegant design and 
its multi-functionality, is suitable for both one-on-one and couple training and where there is the 
alternation. It boasts a versatile use: from an elegant piece of furniture to a comfortable seat or a 
functional training station.

Designed and manufactured entirely in Italy thanks to the advice and technical expertise of the best 
professionals in the industry, Bench Performance consists of three layers perfectly integrated with 
each other:
• The first layer is designed to absorb impacts by eliminating or minimizing micro-contact traumas.
• The second layer is designed to facilitate reactivity during the thrust
• The third layer is designed to promote the stability of the system in terms of anti-slip and anti-tilt

The three technologies come together to create a unique training system called soft jump technology, 
for the best shock absorption on the market in terms of sports performance. For this reason Bench 
Performance guarantees to the user the maximum safety and comfort during plyometric training. The 
Performance fabric, from which the line takes its name, is the fusion of KSOFT class M1 and NARVIK, 
100% Italian quality fabrics that boast a particularly robust and durable construction, designed and 
adopted for the most intensive uses.

Dimensions (cm): 108 x 50 x 38
Easy to carry, thanks to its small size and the comfortable handle for moving.
Equipped with 4 rings for the complementary attachment of elastic bands

Code

Weight (Kg):

PMONO

10
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EXECUTIVE
Executive is the Kwell line of high-end and made in Italy 

functional products, conceived for all those centers that 

choose quality, safety and elegance.

• 43 products: power bags, balls, kettlesoft, pliobox, 

anklets, punching bags, gymballs, hammers and 

proprioceptive platforms.

• Total black design for functional upholstered tools and 

titanium design for rubber tools

• Italian design and craftsmanship

• Materials: Italian virgin rubber and technical fabrics, 

designed for high intensity training

• International safety certifications valid in the EU and 

USA

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

BAG
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Bag Executive, rated by professionals as the best functional power bags in the industry, are pre-loaded 
weighted functional training bags by Kwell. They allow you to combine the benefits of a weight lifting 
program with the elasticity of movement dictated by functional training in a single workout.

Bag Executive allow the execution of more dynamic and explosive movements than those performed 
with conventional weights, thanks to their structure resistant and comfortable at the same time, and 
the uniform distribution of the load inside the bag.

Training with power bags involves the major muscle groups and allows you to develop balance, strength 
and endurance, requiring constant activation of the stabilizing muscles.

The combination of 100% Italian premium fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing 
to the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco- leather that provides maximum hand-grip and 
improves resistance, makes the Bag Executive particularly robust, designed to withstand the most 
intense workouts and to prevent sand from spilling during training.

Dimensions (cm): 52 x 22
Product range (kg): 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21
Handles: 6

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7106B X7109B X7112B X7115B X7118B X7121B

6 9 12 15 18 21
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KETTLE SOFT

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Kettlesoft Executive is an original alternative to conventional kettlebell training for training explosive 
strength of both beginners and professionals in an effective and highly safe way.

Made of two types of fabric, Kettlesoft Executive is particularly suitable for people who are new to 
functional training, but at the same time is a viable alternative to conventional cast iron kettlebells 
for professionals. The comfortable handle, which gives extraordinary maneuverability to the product, 
completes the structure.

The combination of premium 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing 
to the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco- leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip 
and improves resistance, makes the exercises performed with Kettlesoft Executive a unique training 
experience.

Dimensions (cm): 25 x 28
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7106B X7109B X7112B X7115B X7118B X7121B X7106B

4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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GIANT BALL

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Giant Ball Executive are an excellent tool for functional training of all the muscles of the body and to 
increase explosive strength.
The use of these special wallballs requires continuous muscular activation, coordination and 
stabilization, which has led to their rapid success in functional training.

Thanks to the softness of their padding, the special Giant Ball Executive allow the execution of exercises 
in total safety, without running the risk of injury. Designed to withstand intense work and created with 
filling materials that allow them to maintain their shape over time, Giant Ball Executive are a valuable 
tool for training explosiveness, strength and muscle power. They can be thrown against the wall or 
dropped on the floor but are not suitable for “smash” exercises, for which there is a special tool (see 
Slam Ball Kwell).

Larger in size than traditional medicine balls, Giant Ball Executive allow an important isometric and 
postural work, since their grip determines the activation of the entire glenohumeral joint.
The combination of premium 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing to 
the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco- leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip and 
improves resistance, makes Giant Ball Executive particularly robust, designed to withstand the most 
intense workouts and to prevent breakage during training.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Venting grids for air escape during impact

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7704B X7706B X7708B X7710B X7712B

4 6 8 10 12
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

SMALL BALL

Slam Ball Executive are special weighted balls that cushion the rebound when they make contact with 
the floor. Widely used in functional and core training, they are the only ones to combine the versatility 
of the traditional wallball with the peculiarity of the smash ball.

The inimitable quality of the stitching and shock-absorbing support make Slam Ball Executive both 
sturdy and unique. Slam Ball Executive is the only one among the traditional wallballs to be suitable 
for the classic exercise of smash.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Code

Weight (Kg):

X1102K X1104K X1106K X1108K X1110K

2 4 6 8 10
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BULGARIAN BAG

Bulgarian Bag Executive is the best tool designed for functional physical conditioning. Entirely made 
of technical fabric and filled with inert and soft material to improve handling, comfort and use, the 
Bulgarian Bag Executive is designed to fit the user’s shoulders perfectly and to withstand great stress. 

The flexible safety handles allow for a targeted workout for both the upper and lower body and give the 
tool a great grip during even the most dynamic movements.

Dimensions (cm): 58 x 21 x 16
Product range (kg): 5, 8, 12, 17

Code

Weight (Kg):

X1205K X1208K X1212K X1217K

5 8 12 17
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

ANKLE
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Ankle Executive are ankle braces designed for aerobic training and muscle strengthening.

The entirely Made in Italy production, the handmade stitching, the reinforced weld of the padding made 
of stainless steel grains and the attention to details make Ankle Executive particularly compact and 
shock resistant. Extremely comfortable thanks to their special internal composition and impeccable fit, 
they respond perfectly to the needs of any user.

The combination of premium fabrics 100% Italian, KTEX class M1 - pleasing to the eye and durable over 
time - and NARVIK, the leather that provides maximum hand-grip and improves the resistance, makes 
Ankle Executive easily adjustable and comfortable.

Sold in pairs.

Product Range (kg): 0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2 / 2.5 / 3
0.5 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 28 x 11
1 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 28 x 11
1.5 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 36,5 x 11
2 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
2.5 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
31 kg Ankle Executive dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
Special Velcro closure system

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7505B X7510B X7515B X7520B X7525B X7530B

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

SAND DISK 

Code

Weight (Kg):

X1404 X1406 X1408 X1410 X1412

4 6 8 10 12

Sand Disk Executive are original weighted disks made of reinforced neoprene that combine the 
features of a dumbbell, a medicine ball and a kettlebell in a single tool. The softness of the grip and 
the instability of the weight make them suitable for core stability exercises, athletic preparation and all 
those disciplines in which the motor patterns of throwing and gripping are of fundamental importance.

Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
4 kg Sand Disk Executive diameter (cm): 34
6 kg Sand Disk Executive diameter (cm): 34
8 kg Sand Disk Executive diameter (cm): 36
10 kg Sand Disk Executive diameter (cm): 40
12 kg Sand Disk Executive diameter (cm): 42
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WEIGHTED VEST 

Code

Weight (Kg):

X1305K/M X1305K/W X1310K/M X1310K/W

5 5 10 10

Weighted Vest Executive is the pre-loaded, padded weighted vest designed to provide maximum fit and 
stability during training.

Thanks to the analysis of the load distribution during the design phase, the weight is distributed in an 
optimal way without burdening the shoulder blades.

Weighted Vest Executive is made in two versions, men’s and women’s, to give the tool an appropriate fit.

Product range (kg): 5, 10 (men’s and women’s versions)
Adjustable straps 
Man’s version length (cm): 46
Man’s version width (cm): 42
Woman’s version length (cm): 43
Woman’s version width (cm): 38
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DADO BOX

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Dado Box Executive is the set of four parallelepipeds (15, 30, 45, 60 cm) that allows you to train strength 
and agility in a progressive way.

Its shockproof structure, the solid anchoring system with Velcro closure (for greater versatility of use 
and immediate release) and the non-slip landing surface, adherent and strong for a safer grip, allow 
the execution of plyometric training in total safety and comfort.

The use of four parallelepipeds with different working heights, which can also be purchased individually 
and used for a wide range of activities, makes Dado Box Executive not only a valuable tool for functional 
training, but also an elegant piece of furniture.

The combination of premium 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing 
to the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco-leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip 
and improves its resistance, makes Dado Box Executive the must-have tool for functional training and 
cross training.

Dado Box Executive 15 (cm): 90 x 70 x 15; weight (kg): 9
Dado Box Executive 30 (cm): 90 x 70 x 30; weight (kg): 12.40
Dado Box Executive 45 (cm): 90 x 70 x 40; weight (kg): 15.25
Dado Box Executive 60 (cm): 90 x 70 x 60; weight (kg): 17.20
Dado Box Executive Kit (cm): 90 x 70 x 150; weight (kg): 53.80

Code

Weight (Kg):

XPBOX-B XBOX-15B XBOX-30B XBOX-45B XBOX-60B

53,80 9 12,40 15,25 17,20
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PLIO ALL IN ONE

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Plyo All In One Executive is the multi-plyo that allows you to train agility, explosive strength, proprioception 
and joint mobility by performing jumps and leaps on 50, 60 or 75 cm of height.

Jumping has never been so safe: thanks to its three different heights and its solid internal structure, 
the equipment can be easily adapted to the needs of athletes and users by simply turning the soft 
parallelepiped upside down and positioning it at the desired height.

Designed and created to eliminate injuries and make even the most demanding workout comfortable, 
this multi-plyo is now even more performing thanks to the strengthening of the solid internal structure 
and the improved non-slip surface, for a secure grip that protects the user from any risks and injuries 
typical of metal structures with wooden decks.

The combination of premium 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing to 
the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco- leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip and 
improves resistance, makes Plyo All In One Executive the must-have product in functional and cross 
training classes.

Dimensions (cm): 50 x 60 x 75

Code

Weight (Kg):

XPBOX-M/B

17
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

MINI PLYO ALL IN ONE 
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Mini Plyo All In One Executive is the multi-plyo that allows you to train agility, explosive strength, 
proprioception and joint mobility by performing jumps and leaps on 35, 45 or 55 cm of height.

Jumping has never been so safe: thanks to the three different heights and the solid internal structure, 
the equipment can be easily adapted to the needs of athletes and users by simply turning the solid 
parallelepiped upside down and positioning it at the desired height.
Conceived and designed to facilitate jumping primarily for beginners, seniors and women, as it 
eliminates or minimizes the risk of injury typical of metal structures with wooden platforms, Mini 
Plyo All In One Executive makes even the most demanding workout comfortable. The solid internal 
structure and improved non-slip surface complete the product.

The combination of premium 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing 
to the eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco- leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip 
and improves resistance, makes Mini Plyo All In One Executive an essential tool inside clubs, gyms and 
fitness boutiques.

Dimensions (cm): 55 x 45 x 35
Weight (kg): 15

Code

Weight (Kg):

XPBOX-S/B 

15
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MONOLITH 

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Monolith Executive Plus is the new training concept that combines the functionality of a traditional 
flat bench with the versatility of a proprioception multi-bench: a single tool to train agility, explosive 
strength, proprioception and joint mobility.

Monolith Executive Plus, thanks to its special internal structure, its essential and elegant design and 
its multi-functionality, is suitable for both one-to-one and couple training and where alternation is 
required. It boasts a versatile use: from an elegant furnishing accessory to a comfortable seat, up to a 
functional training station.

Made in Italy with the highest quality standards, it features a base that makes it very stable, ensuring 
responsiveness and excellent protection for the joints during the jumping phase.

Thanks to its special side rings, to which it is possible to attach elastic bands and ropes, Monolith 
Executive Plus assumes a third value and becomes a versatile training platform for the execution of 
the traditional Hip Thrust.

The combination of fine 100% Italian fabrics, KTEX class M1 -comfortable to the touch, pleasing to the 
eye and durable over time- and NARVIK, the eco-leather that guarantees maximum hand-grip and 
improves its resistance, makes Monolith Executive Plus a must-have item inside sports centers that 
put versatility, safety and quality first.

Dimensions (cm): 90 x 50 x 40
Weight (kg): 10
Equipped with 6 rings for the complementary attachment of elastic bands

Code

Weight (Kg):

XMONO-B 

15
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE

REVOLVE
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Dragging, tipping, traction, jumping, pushing, pulling and farmer’s walk: with Revolve Executive the 
training of explosive strength and personal training sessions will never be the same. Conceived to meet 
the needs of those who want to train with unconventional products such as truck tires and tractors 
without sacrificing hygiene and professionalism, Revolve Executive allows you to train all the muscle 
power in a creative, high-performance and safe way. The special coating made with fine fabrics 100% 
Italian eliminates any possible disadvantage associated with the use of scrap tires.

Code

Weight (Kg):

XREVOLVE-B 

55/60

Internal diameter (cm): 53
External diameter (cm): 105
Height (cm):110
Width (cm): 30
4 solid handles run the entire diameter of the tool
2 rings between the handles for attaching Revoring, elastics and speed resistor
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SOFT JERK BLOCK 

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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In recent years, functional fitness, HIIT training, personal training and athletic training have been 
adopting exercises and movements typical of traditional weight training, such as weight lifting and 
deadlifting. The correct dampening of shocks, sounds and vibrations has therefore become a necessity, 
especially in those gyms where several activities are carried out simultaneously. Soft Jerk Block 
Executive, also known as drop mat or weightlifting crash mat, respond perfectly to this need because 
they are designed with the unparalleled method of production 100% Italian, to absorb and cushion the 
fall of barbell and weights by reducing vibrations and noise with an effect of cushioning, soundproofing 
and protection of equipment and floors.

Soft Jerk Block Executive is a pair of high-density agglomerate blocks covered with a special ultra-
resistant fabric called KTEX, specially made to support and resist compression and impact. Coupled 
with a non-slip material and special venting valves, they are ideal as cushioning in the drop phase in 
Olympic weightlifting and for crossfit and cross training or functional training.

Dimensions (cm): 60 x 90 x 15
Sold in pairs
Equipped with handle for transportation

Code

Weight (Kg):

XJERK-B 

7
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BAG BOX 

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING EXECUTIVE
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Bag Box Executive is the special weighted bag with mobile base particularly suitable for group activities, 
martial arts and Fitboxing training. Thanks to its solid internal structure, its M1 class KTEX coating and 
its high weight, Bag Box Executive is the strongest and most resistant moving base bag on the market: 
it has been tested up to 960,000 hits from 90 kg. In addition to all the features of the conventional 
Fitboxing bag, it boasts the coexistence of some elements that make it unique and maximize its 
efficiency and potential. 

First of all, its special “spine” overload structure: the cylinder has a core that alternates the presence 
of weighted material and expanded foam, whose combination gives the bag great elasticity and an 
unparalleled ability to absorb impact and vibration. In addition, thanks to its soft coating, the base can 
also be hit, thus expanding the range of possible exercises during training. Bag Box Executive consists 
of a base and a cylinder that can be easily separated for easy transport and storage.

Cylinder height (cm): 182
Base height (cm): 51
Bag diameter (cm): 35
Base diameter (cm): 70

Code

Weight (Kg):

XFB70

75
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EMIBALL 

ACCESSORIES EXECUTIVE

Code

Weight (Kg):

XEMIBALLT

6,5

Diameter (cm): 65
Height (cm): 24
Load capacity (kg): 300
Material: virgin rubber

Emiball Executive is the rubberized hemisphere with an unstable circular base for proprioception exercises that increase 

balance, agility and strength in a high-performance and safe manner.

Emiball Executive is a monolith: produced as a single block, it has a special virgin rubber surface that allows the user to make 

full use of the support surface. The absence of a frame allows a range of tilt and movement that is unmatched on the market. 

The exclusive base of the platform adheres perfectly to the underlying surface by exploiting the pressure generated inside: 

this special suction cup effect makes training with Emiball Executive effective and complete, for an even safer grip.

Entirely manufactured in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Emiball Executive does not contain phthalates or chemicals 

that are harmful to the user or the environment.

Two practical side slots make it easy to move and handle.
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EMIBALL

SMALL

Code

Weight (Kg):

XEMI55T

4,9

Diameter (cm): 55
Weight (kg): 4,9
Load capacity (kg): 250
Material: virgin rubber

Emiball Small Executive is a rubberized hemisphere with an unstable circular base for proprioception exercises, smaller in 

size than traditional proprioception boards but no less effective in performance. Used to recover and/or strengthen the ankle 

and knee joints, restoring the motor patterns that ensure static and dynamic balance, Emiball Small Executive is the ideal tool 

for training coordination, strength and rehabilitation.

A special valve technology makes it lighter and designed to provide maximum grip, guaranteeing a complete non-slip effect.

Entirely manufactured in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Emiball Small Executive contains no phthalates or chemicals 

harmful to the user or the environment.

Two practical side slots make it easy to move and handle.
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SKIMMY 

ACCESSORIES EXECUTIVE

Code

Weight (Kg):

X3213T

6,5

Diameter (cm): 65
Weight (kg): 6.5
Load capacity (kg): 300
Material: virgin rubber

Skimmy Executive is the proprioceptive platform with a circular and unstable base for functional training, proprioception, 

balance re-education and rehabilitation from traumatic diseases. 

The surface area, which is larger than that of any other proprioceptive cushion, allows countless manual and footwork 

exercises, enabling both limbs to be supported. Highly absorbent and able to withstand very heavy loads thanks to the massive 

structure of its side edge, Skimmy Executive is an excellent rehabilitative and functional tool suitable for indoor and outdoor 

training.

Entirely manufactured in Italy through the use of certified virgin raw materials, it does not contain phthalates or chemicals 

harmful to the user and the environment.
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PEANUT

BALL 

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7595

3,5

Dimensions (cm): 50 x 95
Ball diameter (cm) 48
Groove diameter (cm) 44
Load capacity (kg): 350
Material: virgin rubber
Conical inflation valve included; pump not included

Peanut Ball Executive is an inflatable ball made of virgin rubber with an oval shape that is particularly suitable for fitness, 

Pilates and counter-resistance exercises typical of high-intensity activities such as functional training.

In rehabilitation, it provides great safety, ensuring better stability while performing the exercises. The unique central groove, 

which makes the tool slightly concave, makes it easier to grip with both legs and hands, ensuring a complete and effective 

workout of the whole body, especially the abdominal and core areas. Training with Peanut Ball Executive improves balance 

and coordination and increases control over posture, helping to prevent muscular disorders.

A multi-purpose tool made with a special double-layered mesh compound that makes it soft, resistant and burst-proof, able 

to withstand high loads.

Entirely manufactured in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Peanut Ball Executive does not contain phthalates or 

chemicals harmful to the user and the environment.
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Diameter (cm): 55, 65
Load capacity (kg): 350
Material: virgin rubber
Conical inflation valve included; pump not included

Boa Ball Executive is a self-stabilising, double-density virgin rubber inflatable ball designed to enhance muscle mobility and 

reactivity. The Boa Ball Executive represents the perfect combination of innovation and tradition: it is the first self-centring 

inflatable ball with double density and perfectly homogeneous colour in all its parts (anti rollover system). Its bipartite 

structure makes this special tool, in its natural position, more stable and safer than any other inflatable ball on the market. It 

can be used not only as a comfortable seat in a fitness centre, private home or office, but also as a preparatory tool for training 

with the Gym Ball Executive.

Turning it upside down it becomes a high-performance tool for the stabilising muscles and for the most demanding athletes, 

since, by attempting to return to its natural position, it will accentuate the element of instability. Thanks to its special dual-

density structure, Boa Ball Executive generates unpredictable movements and patterns: a useful stimulus for neuro-motor 

reprogramming.

A number of constructional features make Boa Ball Executive unique:

1. Its ability to withstand compression: it has been tested to withstand a pressure of approximately 350 kg (more than twice as 

much as is commonly claimed by competing products).

2. The special anti-explosion virgin rubber material: thanks to its self-deflating system, it cannot explode; this, combined with 

the double layer technology, makes it practically indestructible.

3. Its self-extinguishing property, which makes it a safe and user-friendly product, suitable for all types of users.

Manufactured entirely in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Boa Ball Executive contains no phthalates or chemicals 

harmful to the user or the environment.

Code

Weight (Kg):

XBB55T XBB65T

1,7 1,8

BOA BALL 

ACCESSORIES EXECUTIVE
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Diameter (cm): 55, 65
Load capacity (kg): 350
Material: virgin rubber
Conical inflation valve included; pump not included

Gym Ball Executive, known in the fitness market as Fit Ball or Swiss Ball, is the durable, inflatable virgin rubber ball available 

in 55, 65 or 75 cm diameter to meet the needs of all users.

An increasing number of personal trainers, fitness coaches and physiotherapists are using Gym Ball Executive in their training 

programmes, from fitness to functional training to therapeutic rehabilitation. Training with Gym Ball Executive is in fact deep 

and complete, since the user’s body, in order to counteract the continuous instability dictated by the spherical nature of the 

tool, constantly engages and activates all the deep and stabilisers muscles, which play a very important role in the quality of 

daily life.

Some constructive peculiarities make Gym Ball Executive unique and qualitatively incomparable to other inflatable balls on 

the market:

1. Its ability to withstand compression: it has been tested to withstand a pressure of about 350 kg (more than twice as much 

as is commonly claimed by competing products).

2. Its special anti-explosion virgin rubber material: thanks to the self-deflating system, it cannot explode; this, combined with 

the double layer technology, makes it practically indestructible.

3. Its self-extinguishing property: a safe and user-friendly product, suitable for every type of user.

Entirely produced in Italy through the use of certified virgin raw materials, Gym Ball Executive does not contain phthalates or 

chemicals harmful to the user and the environment.

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7555T X7565T

1,7 1,8

GYMBALL
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MED BALL

ACCESSORIES EXECUTIVE

Diameter (cm): 18.5/ 21.5 / 23.5/ 26/ 29
Material: virgin rubber

Med Ball Executive is the ideal virgin rubber medicine ball for toning and rehabilitation exercises, functional training circuits 

and athletic training.

Excellent for training grip and throwing skills, not too hard and bouncy, this special medicine ball is made entirely of virgin 

material and boasts an exceptional non-slip surface, thanks to a photo-engraved hand-grip that makes training safer at every 

stage.

Med Ball Executive is not filled with sand or water: the weight of the product is entirely determined by the weight of the material 

itself, a special construction feature that makes the product indestructible. Furthermore, thanks to the use of advanced and 

innovative production techniques, the consistency and rebound capacity of Med Ball Executive can be varied by simply inflating 

or deflating it using the valve provided.

Manufactured entirely in Italy from certified virgin raw materials, Med Ball Executive contains no phthalates or chemicals 

harmful to the user or the environment.

Code

Weight (Kg):

X6301T X6302T X6303T X6304T X6305T

1 2 3 4 5
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TORNADO BALL

Diameter (cm): 19.5/ 29.5
Length of rope (cm): 80
Material: virgin rubber

Tornado Ball Executive is a special virgin rubber medicine ball with rope for stabilising core muscles, designed and created 

to train and develop concentric and explosive strength in an original and fun way.

It is a special weighted ball with a fibrous and resistant nautical rope inside, for a workout totally focused on the abdominal 

and shoulder muscles.

Tornado Ball Executive is not filled with sand or water: the weight of the product is entirely determined by the weight of the 

material itself, a special construction feature that makes the product indestructible. Made entirely of virgin mesh material, it 

has a unique non-slip surface for a more secure hand-grip at every stage of training. The special gridding of the weave makes 

it particularly resistant to knocks, falls and pressure.

Entirely manufactured in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Tornado Ball Executive does not contain phthalates or 

chemicals harmful to the user or the environment.

Code

Weight (Kg):

X6312T X6314T

2 4
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HAMMER

ACCESSORIES EXECUTIVE
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Ball diameter (cm): 22
Carbon shaft length (cm): 95
Overall length (cm): 124
Material: virgin rubber and carbon coated metal
Special anti-vibration ring

Hammer Executive is a special soft gym hammer with a carbon shaft and rubberised ball for shock, sound and vibration 

absorption.

Created to meet the needs of athletes and professionals, Hammer Executive is designed for intensive training: muscle 

strengthening of arms and shoulders, simultaneous stabilisation of upper body and back, high-performance training for 

developing coordination and increasing joint agility.

The metal shaft covered in pure carbon, for unparalleled grip and comfort, and the virgin rubber ball equipped with anti-shock 

valves, make the structure of Hammer Executive particularly resistant to shocks and ultra-violent impacts and aesthetically 

incomparable to similar products on the market. The special anti-vibration ring preserves the structure of the hammer and 

the user’s joints, and makes it a safe and easy-to-handle tool: an innovative value for the most extreme workout and for power 

education.

Code

Weight (Kg):

XH050T XH075T XH0100T

5 7,5 10
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Smart is the Kwell functional social product line. Its special 

feature is the variety of colors, lively and bright, for a 

modern and dynamic fitness center. The technical texture 

and the Italian manufacturing make Smart line reliable and 

functional. The hashtags on the label allow you to get in 

touch with the Kwell sports community, in Italy and around 

the world.

• 38 products: bags, balls, kettlesoft, pliobox, revolve

• Italian design and craftsmanship

• Technical fabrics, designed for high intensity training

• Special hashtags for social networks

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

SMART
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART

BAG
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Bag Smart are pre-loaded, weighted bags for functional training by Kwell. Training with power bags 
involves the major muscle groups and allows you to develop balance, strength and endurance, requiring 
constant activation of the stabilising muscles.

Bag Smart allow you to combine the benefits of a weightlifting programme with the elasticity of 
movement dictated by functional training in a single workout. Entirely manufactured in Italy with the 
advice of the best experts in the field, Bag Smart are robust, durable and made with unparalleled 
quality. The product stands out for its large number of handles, modern design and careful research 
into materials and finishes.

The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of the line and 
helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; this is why they are the 
preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Dimensions (cm): 52 x 22
Colour: Yellow, Orange, Green, Light blue, Blue, Grey
Handles with special rubber coating: 6

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7306K KW7309K KW7312K KW7315K KW7318K KW7321K

6 9 12 15 18 21
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KETTLE SOFT

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART
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Kettlesoft Smart is an original alternative to conventional kettlebell training for building up the 
explosive strength of beginners and professionals in an effective and highly safe manner. They are 
particularly suitable for people who are new to functional training but, at the same time, represent a 
valid alternative to conventional cast iron kettlebells for professionals.

Manufactured entirely in Italy, they guarantee maximum safety for the user and preserve the floor 
underneath even in the event of accidental loss of grip.

Kettlesoft Smart, covered in robust cordura and technical material, is suitable for workplaces where the 
safety of people and equipment is the prime concern. The comfortable grip, which makes the product 
extraordinarily easy to handle, complements the design.

The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of the line and 
helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; this is why they are the 
preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Dimensions (cm): 25 x 28
Colour: Yellow, Orange, Green, Light blue, Blue, Grey

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7204K KW7206K KW7208K KW7210K KW7212K KW7214K KW7216K

4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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GIANT BALL

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART
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Giant Ball Smart is an excellent tool for training all the muscles of the body in a functional manner and 
for increasing explosive strength.

Larger in size than traditional medicine balls, the Giant Ball Smart provides important isometric and 
postural work, as its grip activates the entire glenohumeral joint, which has led to its rapid rise in 
functional training.

The irregular shape of the Giant Ball Smart creates functional instability, increasing strength and 
coordination and effectively preparing the muscular system for the stress of work and sport life. Thanks 
to their soft cushioning, the special Giant Ball Smart allow exercises to be performed safely, without 
the risk of injury. The new reinforced fabric is even stronger and safer, allowing them to maintain their 
shape over time. Designed and created to withstand intense work, the Giant Ball Smart are a valuable 
tool for training explosiveness, strength and muscle power. They can be thrown against the wall or 
dropped on the floor, but are not suitable for “smash” exercises, for which there is a special tool (see 
Slam Ball Kwell). The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of 
the line and helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; this is why they 
are the preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Diameter (cm): 33
Colour: Yellow, Orange, Green, Light Blue, Blue, Grey
Grilled vents to prevent the creation of high pressure inside the product

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7704K KW7706K KW7708K KW7710K KW7712K KW7714K KW7716K

4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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BIG BALL

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART
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Big Ball Smart, better known in the fitness world as a soft wall ball, is a special weighted ball that is 
solid and sturdy but not hard, and is larger than traditional medicine balls.

Thanks to their soft cushioning and unparalleled grip, Big Ball Smart allow you to perform exercises 
safely, without the risk of injury. Big Ball Smart are a great way to train explosiveness, strength and 
muscle power. They can be thrown against the wall or dropped on the floor but are not suitable for 
“smash” exercises, for which there is a special tool (see Slam Ball Kwell).

The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of the line and 
helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; this is why they are the 
preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Diameter (cm): 31
Colour: Yellow, Orange, Green, Light Blue, Blue, Grey
Grilled vents to prevent high pressure build up inside the product

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7404K KW7405K KW7406K KW7407K KW7408K KW7409K

4 5 6 7 8 9
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART

ANKLE

84



Ankle Smart is the comfortable and elegant line of professional ankle and wrist straps designed for 
aerobic training and muscle strengthening. Entirely designed and made in Italy, they are now even 
more resistant. The artisan stitching, the reinforced weld of the stainless steel grain padding and the 
attention to detail make Ankle Smart compact and resistant to wear and tear. Extremely comfortable 
thanks to their special internal composition and impeccable fit, they respond perfectly to the needs and 
wearability of any user.

The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of the line and 
helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; for this reason they are the 
preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Sold in pairs.

0.5 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 28 x 11
1 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 28 x 11
1.5 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 36,5 x 11
2 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
2.5 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
3 kg Ankle strap dimensions (cm): 36 x 12
Special Velcro closure system

Code

Weight (Kg):

X7505B X7510B X7515B X7520B X7525B X7530B

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3
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DADO BOX

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART
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Dado Box Smart is the ideal tool for developing power, elastic explosive strength and agility. It consists 
of four parallelepipeds made of different layers of material with varying densities and covered on the 
sides with eco-friendly materials.
Dado Box Smart is designed for functional, plyometric, calisthenics, free running and pre-acrobatic 
training, in full correspondence with the most popular trends in the fitness industry. Adjustable and 
modular in different heights and working widths, it can be used for a wide range of activities, performing 
various dexterity exercises (jumps and leaps) in a progressive manner, training the user’s conditioning 
and coordination skills.
Dado Box Smart is safe: it has four anchor points, a solid non-slip top and bottom surface and a 
comfortable shockproof structure. The base and top surface of each Dado Box Smart are entirely covered 
with a special fabric that provides maximum grip, for an even safer landing. Each box is equipped with 
Velcro straps that make it perfectly compatible with the others, giving the athlete the possibility of 
stacking them on top of each other to create the most useful combination for their training, while 
maintaining an excellent level of safety and solidity.
Thanks to the modern and attractive design, the attention to detail and the Made in Italy stitching, Dado 
Box Smart can be transformed into an elegant piece of furniture, which can be used as a box or simply 
as a seat.
The range of colours distinguishes the different weights, reflecting the philosophy of the line and 
helping clubs and users to recognise the type of equipment more quickly; for this reason they are the 
preferred choice of sports centres offering group functional and cross training.

Dado Box Smart 15 (cm): 90 x 70 x 15
Dado Box Smart 30 (cm): 90 x 70 x 30
Dado Box Smart 45 (cm): 90 x 70 x 40
Dado Box Smart 60 (cm): 90 x 70 x 60
Kit Dado Box Smart (cm): 90 x 70 x 150

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWPBOXB KWPBOX15B KWPBOX30B KWPBOX45B KWPBOX60B

53,80 9 12,40 15,25 17,20
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PLIO ALL IN ONE

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART

Plyo All In One Smart is the multi-plyo that allows you to train agility, explosive strength, proprioception 
and joint mobility by performing jumps and leaps at a height of 50, 60 or 75 cm.

Jumping has never been so safe: thanks to its three different heights and its solid internal structure, 
the equipment can be easily adapted to the needs of athletes and users by simply turning the soft 
parallelepiped upside down and positioning it at the desired height.

Designed and created to eliminate injuries and make even the most demanding workout comfortable, 
this multi-plyo is now even more performing thanks to the reinforcement of the solid internal structure 
and the improved non-slip surface, for a safe grip that protects the user from any risks and injuries 
typical of metal structures with wooden platforms.

Dimensions (cm): 50 x 60 x 75
Three sides coated with special non-slip fabric

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWPBOX-M/B

17,5
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GLIDE

Glide Smart are practical sliders, or glide discs, for performing exercises focused specifically on toning 
core, legs and arms. 

Entirely made in Italy by combining an elegant technical material with a resistant plastic material, 
Glide Smart have been designed to facilitate gliding on various planes, exercises that improve agility, 
speed, power and stimulate the muscular districts recruited. A rigid inner core determines the solidity 
of the structure, for a long-lasting use. A practical webbing that makes it easier to grip the equipment 
completes the product.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWKG01

-

Diameter (cm): 26
Thickness (cm): 1.2
Sold in pairs
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SMART

REVOLVE

90



Dragging, tipping, pulling, jumping, pushing, pulling and farmer’s walk: with Revolve Smart, explosive 
strength training and personal training sessions will never be the same again. 

Conceived to meet the needs of those who want to train with unconventional products in the world of 
gyms (such as truck and tractor tires) without sacrificing hygiene and professionalism, Revolve Smart 
allows you to train all your muscular power in a creative, high-performance and safe way. The special 
covering made of 100% Italian quality fabrics has been created to eliminate any possible disadvantage 
linked to the use of waste tires.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWREVOLVEB

55/60

Inner diameter (cm): 52
Outer diameter (cm): 105
Height (cm): 110
Width (cm): 30
4 solid handles run the full diameter of the tool
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

OUTDOOR
Outdoor is the Kwell line for outdoor functional training, the 

new fitness trend. Its features are unique: doubled thickness, 

surface treatments for maximum hold and triple shielded 

padding. These materials resist bad weather, keeping the 

shapes and characteristics of traditional functional training 

products unchanged. Designed, produced and tested 

entirely in Italy.

• Cover material: PVC Camouflage

• Temperature resistance: -30 ° C / +70 ° C

• Tear resistance: 30 kg over 5 cm

• Crease resistance: 100,000 cycles without cracks

• Antimicrobial, UV rays protection
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR

BAG
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Bag Outdoor is Kwell’s line of pre-loaded, weighted functional training bags for outdoor use. Training 
with power bags involves the major muscle groups and allows you to develop balance, strength and 
endurance, requiring constant activation of the stabilising muscles. 

Bag Outdoor allow you to combine the benefits of a weightlifting programme with the flexibility of 
movement of functional training in a single workout. Thanks to their versatility, they are an indispensable 
tool for all clubs and personal trainers who offer their users outdoor functional training solutions.

Dimensions (cm): 52 x 22
Product range (kg): 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21
Handles with special rubber coating: 6
Cover fabric: Antimicrobial Camouflage PVC, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking

Code

Weight (Kg):

OD7306 OD7309 OD7312 OD7315 OD7318 OD7321

6 9 12 15 18 21
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KETTLE SOFT

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR
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Kettlesoft Outdoor are an original alternative to conventional kettlebell training for effective and safe 
explosive strength training in the open air for beginners and professionals. They are particularly suitable 
for people who are new to functional training, but at the same time represent a valid alternative to the 
traditional cast iron kettlebell for professionals.

Entirely made in Italy, they guarantee maximum safety for the user and preserve the non-deformability 
of the structure and fabric even in the event of accidental loss of grip. The comfortable handle, which 
makes the product extraordinarily easy to handle, completes the structure. Designed to be versatile 
and multifunctional and to withstand bad weather and wear and tear, the Kettlesoft Outdoor range is 
a must-have tool for all clubs and personal trainers offering their users outdoor functional training 
solutions.

Dimensions (cm): 25 x 28
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16
Cover fabric: Antimicrobial camouflage PVC, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking

Code

Weight (Kg):

OD7206 OD7209 OD7212 OD7215

6 9 12 15
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GIANT BALL

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR
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Giant Ball Outdoor is an excellent tool for training all the muscles of the body in a functional manner in 
the open air and for increasing explosive strength.

Designed and created to withstand intense work, Giant Ball Outdoor, thanks to the special composition 
of the inert materials in the padding, boasts an ideal consistency for throwing and catching. The special 
antimicrobial polyvinyl chloride coating, together with the triple layer waterproofing system, makes it 
unique for outdoor use.

Giant Ball Outdoor can be thrown against the wall or dropped on the ground but are not suitable for 
“smash” exercises, for which there is a special tool (see Slam Ball Kwell).

Larger than traditional medicine balls, Giant Ball Outdoor allow important isometric and postural 
work, as their grip activates the entire glenohumeral joint.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Venting grids for air escape during impact
Cover fabric: Antimicrobial Camouflage PVC, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking

Code

Weight (Kg):

OD7704 OD7706 OD7708 OD7710 OD7712

4 6 8 10 12
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR

GIANT BALL PLUS
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Giant Ball Outdoor Plus are medical balls with handles, solid but not hard, which in the world of 
functional training represent an excellent tool for training all the muscles of the body outdoor and 
for increasing explosive strength, requiring continuous coordination and stabilisation both in the grip 
phase and in the throwing phase.

Giant Ball Outdoor Plus, with its two functional soft-touch side handles that make it easier to grip, is 
designed for extreme throwing and catching exercises, tractions and counter-resistance, but is not 
suitable for “smash” exercises. For ground throwing exercises, we recommend the special Slam Ball 
Kwell.
Thanks to the special composition of the inert materials in the padding, the consistency is ideal for 
throwing, catching, unbalancing and swinging. In addition, the special antimicrobial polyvinyl chloride 
coating, together with the triple layer waterproofing system, makes it unique for outdoor use.

Larger in size than traditional medicine balls, Giant Ball Outdoor Plus allows for important isometric 
and postural work, as its grip activates the entire glenohumeral joint.

Diameter (cm): 33
Product range (kg): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Venting grids for air escape during impact
Cover fabric: Antimicrobial Camouflage PVC, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking
2 red/black handles with padded grips

Code

Weight (Kg):

P7804 P7806 P7808 P7810 P7812

4 6 8 10 12
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PLYO ALL IN ONE 

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR
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Plyo All In One Outdoor is a unique and comfortable parallelepiped with a solid internal structure that 
allows you to train agility, explosive strength, proprioception and joint mobility by performing jumps 
and leaps at a height of 50, 60 or 75 cm in total safety.

Jumping outdoors has never been safer: thanks to the three different heights and the solid internal 
structure, the equipment can be easily adapted to the needs of athletes and users by simply turning the 
soft parallelepiped upside down and positioning it at the desired height.

Designed to eliminate injuries and make even the most demanding workouts comfortable, this multi-
plyo is now even more powerful. Made with a new technology called triple layer, which allows it to be 
used even in extreme conditions, Plyo All In One Outdoor now boasts a stronger internal structure, 
more resistant seams and a non-slip surface, for a secure grip that protects the user from any risks 
and injuries typical of metal structures with wooden platforms.

Dimensions (cm): 50 x 60 x 75
Cover fabric: Antimicrobial camouflage PVC, UV protected.
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking
Reinforced closing zip

Code

Weight (Kg):

ODPBOX-M

17,5
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REVOLVE

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR
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Dragging, tipping, pulling, jumping, pushing, pulling and farmer’s walk: with Revolve Outdoor, explosive 
strength training and outdoor personal training sessions will never be the same. 

Designed to meet the needs of those who want to train outdoors with unconventional products from 
the world of gyms (such as truck and tractor tires) without sacrificing hygiene and professionalism, 
Revolve Outdoor allows you to train all your muscular power in a creative, high-performance and safe 
way. The special cover is made of 100% Italian quality fabrics, designed to withstand bad weather, 
wearing and tearing and to eliminate any possible disadvantage associated with the use of waste tires.

Code

Weight (Kg):

ODREVOLVE

55/60

Internal diameter (cm): 52
External diameter (cm): 105
Height (cm): 110
Width (cm): 30
4 solid rubber-coated handles run the full diameter of the tool
2 rings between the handles for attaching Revoring, elastic bands and speed resistor
Cover fabric: PVC Camouflage Antimicrobial, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Resistance to tearing: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking
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Boxeo Outdoor is the punching bag for outdoor combat sports that allows you to train speed, endurance 
and muscular power thanks to the solidity of its perfectly cylindrical structure.

Equipped with Cordura straps for fastening and a stainless steel ring obtained by fusing metal (thus 
eliminating welds that lead to the tearing of the hanging system), Boxeo Outdoor boasts a solid 
cylindrical structure that guarantees better product uniformity.

Thanks to its specific composition and texture of polyvinyl chloride in antimicrobial camouflage, it 
resists weather and sunlight, meeting the needs of the most demanding athletes, inside and outside 
any sports centre.

Dimensions (cm): 105 x 35
Diameter (cm): 33
Cover fabric: PVC Camouflage antimicrobial, UV protected
Temperature resistance: -30° C / +70° C
Tear resistance: 30 kg on 5 cm
Crease resistance: 100,000 rounds without cracking
Fastened with 4 durable cordura tapes
Steel ring

Code

Weight (Kg):

OD2030

30
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GUARD ROPE 

Guard Rope is a special protective sheath that protects functional and cross training ropes from wear, 
fraying and abrasion. A durable woven fabric cover with a practical Velcro fastening system which, 
when applied to the rope and the rope anchorage point, protects the structure and functionality of the 
rope.

Code

Weight (Kg):

OD0029

0,150

Dimensions (cm): 58
Diameter (cm): 6

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING OUTDOOR
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Here you will find the tools designed for the training 

of strength, muscle power, endurance and athletic 

gestures: dumbbells, barbells, bumpers, discs, benches, 

supports and many other tools for enhancing physical 

and sport performance.

Design, high quality materials, durability of the product 

and safety of the tool are the main values that characterize 

the whole range of our strength training products.
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BENCH

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING
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Bench is the comfortable adjustable bench for professional use by Kwell.

A solid metal frame, a meticulous finishing of the seams of the seat strictly Made In Italy and an ad hoc 
design conceived for the comfort of the user: these are the main features of Bench.

Bench is both a Flat Bench and an Incline Bench, allowing you to perform different types of workouts 
thanks to the six levels of inclination of the backrest and the five different seat adjustments, which 
make it suitable for any sports centre, from fitness boutiques to functional weight room and crossfit 
boxes.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWBENCH

35

Length (cm): 138
Width (cm): 88
Maximum height in use (cm): 133
Seat thickness (cm): 4
Seat size (cm): 35 x 35
Backrest size (cm): 35 x 90
Maximum load capacity (kg): 300
Material: powder-coated steel
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BENCH PRO F1
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Bench Pro F1 is the multipurpose professional bench designed to train safely with barbells and 
dumbbells. Equipped with integrated wheels to facilitate positioning or displacements both in the gym 
and inside your home, and easy to adjust and move, Kwell Bench Pro F1 is both a Flat Bench and an 
Incline Bench thus allowing you to perform different types of training thanks to 5 different backrest 
adjustments and 3 different seat adjustments.

Unlike simple gym benches, the structure of Bench Pro F1 developes on a steel frame specially designed 
to increase the level of safety and strength of the structure during the workout of various athletes.

The filling of the cushion, 100% Made in Italy and handcrafted to guarantee the highest production 
standards, is in high-density foam and the upholstery is in Ktech professional, a material that maximizes 
the user’s workout comfort, while also facilitating the cleaning process.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW21F1

40

Length (cm): 128
Width (cm): 50
Maximum height in use (cm): 130
Seat thickness (cm): 4
Seat size (cm): 34 x 34
Backrest size (cm): 91 x 34
Maximum load capacity (kg): 180
Material: powder-coated steel
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IRON BENCH

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING
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Iron Bench is the first multifunctional bench designed and manufactured entirely in Italy. The core 
of Iron Bench is made of laser-cut steel and can hold up to four pairs of both hexagonal or circular 
dumbbells. The comfortable seat is made of high-quality, closed-cell, inert padding with a non-slip 
antibacterial coating. In addition to a tidy equipment storage for an effective workout, thanks to its two 
hollow compartments at the ends that can hold kettlebells or med balls and the core of the bench that 
can house dumbbells, Iron Bench is above all a complete functional training and HIIT Training station.
Iron Bench is a flat bench that allows you to performe traditional exercises, with free weights and 
barbells, serving also as a platform to train plyometrics and explosive strength of the jump (plyobox), 
thanks to its heavy weight that makes it solid and stable when used.

The product is completed by:

• Two solid side handles, made of chrome-plated steel and ideal for performing push-ups, squats 
and core stabilisation exercises;

• Six special slots in the structure, which become the ideal hooks for elastics, cables and handles.
• A metal bar that serves as a support for ropes.

Code

Weight (Kg):

IBENCH
IBENCH-N

86

Length (cm): 140
Width (cm): 58.6
Height (cm): 52
Height of padding (cm): 7.0
Width of compartments at the ends (cm): 80
Diameter of handle grips (mm): 30
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A

C

D

B E

F

G

H

Length (cm): 137
Height (cm): 38
Depth (cm): 1500

Code KW9001-A KW9001-B KW9001-C KW9001-D KW9001-E KW9001-F KW9001-G KW9001-H

Storage Rack is the universal and multifunctional tool rack with modular configurations for different 
product storage needs. The small size and the surprising load capacity and versatility make Storage 
Rack the first choice of all professionals. With this practical and simple solution you can create 
customised storage areas, adapted to the space and work system of each personal trainer.

You can configure Storage Rack by choosing from the following supports:

• Vertical uprights
• Kettlebells supports
• Open rail support for medicine balls
• Open rail support for wall balls and bags
• Inclined support for dumbbells
• Disc holder pin
• Support for elastic bands and ropes
• Support for bumpers and proprioceptive boards.

Supplied in a practical assembly kit.

Uprights dimensions (cm) 150 x 38 each.
Kettlebell holder dimensions (cm): 120 x 35
Open rail support dimensions for medicine balls (cm): 120 x 35; distance between the tubes (cm): 17
Open rail support dimensions for wall ball and bag (cm): 120 x 35; distance between the tubes (cm): 26
Inclined handlebar support dimensions (cm): 120 x 35
Disc holder pin dimensions (cm): 5
Support dimensions for elastic, ropes and rope (cm): 120 x 35
Rack dimensions for bumper and platforms (cm): 120 x 35
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DUMBBELL RACK 3P

Dumbbell Rack 3P is the compact metal dumbbell rack with three shelves and a total capacity of 18 
pairs of dumbbells, both hexagonal or circular in shape. 

Minimum space, maximum performance.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2805

50

Length (cm): 160
Depth (cm): 76
Height (cm): 115
Maximum load (kg): 360
Capacity: 18 pairs of dumbbells

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING
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DUMBBELL RACK 2P

Dumbbell Rack 2P is a powder-coated steel dumbbell rack with a double shelf, with a total capacity of 
ten pairs of both hexagonal or circular dumbbells.

Length (cm): 242
Depth (cm): 73
Height (cm): 73
Weight (Kg) :: 50
Maximum load (kg): 300
Capacity: 10 couples

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2800

50
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TOWER DUMBBELL RACK 

Tower Dumbbell Rack is a practical pyramid-shaped rack designed to store and position both hexagonal 
or circular dumbbells vertically.

With a capacity of 14 pairs of dumbbells, Tower Dumbbell Rack is a practical and functional solution 
that optimises space in the gym and it is also an elegant piece of furniture.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2850

18

Length (cm) 76
Depth (cm): 76
Height (cm): 157
Maximum load (kg): 300
Capacity: 12 couples

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING
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KETTLEBELL RACK

The Kettlebell Rack is a practical rack to store kettlebells made of painted metal with three rubber-
coated shelves.

Thanks to its special sizing and excellent capacity, the Kettlebell Rack is an intelligent solution for 
neatly storing all the kettlebells that are usually left on the floor or in the corners of the room. Supplied 
in a practical assembly kit.

Length (cm): 118
Depth (cm): 76
Height (cm): 116
Maximum load (kg): 250

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2820

25
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Cerakote Kross Bar is the top-of-the-range Kwell barbell. 

Elegant, compact and extraordinarily strong, the Cerakote Kross Bar is made of alloy steel, which makes it even more elastic 

than other bars of the same category.

The bearings in the sliding bushings make it particularly smooth to roll. The weight calibration boasts only ± 5 grams of error, 

with a total load capacity of 680 kg.

The knurling on the handles is medium-grained, making it more comfortable even with very high loads. The central bar is 

coated with Cerakote, which provides greater resistance to abrasion and moisture, while optimising grip for a even more 

comfortable use. Conceived and designed for the most demanding athletes.

Length (cm): 220
Maximum use load (kg): 680
loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28
P.S.I: 190 K

CERAKOTE 

KROSS BAR

ACCESSORIESSTRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB054

20,1
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Olympic Kross Bar - Man is the special men’s barbell made of Kwell branded alloy steel. 

Elegant, compact and extraordinarily resistant, the Olympic Kross Bar, thanks to its special structure, is now even more 

elastic than barbells of the same category.

The bearings in the sliding bushings make it particularly smooth to roll. The weight calibration boasts only ± 5 grams of error, 

with a total load capacity of 680 kg.

The knurling of the handles is medium-grained, making it comfortable even with very high loads.

Length (cm): 220
Maximum use load (kg): 680
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28
P.S.I: 190

OLYMPIC 

KROSS BAR - MAN 

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB050

20,1
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Olympic Kross Bar - Woman is the special women’s barbell made of Kwell branded alloy steel.

Elegant, compact and extraordinarily resistant, Olympic Kross Bar, thanks to its special structure, is now even more elastic 

than barbells of the same category.

The bearings in the sliding bushings make it particularly smooth to roll.

The weight calibration boasts only ± 5 grams of error, with a total load capacity of 450 kg.

The knurling is medium-grained, making it more comfortable even with very high loads.

Length (cm): 201
Maximum use load (kg): 450
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 25
P.S.I: 190 K

OLYMPIC 

KROSS BAR – WOMAN 

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB052

15,3

ACCESSORIES
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Training Bar is Kwell’s Olympic barbell with practical ball bearings and medium-grain knurling, specifically designed for 

bench squat exercises.

Training Bar Kwell is the right compromise for both those who want to train strength and enhance muscle tone and those who 

prefer functional fitness training.

Length (cm): 220
Maximum use load (kg): 220
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28
Barbell not droppable

TRAINING BAR 

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB056

20
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Aluminium Technical Bar is an introductory barbell to weightlifting weighing just 10 kg with a 60 kg capacity.

Suitable for learning weightlifting techniques and often used in courses to learn the right technique with a lighter Olympic 

barbell, the Aluminium Technical Bar is the Kwell branded barbell produced under strict quality control.

Aluminium Technical Bar features a red anodised aluminium bar and steel sleeves rotating on ball bearings.

Length (cm): 200
Maximum use load (kg): 60
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 30

ALUMINIUM 

TECHNICAL BAR

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB058

9,8

ACCESSORIES
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Triceps Bar is the 87 cm long multi-grip barbell equipped with practical disc holder adapters with a diameter of 50 mm. 

Its practical handles are designed for performing reverse grip press exercises for training triceps.

Hex Bar is the must-have deadlift bar for those who want to approach the technique of deadlifting in a safe and highly 

professional manner. Shorter than a traditional barbell, it is easy to manoeuvre even in small spaces, without sacrificing 

functionality and performance. It has been designed by increasing the load zone to 25 cm, like the classic Olympic barbell.

Length (cm): 87
Maximum use load (kg): 115
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28

Length (cm): 142.5
Maximum use load (kg): 315
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 25

TRICEPS 

BAR

HEX BAR

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB064

11,9

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB068

20,5
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STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING

Ez Curl Bar is the ideal barbell for isolation exercises.

Featuring comfortable grips for easy hand positioning and a medium grain knurling, Ez Curl Bar boasts a special angled 

shape that is particularly suitable for triceps and biceps training.

The Short Training Bar, smaller than standard barbells, has a length of 153 cm and a diameter of 28 mm. Its small size 

makes it suitable for group training and in all training locations where space is limited (e.g. home fitness). Ideal for refining 

technique. Designed for professional use. Despite its small size, it has an exceptional load capacity of 150 kg.

SHORT TRAINING BAR 

EZ CURL BAR

Length (cm): 120
Maximum use load (kg): 135
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 30

Length (cm): 153
Maximum use load (kg): 150
Loading area diameter (mm): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB062

12,2

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB058

9,8

ACCESSORIES
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Kwell branded selectorized Olympic Dumbbell in chrome plated steel, compatible with 50 mm Olympic and bumper discs.

The special knurling on the handle and the practical swivel sleeves mounted on ball bearings make the selectorized Olympic 

Dumbbell a versatile tool for personal training studios and home fitness training.

KCore is the self-supporting, multi-directional pivot for the Olympic barbell.

KCore consists of a solid triangular support structure, which holds discs with a 50 mm hole, for greater stability and possible 

overloading, and an optional handle for a more practical handling of the barbell.

A dynamic and functional piece of equipment that allows the upper body to be trained in an unconventional way, extending the 

range of possible exercises such as rotations, lunges and push-ups in an original way.

Length (cm): 51
Loading area length (cm): 16.5
Maximum use load (kg): 50
Handle diameter (mm): 28
Sold individually

Dimensions (cm): 60 x 60
Compatible with 50 mm diameter discs
Compatible with 28/50 mm diameter barbells

MANUBRIO OLIMPICO 

RICARICABILE

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB064

5,5

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW8032

-

KCORE
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STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING

Bar Holder is the horizontal barbell rack with practical wall attachment. Consisting of two 5 mm thick steel supports, Bar 

Holder is compatible with all traditional Olympic barbells. A practical space-saving idea, perfect for small personal training 

centres. Rubberized upper Holder base. Supplied with 6 dowels for mounting.

Clamp is the practical pair of barbell disc clamps made of high-quality plastic for comfortable, effective and safe locking.

CLAMP 

BAR HOLDER 

Width (cm): 10
Length (cm): 46
Material: powder coated steel
Capacity: 5 barbells

Diameter (mm): 50
Compatible with Olympic barbells
and / or equipped with adapters
Sold in pairs

Code KWB035

Code KW8029

ACCESSORIES
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Spring Collar 50 mm is the practical pair of traditional clip-on chrome-plated steel disc springs for practical and secure 

locking.

Spring Collar 28 mm is the practical pair of traditional clip-on chrome-plated steel disc springs for practical and secure 

locking.

Diameter (mm): 50
Compatible with Olympic barbells
and / or equipped with adapters
Sold in pairs

SPRING COLLAR  

50 MM 

Code KWB006

Code KW3011-3

Diameter (mm): 28
Compatible with barbells c
with 28 mm diameter adapters
Sold in pairs

SPRING COLLAR  

28 MM 
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Bumper Kross Competition are Kwell’s competition discs designed for the most demanding athletes and professionals.

Conceived to limit the consequences of a loaded barbell falling to the ground, Bumper Kross Competition are covered in 

rubber of different colors with metal inserts and a central stainless steel ring with an anti-losing system to protect the area 

of the barbell insertion hole.

The special rubber compound, obtained from the controlled selection of non-recycled raw materials, does not alter the 

product and guarantees the solidity of the coating and durability over time, resulting in the complete elimination of toxic 

phthalates and odours deriving from the recycled compound, and maximum mechanical resistance to drop tests and stress.

Both the central hole diameter of 50 mm and the outer disc diameter of 450 mm meet the highest standards of the International 

Weightlifting Federation.

Outer diameter (mm): 450
Hole: 50 mm
Tolerance: ± 2% (of the declared weight
Compatible with 50mm Olympic barbells
Sold individually

BUMPER KROSS 

COMPETITION

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB010S KWB015S KWB020S KWB025S

10 15 20 25

ACCESSORIES
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Bumper Black are professional rubber-coated discs designed to absorb the fall of a loaded barbell on the ground.

They are particularly suitable for weight training, functional training and cross training, thanks to their special resistance to 

intensive use (shocks, falls, vibrations and impacts).

Bumper Black guarantee a solid and safe support, evenly distributed thanks to the same external diameter of the discs - 450 

mm for all sizes - in compliance with the standards of the International Weightlifting Federation.

They are made entirely of high-quality, odourless rubber with an excellent mechanical resistance and elastic component, 

which facilitates their versatility. The solid internal structure is combined with a comfortable rubber coating and a practical 

metal ring to protect the hole, facilitating insertion and removal on the barbell.

Outer diameter (mm): 450
Hole: 50 mm
Tolerance: ± 5% (of the declared weight
Compatible with 50mm Olympic barbells
Sold individually

BUMPER BLACK

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB105S KWB110S KWB115S KWB120S KWB125S

5 10 15 20 25
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Bumper High Temperature are professional high intensity recycled rubber discs with a stainless steel central ring.

They are used exclusively in combination with special rubberized weightlifting and powerlifting platforms or rubberised non-

trauma floors, and they are excellent tools for explosive strength training, functional training and cross training.

Outer diameter (mm): 450
Hole: 50 mm
Tolerance: ± 5% (of the declared weight
Sold individually
Compatible with 50mm Olympic barbells
5 kg discs cannot be used with the drop function.

BUMPER HT 

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB105C KWB110C KWB115C KWB120C

5 10 15 20

ACCESSORIES
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Kwell Rubber Plates are multi-grip plates made of metal and coated with a special rubber compound for shock and impact 

absorption.

They have a practical metal ring to protect the hole, which makes it easy to insert and remove the plate on the barbell.

While maintaining maximum grip, the special multi-grip handle facilitates the movement of the weight during the workout.

Their construction and functionality make these discs extremely versatile, perfect in combination with Olympic barbells for 

traditional weightlifting exercises and disc loading machines.

Hole: 50 mm
Tolerance: ± 5%
Compatible with 50mm Olympic barbells
Sold individually

RUBBER PLATES

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWRU01S KWRU02S KWRU05S KWRU10S KWRU15S KWRU20S

1,25 2,5 5 10 15 20
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Olympic Plates are multi-grip discs made of metal and coated with a special polyurethane compound for shock and impact 

absorption.

Characterised by high strength, compactness and durability and designed to reduce rebound from impact, generate comfort 

and protect both the ground and the user, Kwell Olympic Plates consist of a solid steel structure adhered to a high-quality 

plastic material that is rigid yet flexible, for the most demanding athletes. A practical metal ring to protect the hole, which 

facilitates the insertion and removal of the plate on the barbell, completes the product.

Hole: 50 mm
Tolerance: ± 5%
Sold individually

OLYMPIC PLATES

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWPU01S KWPU02S KWPU05S KWPU10S KWPU15S KWPU20S

1,25 2,5 5 10 15 20

ACCESSORIES
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Hollow Competition Kettlebell is the line of steel competition kettlebells designed to meet the needs of the most demanding 

athletes. The same size for different weights ensure the best execution of all movements, while maintaining maximum 

technicality and protecting the athlete from injury even in the most difficult exercises.

The off-centre mass with respect to the handle makes Hollow Competition Kettlebell an extremely versatile tool, from use 

in traditional weight training exercises, such as Squat and Press, to the most representative ballistic exercises of Kettlebell 

Training, such as Swing, Snatch, Jerk etc. The stability of the base, the unpainted handle with visible surface covered with a 

special transparent and rustproof protective layer, which boasts a diameter and composition that optimises the grip, and the 

different colours to identify the different sizes, make this product the best solution for the professional and competition world 

of kettlebell training.

Height (cm): 28
Width (cm): 21
Sphere circumference (mm)
Weight tolerance: ± 5%
Handle diameter (mm): 33
Handle height

HOLLOW COMPETITION 

KETTLEBELL

Code

Weight (Kg):

KB08 KB12 KB16 KB20 KB24 KB28 KB32

8 12 16 20 24 28 32
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Iron Black Kettlebell are Kwell’s matte black painted cast iron kettlebells that vary in size according to weight.

Thanks to their special compact design with unique finish, their versatility and the handle with unchanged diameter for each 

size, designed to promote an excellent grip and facilitate the holding of any user, Iron Black Kettlebell guarantee efficiency 

and durability to the kettlebell training of professionals and the most demanding athletes.

Weight tolerance: ± 5%
Handle diameter: different for each kettlebell

IRON BLACK 

KETTLEBELL

Code

Weight (Kg):

KBB04 KBB06 KBB08 KBB010 KBB012 KBB016 KBB020 KBB024 KBB028 KBB032

4 6 8 10 12 16 20 24 28 32

ACCESSORIES
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Vinyl Studio Kettlebell are cast iron kettlebells covered in colourful vinyl rubber by Kwell, whose size varies according to 

weight.

The unique feature of this tool is the unbalance produced by its off-centre load shape, which makes the Vinyl Studio Kettlebell 

the perfect ally for improving strength, muscle tone, coordination and endurance.

Thanks to the solidity of its compact structure and the reduced size for smaller loads, Vinyl Studio Kettlebell are the perfect 

alternative to the competition line for those who decide to approach kettlebell training.

Weight tolerance: ± 5%
Handle diameter: different for each kettlebell

VINYL STUDIO 

KETTLEBELL 

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2174-4 KW2174-6 KW2174-8 KW2174-10 KW2174-12 KW2174-16 KW2174-20 KW2174-24 KW2174-28 KW2174-32

4 6 8 10 12 16 20 24 28 32
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Hex Dumbbell are the practical professional dumbbells made of knurled steel and rubber with a special hexagonal shape and 

anti-roll structure. They are not only used for traditional strength training exercises but also for functional and cross training, 

whose dynamic and functional movements are the basis of these disciplines.

Easy to hold and comfortable to use with a deep knurled chrome handle, Hex Dumbbell are the first choice for sports centres 

investing in versatility, durability and design.

Handle diameter (mm): 28-33
Handle length (mm): 130
Tolerance: ± 5%
Sold individually

HEX 

DUMBBELL

Code

Weight (Kg):

Code

Weight (Kg):

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWE010S KWE020S KWE025S KWE030S KWE040S KWE050K KWE060S KWE070S KWE075K

1 2 2,5 3 4 5 6 7 7,5

KWE080S KWE090S KWE100K KWE125K KWE150K KWE175K KWE200K KWE225K KWE250S

8 9 10 12,5 15 17,5 20 22,5 25

KWE275K KWE300S KWE325S KWE350K KWE375K KWE400S

27,5 30 32,5 35 37,5 40

ACCESSORIES
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Pro PU Dumbbell Set is the professional set of dumbbells made of knurled steel and a high-quality polyurethane compound 

of circular shape.

The robust construction of the equipment, the maximum mechanical resistance to stress tests, the quality of the polyurethane 

compound that does not alter the raw material and guarantees the solidity of the coating and durability over time, make the 

Pro PU Dumbbell Set the first choice of all those professionals who make traditional weightlifting their core business.

Increase (kg): 2
Tolerance: ± 5%

PRO PU 

DUMBBELL SET

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWCR02-20K KWCR02-30K

2-20 2-30
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Anatomic Hand Weight are special anatomical cast iron weights coated with high-quality coloured vinyl rubber with a lively 

and attractive design, for functional, aerobic and rehabilitative exercises.

Thanks to their peculiar wrapping profile, the special Anatomic Hand Weight are designed and manufactured for dynamic 

activities that require special grips and handles, for a safe grip even on the move.

ANAMOTIC 

HAND WEIGHT

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2153-1 KW2153-2

1 2

STRENGTH & CROSSTRAINING ACCESSORIES
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Hand Weight is the elegant line of cast iron weights coated with high-quality coloured vinyl rubber with a lively and attractive 

design and a special anti-roll diamond shape.

Ideal for all types of exercises with moderate overload, Kwell Hand Weight are aerobic dumbbells frequently chosen for group 

classes in the gym, home training and rehabilitation.

Sold individually

HAND WEIGHT

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD2143-1 KWD2143-2 KWD2143-3 KWD2143-4 KWD2143-5

1 2 3 4 5
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Here you will find the tools designed for group activities: 

body pump, step, Fitboxe, circuit training, Revoring 

training, elastic trampolines and small accessories such as 

dumbbells, loop bands, mats and much more. Our 30-year-

old brands Aerobika and Fitboxe made fitness history by 

satisfying thousands of professionals around the world. On 

the other hand, innovative brands such as Revoring® are 

shaping contemporary fitness, combining the benefits of 

auxotonic elastic training with those of suspension training.
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GROUP TRAINING

Revoring is the unique system of functional, individual and group elastic training, suitable for everyone. 
This tool combines the benefits of suspension training with those of elastic resistance, for a complete 
and innovative workout. With a low joint impact, Revoring allows an infinite number of movements to 
improve flexibility, elasticity and strength.

Revoring Academy was founded in 2017, and thanks to the expertise of qualified Master trainers, it 
exported the method all over the world. At the gym, outdoors or at home: Revoring is safe, intuitive, 
easy to use and transport. Professional version and Home training version available.

REVORING
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Revoring is the new functional elastic training system: a chain of 14 elastic rings that provides multiple 
grips for instant resistance control and variable attachments for countless exercise modes.

More versatile than any other elastic band, more functional than any piece of equipment: thanks to its 
unique ring structure and countless modes of use, Revoring is now the most innovative proposal in 
fitness training.

Revoring Lite is the best choice for isolation-functional exercises, for stretching and postural gymnastics, 
for myofascial Pilates and for physiotherapy or rehabilitation. It is particularly suitable for women and 
the elderly, and is not recommended for suspension training or speed resistance training.

Stowed length (m): 2.60
Length at maximum extension (m): 6
Max resistance in kg: 18
Material: sturdy cordura covered with comfortable rubberized handles that can be gripped at each ring
Revoring Belt and anchor carabiner included

Code

Weight (Kg):

REV LITE

1

REVORING 

LITE 
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Revoring Medium is the most versatile model, particularly suitable for performing global workouts and 
functional movements.

Revoring Medium is the perfect choice for those looking for the right compromise between intense and 
basic workouts.

Stowed length (m): 2.80
Length at maximum extension (m): 5.80
Resistance in kg: 20.5
Material: sturdy cordura covered with comfortable rubberized handles that can be gripped at each ring
Revoring Belt and anchor carabiner included
 

Code

Weight (Kg):

REV MEDIUM

2

REVORING 

MEDIUM
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Revoring Strong is the only model that enables the correct execution of suspension training and speed 
resistor training.

Revoring Strong facilitates the execution of certain exercises (push-ups, pull-ups, planks, etc.) and 
trains the propaedeuticity of many movements.

Particularly suitable for athletes and more intense training.

Stowed length (m): 3
Length at maximum extension (m): 4.9
Resistance in kg: 22
Material: sturdy cordura covered with comfortable rubberized handles that can be gripped at each ring
Revoring Belt and anchor carabiner included

Code

Weight (Kg):

REV STRONG

2,5

REVORING 

STRONG 
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DIAMOND SET PUMP

GROUP TRAINING
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Diamond Set Pump is the exclusive multi-equipped set for the body pump, the cardio fitness activity for 
strengthening muscle tone.

For more than twenty years, the Pump has been a pillar of the fitness scene and is practised with a 
short and manageable barbell capable of loading up to thirty kilos, to perform many repetitions and 
strengthen muscle tone.

Diamond Set Pump Kwell is composed of:

• a barbell with soft grip
• practical disc stop springs
• a pair of orange-coloured 1.25 kg discs
• a pair of green-coloured 2.5 kg discs
• a pair of blue-coloured 5 kg discs

The solid Diamond Set Pump discs are made of high-quality steel and coated with a colourful rubberized 
texture. Each disc boasts an original hexagonal shape with a practical anti-roll structure, easy to 
manipulate thanks to the handles that facilitate the use as weights, and a central hole with metal eyelet 
that facilitates the insertion and removal of the discs on the barbell.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD3011

19,5

Barbell Length (cm): 132
Barbell Weight (kg): 2.5
Loading area (cm): 21
Barbell diameter (mm): 30
Rubberized handle diameter (mm): 40
Disc stop springs diameter (mm): 28
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Diamond Set Pump Light is the lighter version of the Diamond Set Pump for body pump workouts 
focused on aerobic movement and cardio fitness.

Diamond Set Pump Kwell is composed of:

• a barbell with soft grip
• practical disk stop springs
• a pair of orange-coloured 1.25 kg discs
• a pair of green-coloured 2.5 kg discs

Barbell Length (cm): 132
Loading area (cm): 21
Barbell Weight (kg): 2.5
Barbell diameter (mm): 30
Rubberized handle diameter (mm): 40
Disc stop springs diameter (mm): 28

GROUP TRAINING

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD3011L

9,5

DIAMOND SET PUMP LIGHT
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Pump Dumbbell is a pair of refillable dumbbells with interchangeable discs for professional use. The 
sturdy Pump Dumbbell discs are made of high-quality steel and coated with a lively coloured rubber 
texture. Each dumbbell has an original hexagonal shape with a practical anti-roll structure, easy to 
manipulate thanks to the handles that make it easier to use them as weights, and a central hole with 
metal eyelet that facilitates the insertion and removal of the discs on the barbell. 

The Pump Dumbbell pair consists of:

• 2 pairs of orange-coloured 1.25 kg discs
• 2 pairs of green-coloured 2.5 kg discs
• 2 pairs of light blue-coloured 5 kg discs
• 2 pairs of soft-grip steel dumbbells
• 2 pairs of disc stop springs

Handlebar length (cm): 46
Loading area (cm): 16
Handlebar Weight (kg): 0.5
Handlebar diameter (mm): 30
Rubberized handle (mm): 40
Disc stop springs diameter (mm): 28

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW3011-9

19

PUMP DUMBBELL
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REP SET PUMP RACK 

GROUP TRAINING
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Rep Set Pump Rack is the Set Pump rack that can accommodate up to 12 complete sets of barbells, 
discs and springs.

Stable, sturdy and small in size, Rep Set Pump Rack is the body pump rack that features style and 
attention to detail.

Supplied in a practical assembly kit.

Length (cm): 90
Depth (cm): 72
Height (cm): 175
Rung diameter (mm): 20
Maximum load (kg): 150

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2860

27
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ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

The elegant Kwell Body Bar are practical aerobic bars for functional training, and have always been the most popular tool in 

total body workout classes for performing warm-up and toning exercises for the shoulders, arms, upper body, back and legs.

Versatile, elegant and efficient, Kwell Body Bar are a great tool for effectively combining aerobic cardio fitness exercises with 

muscle toning exercises. The comfortable rubber coating gives the equipment an excellent grip, for an even safer workout.

The Pump Disk is a pair of rubberized plates with a practical hexagonal diamond handle, ideal for body pump fitness and 

group or functional training exercises.

The sturdy Pump Disk are made of high-quality steel and coated with a lively coloured rubber texture. Each pump disk has an 

original hexagonal shape with a practical anti-roll structure, easy to manipulate thanks to the handles that make it easier to 

use them as weights, and a central hole with a metal eyelet that makes it easier to insert and remove the dumbbell.

PUMP DISK 

BAR HOLDER 

Length (cm): 123
Diameter (cm): 3.5

Central hole diameter (mm): 30
Sold in pairse

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD1103-2 KWD1103-3 KWD1103-4 KWD1103-5

2 3 4 5

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD3011-1 KWD3011-2 KWD3011-5

1,25 2,5 5
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Diamond Pump Bar is the short and handy barbell for body pump, the cardio fitness activity for muscle tone building.

• Barbell length (cm): 132

• Loading zone (cm): 21

• Barbell diameter (mm): 30

• Rubber grip diameter (mm): 40

• Disc stop spring diameter (mm): 28

• Load capacity (kg): 30

The Dumbbell Handle Set is a pair of refillable steel dumbbells that are compatible with Pump Disk and feature a comfortable 

rubberized handle.

DIAMOND PUMP BAR

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWD3011-4

2,5

Code RE20090-H

Handlebar length (cm): 46
Loading area (cm): 16
Handlebar diameter (mm): 30
Handle diameter (mm): 40

DUMBBELL 

HANDLE SET 
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FITBOXE® 

BASIC BAG 

GROUP TRAINING
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Fitboxe® Basic Bag is the durable 100% Made in Italy mobile base bag for fitboxing, martial arts and 
boxing training.

Boxing, hitting and kicking in time with the music are typical gestures of an involving and fascinating 
discipline, because they are able to release accumulated tension. Fitboxe® Basic Bag allows you to 
enjoy the noble art of boxing in a performing and stimulating way.

Tested and used for decades in the best gyms in Italy and around the world, Fitboxe® Basic Bag 
represents excellence in terms of quality, resistance and finish. The base, to be filled with sand, is made 
of plastic moulding using the rotational technique to guarantee uniform thickness. The cylindrical bag, 
handcrafted and filled with polyurethane foam, is covered with polyvinyl chloride and finished with 
thread stitching.

Thanks to its stable and compact structure and to the special production method used, rotational 
and not assembled, Fitboxe® Basic Bag allows to train in a highly professional way agility and quick 
reflexes, essential elements for self-defence, in a highly professional way.

Filling material not supplied.

Color: anthracite base, red sack
2 levels height (cm): 152/182
Base diameter (cm): 55
Bag diameter (cm): 34
Recommended sand fill (kg): 25/50

Code

Weight (Kg):

FBAB03

12
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DOUBLE 

FITBOXE® BAG

GROUP TRAINING
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Double Fitboxe® Bag is the resistant 100% Made in Italy moving base bag for fitboxing, martial arts and 
boxing training with double colouring, a technique that makes it easier to visually identify specific work 
areas on the bag.

Boxing, hitting and kicking in time with the music are typical gestures of an involving and fascinating 
discipline, because it is able to free from accumulated tensions. Double Fitboxe® Bag allows to 
appreciate the noble art of boxing in a performing and stimulating way.

The base, to be filled with sand, is made of plastic moulding using the rotational technique to guarantee 
uniform thickness. The cylindrical bag, handcrafted and filled with polyurethane foam, is covered with 
polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching.

Thanks to its stable and compact structure and to the special production method used, rotational and 
not assembled, Double Fitboxe® Bag allows to train in a highly professional way agility and quick 
reflexes, essential elements for personal defence.

Filling material not supplied.

Color: anthracite base, red and black bag
2 levels height (cm): 152/182
Base diameter (cm): 55
Bag diameter (cm): 34
Recommended sand fill (kg): 25/50

Code

Weight (Kg):

FBAB10

12
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FITBOXE® HIGH 

IMPACT BAG 

GROUP TRAINING
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Fitboxe® High Impact Bag is the resistant 100% Made in Italy moving base bag for fitboxing, martial 
arts and boxing training. With a cylindrical bag larger than traditional ones, it is suitable to meet the 
needs of the most demanding athletes.

The base, to be filled with sand, is made of plastic moulding using the rotational technique to guarantee 
uniform thickness. The cylindrical bag, handmade and filled with polyurethane foam, is covered with 
polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching.

Thanks to its stable and compact structure and to the special production method used, rotational and 
not assembled, Double Fitboxe® Bag allows to train in a highly professional way agility and quick 
reflexes, essential elements for personal defence.

Filling material not supplied.

Color: anthracite base, black bag
2 levels height (cm): 180/210
Base diameter (cm): 55
Bag diameter (cm): 38
Recommended sand fill (kg): 35/80

Code

Weight (Kg):

FBAB30

15
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ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

Pao Fitboxe® is a pair of 100% Made in Italy hitters designed to be applied to the cylinders of Fitboxe® bags or used in a 

complementary way to bodyweight training, to be worn on the hand by attaching them through the special elastic band. The 

rounded and comfortable shape, the special padding of the internal structure and the double set of elastic bands for the 

instant adjustment of its compatibility with the bag, make Pao Fitboxe® the most suitable tool for carrying out impact training 

exercises.

Fitboxe® Gloves are a pair of gloves for professional use specifically designed for Fitboxing training.

Elegant and functional design, refined seams, solid and compact structure, immediate and comfortable fit: these are the main 

features of the pair of Fitboxe® Gloves.

FITBOXE® 

GLOVES 

PAO FITBOXE®

Dimension (cm): 24 x 29 x 9
Sold in pairs

One size: L/XL

Code FB4102

Code FB0014
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Cylinder for Fitboxe® Basic Bag is a handcrafted cylindrical Fitboxing bag filled with polyurethane foam, covered in polyvinyl 

chloride and finished with thread stitching. Thanks to its stable and compact structure and to the special production method 

used, rotational and not assembled, this special cylindrical Fitboxe® bag allows to train in a highly professional way agility 

and quick reflexes, essential elements for personal defence.

Cylinder for High Impact Fitboxe® Bag is the handcrafted cylindrical bag for high impact fitboxing, filled with polyurethane 

foam, covered in polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching. With larger dimensions than the traditional ones, it is 

suitable to meet the needs of the most demanding athletes. Thanks to its stable and compact structure and to the special 

production method used, rotational and not assembled, this special cylindrical Fitboxing bag allows to train in a highly 

professional way agility and quick reflexes, essential elements for personal defence.

Diameter (cm): 34
Height (cm): 102
Red colour

CYLINDER FOR FITBOXE® 

BASIC BAG 

Code FB03C

Code FB30C

Diameter (cm): 34
Height (cm): 120
Black colour

CYLINDER FOR HIGH IMPACT 

FITBOXE® BAG 
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ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

Covering for Fitboxe® Basic Bag is the cover cloth compatible with Fitboxe® Basic Bag that allows to re-cover the bag while 

keeping the old padding. It is made of polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching. It ends with two practical ties for 

easy closure.

Covering for Fitboxe® High Impact Bag is the cover cloth compatible with Fitboxe® High Impact Bag that allows you to re-

cover the high impact bag while keeping the old padding. It is made of polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching. It 

ends with two practical ties for easy closure.

COVERING FOR FITBOXE® 

HIGH IMPACT BAG 

COVERING FOR FITBOXE® 

BASIC BAG

Diameter (cm): 34
Height (cm): 112
Red colour

Diameter (cm): 38
Height (cm): 131
Black colour

Code FB03T

Code FB30T
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The base is compatible with all Fitboxe bags of the Kwell line.

Made of plastic moulding using the rotational technique to ensure uniform thickness, Base Fitboxe® is filled with sand to give 

greater stability and solidity to the equipment.

Base diameter (cm): 56
Base height (cm): 45
Neck diameter (cm): 17
Height (cm): 120

Code

Weight (Kg):

FB100

9

BASE FITBOXE®
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ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

Full Step Foot is the complete foot of the Step Aerobika. 

Rubber Cap is the suction pad for the Full Step Foot of the Step Aerobika.

Feet for Platform is the foot compatible with the Step Aerobika platforms.

Snap Fit Clip is the interlocking support for the Step Aerobika footplates.

Sold in packs of 40 units. Compatible with Step Aerobika and Fitboxe bases.

FULL STEP FOOT

STEP 

AEROBIKA

Code AE501 AE104 AE5003 AE5004

Dimension (cm): 36 x 90/95
Height (cm): 15/19/23
Available in two configurations:
• Black platform - gray feet
• Gray platform - green feet

Step Aerobika is the main piece of equipment in group training disciplines for strengthening and toning muscle mass, 

improving coordination and energy consumption. Step Aerobika is designed and manufactured in Italy using the rotational 

method, which guarantees its indestructibility and long-term resistance. The equipment offers differentiated flexibility thanks 

to its triple height adjustment, the removable non-slip upper platform, the feet with high grip on the ground, but above all 

thanks to its inimitable reliability.

Code

Weight (Kg):

AEAK05

7

RUBBER CAP

FEET FOR PLATFORM

SNAP FIT CLIP
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Studio Mat is the most versatile, resistant and elegant professional mat, designed to meet the durability and robustness needs 

of the most demanding sports centres.

Entirely made of closed-cell coupled and heat-sealed foam (high quality material that makes it completely waterproof), Studio 

Mat, thanks to its compact structure, solid profile and polyvinyl chloride coating, is suitable for many types of use, from 

functional training to cross training, from group classes to holistic training.

Studio Mat is not only easy to sanitise thanks to its special coating and solid stitching, but also has excellent grip on the 

ground, which guarantees maximum safety for the user during training. It is equipped with metal eyelets for practical and 

optimal storage.

The small footprint of Studio Mat makes this special mat long-lasting, preserving the damage that comes from excessive 

trampling.

Code TMT01

STUDIO MAT

Available in two product variants
Dimensions (cm): 100 x 50 x 0.95
Dimensions (cm): 140 x 50 x 0.95
Center distance between the metal eyelets (cm): 36
Color: silver
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ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

Pilates Mat is the mat designed and manufactured for individual or group Pilates mat work lessons. Wide, long and comfortable, 

Pilates Mat is the anatomical mat that gives comfort to the user and guarantees excellent adherence to the ground and 

maximum safety during training. It is also ideal for rehabilitation and bodyweight work, sessions with seniors and body & 

mind activities. Pilates Mat is equipped with practical metal eyelets and two webbing straps for convenient and optimal rolling 

and storage.

Tokio Mat is the professional gym mat covered in high-strength carbon fabric. Foldable into four leaves, sturdy yet soft and 

comfortable, Tokio Mat is the ideal compact alternative for clubs that cannot hang their mats on the wall and choose to place 

them elegantly on shelves or racks.

TOKIO MAT

PILATES MAT 

Dimensions (cm): 183 x 53 x 1.5
Center distance between the metal eyelets (cm): 36
Color: Grey
Material: foam

Dimensions (cm): 150 x 60 x 1
Blue color
Material: foam + pvc

Code KWMD60P

Code KW3021G
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CARBON MAT

Sport Mat is a professional gym mat designed and manufactured to resist water, sweat and to last over time. Manufactured 

entirely in Europe to the highest quality standards, Sport Mat features a special anti-bacterial surface and practical holes for 

optimal product storage. Thanks to its compact structure and its dotted surface, Sport Mat adheres perfectly to the ground 

and allows you to perform even the most demanding exercises in total safety; characteristics that make it suitable for many 

types of use: from functional training to cross training, from group classes to holistic training.

Carbon Mat is a professional gym mat that is comfortable and antibacterial, made with cutting-edge technology and meticulous 

attention to detail. Thanks to its carbon fibre finish and solid internal structure, Carbon Mat is a resistant mat designed to last 

over time, characteristics that make it suitable for many types of use: from functional training to cross training, from group 

classes to holistic training. Equipped with metal eyelets for practical and optimal storage.

Dimensions (cm): 150 x 60 x 1
Blue color
Material: foam + pvc

SPORT MAT

Dimensions (cm): 140 x 54 x 0,8
Blue color
Material: foam + pvc

Code KWPG001

Code KWMD140B
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Mat Rack is a practical self-supporting rack designed to store mats of various sizes neatly and upright. Compatible with and 

suitable for all Kwell Mats with holes and metal eyelets.

Length (cm): 74
Depth (cm): 67
Height (cm): 167
Wheelbase (cm): min 20, max 60

MAT RACK

Code KW2840

ACCESSORIESGROUP TRAINING

Wall Mat Rack is the practical wall rack made of high quality stainless steel and designed to store all mats neatly and upright. 

Fully adjustable in diameter, it is suitable for all Kwell mats with holes and metal eyelets.

Wheelbase (cm): min 34, max 50
Depth (cm): 26
Wheelbase (cm): min 36, max 53

WALL MAT 

RACK

Code KW10032
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Here you will find rigs, rack stations and structures that 

can be modulated according to the spaces and needs of the 

client. These steel structures are designed to last over time 

and to serve both beginners and athletes, ensuring safety, 

high sport performance and durability. Once again, the 

elegance of the Italian design meets the functionality of the 

product, with a wide range of customization options.
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MEKKANO

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Mekkano is the multifunctional column in epoxy powder coated steel ideal for personal training studios, 
fitness boutiques and physiotherapy centres. It offers all the functionality of a rack station in a single, 
elegant solution that optimises space and training setting.
It is possible to combine the Mekkano multifunctional column with a series of accessories that can 
be placed at the desired height, to create customised configurations perfectly suited to the needs of 
professionals and users.

Mekkano includes the following accessories:

• Arms: pair of perforated arms for anchoring cantilevered accessories
• Rings: pair of metal rings for the use of accessories that require a universal anchor point
• Pull Up Bar: the traction bar designed respecting all the optimal biomechanical angles for a correct 

workout of the upper body muscles
• Dip Bar: the support with angled handles for performing dip exercises for the upper body
• Step Bar: the almond-shaped steel plate for performing all exercises related to jumps or plyometric 

training

Mekkano is available in 4 configurations:

• MEKK0 – Basic Mekkano (only the column and the fixing brackets)
• MEKK1 - Mekkano with Rings and Arms (column, fixing brackets, a pair of rings and a pair of 

perforated arms)
• MEKK2 - Mekkano with Rings, Arms and Pull Up Bar (column, fixing brackets, a pair of rings, a pair 

of perforated arms and the Pull Up Bar)
• MEKK3 - Complete Mekkano (column, fixing brackets, a pair of rings, a pair of perforated arms, Pull 

Up Bar, Step Bar and Dip Bar)

Mekkano is installed on the wall by means of two plates with four dowels each. The anchoring system 
withstands very high stress and allows you to train in total safety. The special support foot allows the 
training system to unload its weight on the ground, increasing the stability and safety of the equipment 
even during dynamic use.

Height (m): 2.41
Width (mm): 234
Depth (mm): 110
Tubular (mm): 60 x 60
Tubular folder (mm): 3
Column weight (kg): 15
Materials and finishes: Italian steel painted with non-toxic epoxy powders
Dimensions Arms (cm): 47.5 x 1
Rings dimensions (cm): 6; ring dimensions (cm): 11 x 5.4; ring diameter (cm) 1.2
Pull Up Bar Dimensions (cm): 94.5 x 45
Dip Bar Dimensions (cm): 67.8 x 70
Step Bar Dimensions (cm): 50 x 50 x 23; sheet thickness (mm): 8
Color: gray or black
Frame warranty: 10 years
Painting warranty: 5 years

Code MEKK3 MEKK2 MEKK1 MEKK0
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BLACK RIG

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Black Rig is the elegant and solid total black one-span wall-mountable rack; a professional epoxy 
powder coated steel structure 100% made in Italy designed to last.

Ideal in sports centers as well as in home gyms, Black Rig is perfect for powerlifting and bodybuilding. 
Thanks to the range of optional accessories it can be configured according to the needs of professionals 
and users. The plug-in accessories guarantee optimal resistance to stress and can be placed at the 
desired height.

Available at 90 or 120 cm to the wall, Black Rig is equipped with a solid traction bar and a pair of barbell 
supports, allowing the execution of exercises that require a combined use of the bench.

Rigorous manufacturing and finishing ensure the highest standards of safety and stability of the 
structure, both in terms of quality and durability.

Height (m): 2.5
Span (m): 1.08
Depth (mm): 960
Tubular (mm): 60 x 60
Tubular folder (mm): 3
Material: hot-dip galvanized steel and powder-coated
Stainless steel bolts

Code MEKK3 MEKK2 MEKK1 MEKK0
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RIG

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Rig is the elegant and solid professional one-span wall-mountable rack; an epoxy powder coated steel 
structure 100% made in Italy designed to last.

Rig is perfect for powerlifting and functional training. Thanks to the range of optional accessories can 
be configured according to the needs of professionals and users. The plug-in accessories guarantee 
optimal resistance to stress and can be placed at the desired height.

Starting with the basic module, elaborate configurations can be created to meet the needs of the 
workout and gym spaces. Available at 90 or 120 cm to the wall, Rig can be used in combination with 
benches, blocks and plyo boxes.

Rigorous manufacturing and finishing ensure the highest standards of safety and stability of the 
structure, both in terms of quality and durability. Designed to provide an effective and safe workout, 
Rig allows for professional performance for an intense workout without uncompromising.

Rig is available in two product variants:

• Rig Indoor
• Rig Outdoor: with the special hot-dip galvanizing of the metals that precedes the final coating and 

guarantees optimal resistance to atmospheric agents.

The connecting foil of the columns coupled with the horizontal tubular is a structural element 
that prevents frame torsion. Moreover, it is a distinctive and functional element that, thanks to its 
characteristic slots, is compatible with all the accessories of the training areas, in particular with 
harnesses, handles, Kspace, Speed Resistor and Revoring.

Height (m): 2.5
Span (cm): 1.08
Depth (mm): 960
1 span width (cm): 120; 2 spans (cm): 234; 3 spans (cm): 348; 4 spans (cm): 462
Tubular (mm): 60 x 60
Tubular folder (mm): 3
Material: steel with powder coating

Code KWRIGB1-IND KWRIGB2-IND KWRIGB3-IND KWRIGB4-IND
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CAGE 

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Cage is the elegant and solid functional cage 100% made in Italy, produced with epoxy powder coated 
steel and designed to last.

Cage is perfect for powerlifting and functional training, thanks to the range of optional accessories, can 
be configured according to the needs of professionals and users. The plug-in accessories guarantee 
optimal resistance to stress and can be placed at the desired height.

Starting with the basic module, elaborate configurations can be created to meet the needs of workout 
and gym spaces.

Rigorous manufacturing and finishing ensure the highest standards of safety and stability of the 
structure, both in terms of quality and durability. Designed to provide an effective and safe workout, 
Cage allows for professional performance and an intense and uncompromising workout.

Cage is available in two product variants:

• Cage Indoor
• Cage Outdoor: with special hot-dip galvanizing of the metals that precedes to the final coating, 

which guarantees optimal resistance to atmospheric agents.

Height (m): 2.5
Span (m): 1.08
Tubular (mm): 60 x 60
1 span width (cm): 120; 2 spans (cm): 234; 3 spans (cm): 348; 4 spans (cm): 462; 5 spans (cm): 576
Tubular folder (mm): 3
Depth (cm): 120
Material: powder coated steel

Code CAGEB1-IND CAGEB2-IND CAGEB3-IND CAGEB4-IND CAGEB5-IND
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Perforated arm for anchoring accessories with cantilevered hooking.

Support for barbell, with nylon bearing to avoid damaging the barbell.

COPPIE DI SUPPORTI 

PER I BILANCIERI

ARM

ACCESSORIES

Width (cm): 6
Depth (cm): 14.5
Height (cm): 23

88 / 5.000
Risultati della traduzione
Foil thickness (cm): 1
Depth (cm): 47.5
Holes diameter (cm): 2.2
Number of holes: 5

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

Code MEKK-APP

Code MEKK-BRA
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Width (cm): 6
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 7

A metal ring for accessories that require a universal anchoring point.

Pair of barbell supports; an excellent safety tool to assist the user during exercises with the barbell performed outside the 

structure and during unloading.

SAFETY BAR

Code KWRIG-APP

Code KWRIG-APP

Width (cm) 6;
Ring dimensions (cm): 11 x 5.4
Ring diameter (cm) 1.2

RING
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A support with angled handles for performing dip exercises for the upper body.

WALL TARGET

DIP BAR

ACCESSORIES

Pipe thickness (mm): 3
Depth (cm): 67.8
Width (cm): 70
Handle diameter (mm): 40

Adjustment bar length (cm): 100
Adjustment bar thickness (cm): 2
Diameter (cm): 45
Thickness (cm): 1
Number of adjustment holes: 8

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

The accessory for throwing and catching exercises with wall ball and medicine ball.

Code KWRIG-TAR

Code MEKK-DIP
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MONKEY BAR

Almond-shaped steel plate that allows you to perform all the exercises related to jumps or plyometric training.

The solid ladder with three stands.

Width (cm): 50
Depth (cm): 50
Height (cm): 23

STEP BAR

Code MEKK-STP

Code KWRIG-MON

Tubular length (cm): 120
Diameter (cm): 3
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IRON WALL BAR

ACCESSORIES

Tubular length (cm): 120
Diameter (cm): 3
Folder thickness (mm): 3
Distance between the tubes adjustable

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

Traction bar.

Code KWRIG-TRA

PU BAR

Width (cm): 118
Height (cm): 48
Depth (cm): 50
Handle diameter (cm): 3

Code KWRIG-SPA

The solid nine-stage wall bar.
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An arm equipped with a hook to hang the punching bag or as a universal hook for equipment needing a hanging anchor point.

Length (cm): 87
Height (cm): 50
Diameter (cm): 3 x 2

HANG ARM 

Code MEKK-STP

The practical aluminum Olympic barbell joint for performing exercises for the back muscles, core, shoulders and upper body.

Code KWRIG-SNO

Double joint
Inner tubular diameter (cm): 5.2
Tubular folder (mm): 3

CORE 

TRAINER
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CLIMBING 

LADDER

ACCESSORIES

Depth (cm): 180
Height (cm): 80
Width (cm): 120
Handle diameter (cm): 30

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

Pull Up Bar is the 100% made in Italy traditional wall-mounted traction bar made of durable and powder coated steel for greater 

resistance to abrasion and scratches. Pull Up Bar is the ideal tool for performing exercises for muscle strengthening or as a solid 

anchorage point for resistance or suspension training equipment.

Available in two product variants:

• KW2918B - Pull Up Bar Indoor

• KW2918A - Pull Up Bar Outdoor (with special cold galvanizing that precedes the final coating, plus stainless steel bolts).

Code  KW2918A - KW2918B

PULL UP BAR

Bar length (cm): 118
Distance from the wall (cm): 80
Frame height (cm): 49
Maximum load (kg): 200
Traction tube diameter (mm): 30
Tubular folder (mm): 2
Overall dimensions (cm): 120 x 90

The practical 5-stage aluminum climbing ladder that allows you to perform climbing exercises, Flying Pull Up and classic 

tractions.

Code KWRIG-SCA
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POWER CAGE

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Power Cage is the solid, sturdy, powder-coated metal cage for powerlifting, bodybuilding, and 
weightlifting and pulling exercises. Ideal for strength training with and without bench, suspension 
training and resistance training.

The solid support structure and multifunctional accessories make Power Cage ideal for sports centers, 
home gym and garage gym.

Power Cage includes:

• Pair of barbell supports, which can be placed inside or outside the cage, adjustable in height
• Chin-Up Bar, for pull-up bar exercises with prone and supine grip and muscle-ups
• Disc rack compatible with both 50 mm bumpers and plates.

Height (cm): 230
Depth (cm): 200
Width (cm): 127
Black colour
Foil thickness (mm): 3
Load capacity (kg): 350
Internal width (cm): 105
Internal depth (cm): 145
Internal distance between the two uprights (cm): 89
Steel tubes (mm): 75 x 75 x 1.5
Chin-Up Bar Diameter (cm): 3
Support feet in plastic

Code KW-RACK
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HALF RACK 

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Half Rack is the solid professional barbell support that can be used with flat bench or adjustable bench 
for performing countless exercises for strength and muscle power training.

The accessories of Half Rack are:

• A pair of fixed supports with rubberized interior for the barbell
• A pair of Safety Bars, supports with rubberized interior for the barbell, an excellent safety tool to 

assist the user during the exercises with the barbell outside the Rig and during the unloading phase.
• A rack with two integrated disc holders, compatible with both 50 mm bumpers and plates
• A pair of handles for pull up, lifting and dips exercises, placed at the back of the rackk

Width (cm): 120
Height (cm): 125
Adjustable height of the barbell support (cm): from 120 to 150
External wheelbase (cm): from 73 to 120
Internal wheelbase (cm): from 47 to 104
8 numbered positions in height and width
Tubulars (cm): 7 x 5
Depth (cm): 95
Safety Bar Length (cm): 50
Handle grip diameter (cm): 28
Support feet in plastic

Code HF0430
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HALF STAND

FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES
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Half Stand is the essential tool for barbell training. Adjustable in height and width, it is suitable for 
performing countless exercises for training strength and muscular power, even in combination with 
the flat bench or adjustable bench.

Thanks to its small size and practical versatility, Half Stand adapts to the needs of sports centers, 
home gyms and garage gyms.

The accessories of Half Stand are:

• A pair of fixed barbell supports
• A pair of Safety Bars: supports for the barbell, an excellent safety tool to assist the user during 

exercises with the barbell outside the Rig and during the unloading phase.
• A rack with two integrated disc holders, compatible with both 50 mm bumpers and plates
• A pair of handles for pull ups, lifting and dips exercises, placed at the back of the rack

Height (cm): 230
Depth (cm): 200
Width (cm): 127
Black colour
Foil thickness (mm): 3
Load capacity (kg): 350
Internal width (cm): 105
Internal depth (cm): 145
Internal distance between the two uprights (cm): 89
Steel tubes (mm): 75 x 75 x 1.5
Chin-Up Bar Diameter (cm): 3
Support feet in plastic

Code KW1458
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FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

POWER RACK HOME 

PROFESSIONAL
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Power Rack Home Professional is the elegant functional structure, solid but at the same time space-
saving, featuring all you need for full body training, powerlifting, bodybuilding and weightlifting and 
pull up exercises.

Accessorized for strength training with and without a bench or for suspension training and resistance 
training, Power Rack Home Professional is the ideal tool for sports centers as well as home gyms or 
garage gyms.

Power Rack Home Professional accessories include:

• A pair of barbell supports with rubberized interior, adjustable in height thanks to the practical 
numbered holes

• A pair of Safety Bars: supports for the barbell with rubberized interior, an excellent safety tool to 
assist the user during exercises with the barbell outside the Rig and during the unloading phase.

• Rack with six integrated disc holders, compatible with both 50 mm bumpers and plates
• Ring: metal ring for the use of accessories that require a universal anchorage point
• A pair of handles for pull ups with wide and/or neutral grip
• A barbell holder with tubular structure, placed on the back of the Power Rack

Length (cm): 145
Width (cm): 170
Height (cm): 217
22 numbered positions in height
Tubulars (cm): 7 x 5
Maximum load (kg): 250
Barbell holder (mm): 50
Pull-up handles diameter (cm): 3

Code KW-RACK
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FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

UNIVERSAL STORAGE 

RACK 
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Universal Storage Rack is the universal tool rack designed for multiple product storage.

Its small size and amazing load capacity and versatility make Storage Rack the first choice of all 
industry professionals.

Universal Storage Rack includes:

• 2 uprights
• 1 kettlebell rack
• 1 open rail rack for medicine balls
• 1 open rail rack for wall balls and bags
• 1 inclined rack for dumbbells
• 1 disk holder pin
• 1 support for elastics and ropes with 5 hooks
• 1 rack for bumper and proprioceptive boards with 4 vertical dividers with variable distance

Uprights dimensions (cm) 150 x 38 each.
Kettlebell holder dimensions (cm): 120 x 35
Open rail support dimensions for medicine balls (cm): 120 x 35; distance between the tubes (cm): 17
Open rail support dimensions for wall ball and bag (cm): 120 x 35; distance between the tubes (cm): 26
Inclined handlebar support dimensions (cm): 120 x 35
Disc holder pin dimensions (cm): 5
Support dimensions for elastic, ropes and rope (cm): 120 x 35
Rack dimensions for bumper and platforms (cm): 120 x 35

Code KW9001
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FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

MODULAR STORAGE 

RACK 

Kit Modular: 
includes the four modules of the entire line.
Modular Storage Rack is available in the colors of 
the Smart, Executive and Performance line.

Width (cm): 320
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 104

Code (SMART) KW3010 (EXECUTIVE) X3010
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Designed to enrich functional boutiques and physiotherapy centers with modular/functional furniture, 
Modular Storage Rack is an elegant line of four elements created to meet the needs of product storage 
in sports centers where space optimization and elegant style are essential values.

Entirely produced in Italy, Modular Storage Rack is made up of single elements that can be easily 
combined to form an elegant line of modular furniture.

The four elements of Modular Storage Rack are:

Modulo Vaso Contenitore: 
solid, stable and essential. Designed and built to 
store Stick and Body Bar, thanks to the linearity of 
its design is perfectly integrated with the furnishing 
solutions of any sports, physiotherapy and holistic 
center.

Modulo accessories:
to store small accessories such as anklets, 
kettlebells or dumbbells. It features the best size to 
facilitate the user in grasping and storing small tools. 
Perfectly integrated with the furnishing solutions of 
any sports, physiotherapy and holistic center.

Width (cm): 40
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 102

Width (cm): 72
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 60

Code (Smart) KW3003 (executive) X3003 (Smart) KW3007 (Executive) X3007
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FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURES

Modulo Roller: 
a rack that holds up to 10 rollers. Particularly 
suitable for centers that carry out activities aimed 
at group training with a special eye for order and 
elegance. Perfectly integrated with the furnishing 
solutions of any sports, physiotherapy and holistic 
center.

Modulo Ball & Bag:
a rack designed to hold up to 10 Power 
Bag or 6 Wall Ball, to store equipment 
after use in a practical and orderly 
manner. Perfectly integrated with the 
furnishing solutions of any sports, 
physiotherapy and holistic center.

Width (cm): 104
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 35

Width (cm): 104
Depth (cm): 40
Height (cm): 35

Code (smart) KW3009 (executive) X3009 (smart) KW3005 (executive) X3005
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Here you will find all the products you need for your boxing 

training: from structures to punching bags hangers, from 

accessories for your training to essential protections, from 

punching bags to gloves. A long tradition of attention to 

details and Made in Italy expertise for the most demanding 

athletes.

BOXE
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PUNCHING BAG

BOXE SACCHI
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Punching Bag is the Kwell 30 kg punching bag for professional use, designed specifically for boxing 
training.

Made with internal materials in different layers and with different densities to better absorb the 
punches, this special boxing training bag is handcrafted and produced entirely in Italy. Thanks to the 
special internal padding, non-deformability and anti-shock safety are guaranteed.

The contact surface is highly resistant, for practical and safe training.

It features a special suspension attachment system by straps, made with four strong buckles tied to a 
steel ring that allow to eliminate the annoying noise of the chain in movement.

Length (cm): 105
Diameter (cm): 33
Anchor buckle size (cm): 20

Code

Weight (Kg):

FB2030

30
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PEAR BOXING BAG

BOXE SACCHI
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Pear Boxing Bag is the Kwell 30 kg pear-shaped punching bag for professional use, specifically 
designed for boxing training focusing on quick movements, high intensity and dynamism. Suitable for 
jabs, uppercuts and kicks.

Thanks to its special design and size, the Pear Boxing Bag facilitates the execution of specific movements 
such as moving, dodging, spinning and passing, performed in a functional and professional way.

Made of internal materials with different layers and densities to better absorb punches, this special 
training bag is handcrafted and produced entirely in Italy. Thanks to the special internal padding, non-
deformability and anti-shock safety are guaranteed.

The contact surface is highly resistant, for practical and safe training.

It features a special suspension attachment system by straps, made with four strong buckles tied to a 
steel ring, which allow to eliminate the annoying noise of the chain in movement.

Top diameter (cm): 34
Bottom diameter (cm): 42
Length (cm): 66
Anchor buckle size (cm): 20

Code

Weight (Kg):

FB2130

30
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BOXING GLOVES

BOXE GUANTONI
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Boxing Gloves are a pair of gloves for professional use specifically designed for boxing training.

Elegant and functional design, finished seams, solid and compact structure, immediate and comfortable 
fit: these are the main features of Boxing Gloves.

Boxing Gloves are entirely made of eco-leather with reinforced seams. The polyurethane padding is 
highly absorbent and protects from both punches and hits.

The Velcro closure on the cuff ensures the stability of the glove, protecting the wrist during the hit and 
reducing any risk of sprain.

A micro-perforation on the palm of the glove offers breathability and completes the product. 

One size: 14 oz

Code XFB14
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SPEED ROPE

PROFESSIONAL

SPEED ROPE

SPORT

BOXE ACCESSORIES

Handle length (cm): 13.5
Rope length (cm): 300

Handle length (cm): 17
Rope length (cm): 300

Code KW7001K

Code KW7001D

Speed Rope Professional is the elegant jumping rope with an anatomically cone-shaped aluminium handle for training 

endurance, rhythm, strength and muscle coordination. Featuring a thin, rubber-coated steel cable that allows for high 

rotation speeds, Speed Rope Professional is instantly adjustable and allows the athlete to intensify training, speeding it up 

and expanding the range of movements that can be performed.

Speed Rope Sport is the elegant jumping rope with an anatomically shaped conical polyvinyl chloride handle for training 

endurance, rhythm, strength and muscle coordination. Featuring a thin, rubber-coated steel cable that allows for high rotation 

speeds, Speed Rope Sport is instantly adjustable and allows the athlete to intensify training, speeding it up and expanding the 

range of movements that can be performed.
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Thai Pad is the 100% Made in Italy disc-shaped hitter to be worn on the hand and fixed by its special elastic straps. The 

rounded and comfortable shape, the special padding of the internal structure and the double series of elastic straps for 

instant adjustment make Thai Pad the most suitable tool for carrying out impact training exercises. Maximum comfort and 

safety even during the most intense workouts.

Hang Bar is the practical corner bar equipped with a hook and bracket to be installed on the wall to hang the punching bag or 

as a universal attachment for equipment that requires an anchoring point to the wall and in suspension. Hang Bar is entirely 

made in Italy in resistant steel and powder coated, for greater resistance to abrasions and scratches.

Diameter (cm): 26
Height (cm): 8
Thickness (cm): 5
Sold individually

THAI PAD 

Code BB3009

Code KW2896

Height (cm): 50
Length (cm): 87
Weight (Kg) :: 5
Hole diameter (cm): 3 x 2
Maximum load (kg): 200

HANG BAR
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BOXE ACCESSORIES

Fit Box Shield is the curved shield 100% Made in Italy. Thanks to its resistant padding made to absorb shocks, impacts and 

vibrations, it is the ideal tool for intense pair training in kick boxing, muay thai, MMA and Fitboxing.

Made with special polyurethane foam padding, covered in polyvinyl chloride and finished with thread stitching, this hitter 

allows you to work with a partner on kick/punch sequences in total safety and comfort.

Practical and lightweight, it has been specially designed to offer a quality product with high performance.

It is equipped with three practical rear handles to ensure a firm and durable grip.

Dimensions (cm): 67 x 36 x 10

FIT BOX 

SHIELD 

Code FB3002
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Here you will find the tools designed for your cardiovascular 

training, an intense workout whose benefits range from 

toning to muscle strengthening and weight loss.

Kwell, Xebex and Reebok cardio equipment satisfies 

thousands of customers every year all over the world and 

thanks to its solid structure and mechanical features, it 

fully embraces the philosophy of the brand, which is entirely 

focused on functional and global movement.

The rowing machine, the air bike and the Xebex-branded 

Ski Erg are perfectly integrated into the line of the Speed 

Run Pro, the Kwell curved treadmill. A steady quartet for the 

best functional training, crosstraining and personal training 

centers.
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SPEED RUN PRO 

CARDIO
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Speed Run Pro is the curved treadmill with a non-motorised platform that allows you to train power, 
speed, endurance and agility in just one tool.

Designed in accordance with the technical standards of the most demanding professionals and athletes, 
Speed Run Pro is designed to provide the user with maximum comfort and reliability, features that 
make it one of the most appreciated treadmills in the field.

FEATURES: the ergonomic design of the structure and the special double handle optimises the comfort 
of the user, maximises muscle activation and provides more space for training movement, while 
maintaining safety during use.

HANDLE AND ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: the comfortable rear handle makes it easy to move and 
position the equipment. In addition, the electrical grounding prevents electrostatic discharges from 
interfering with the person and the workout.

BRAKE SYSTEM: Speed Run Pro boasts a belt speed adjustment system with four braking levels and 
allows for all types of running (forward, sideways, backward) and multiple pushing workouts.

DISPLAY: practical and intuitive, Speed Run Pro’s touch console allows easy adjustment and reading of 
training programmes, for a constant monitoring of sports performance.

DURABLE MECHANICS AND FRAME: Speed Run Pro is designed and manufactured for a professional 
and intensive use, and it is reliable and resistant, thanks to selected materials and high-quality 
components.

BENEFITS: training with Speed Run Pro improves pulmonary and cardiovascular capacity, develops 
aerobic and anaerobic endurance and strengthens all the muscles of the body.

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

• 3 High Intensity programmes
• 8 Interval Training programmes
• 4 Target programmes       

(TIME - DISTANCE - CALORIES - HR)
• 4 Workout programmes
• H.R.: heart rate indicator

DIMENSIONS (CM): 162 x 81 x 157

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW-RUNNER

150
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AIR BIKE XEBEX

CARDIO
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Code

Weight (Kg):

XEBAB2

47

Air Bike Xebex is the perfect air bike for high-intensity training. Thanks to the combined use of legs and 
arms, it allows you to burn calories and at the same time train your muscle mass by generating wind 
resistance: the more you pedal, the greater the resistance. The intensity of the workout is therefore 
potentially unlimited.

With Air Bike Xebex, you have a total-impact training, as it distributes the effort of advancing equally 
over the whole body, for a unique total-body training.

ADVANTAGES OF TRAINING WITH AIR BIKE XEBEX
• High caloric expenditure
• Increased muscular endurance
• Increased explosive strength

FEATURES:
• 47 kg steel frame
• 60 cm diameter heavy-duty fan
• Sealed cartridge bottom bracket
• Heavier base and handles for a more intense workout
• Greater freedom of movement for the upper limbs

CONSOLE / PROGRAMME ADJUSTMENT:
• Distance travelled, time and speed tracking
• Calories, Watts and HR
• Customised interval functions (work programs, rest)
• Distance or calorie setting with countdown function
• Bluetooth

COMFORT / ADJUSTMENTS:
• Rubber coated handles
• Seat adjustable in 4 directions
• Footrest for peg attachment
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ROWER 2.0 

CARDIO
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Rower 2.0 is the Xebex air resistance rowing machine designed to simulate typical rowing exercises so 
that each row is smoother than the previous one, just like on water.

Thanks to the robustness and strength of its frame, Rower Xebex is perfect for developing core muscles 
and arm/leg coordination for a complete and effective functional workout.

The pace of the Rower Xebex workout varies with the intensity of the row and the damper setting, 
adjusting the air intake on a scale of 1 to 10.

The user-friendly console calculates rowing frequency, distance, heart rate and burned calories, for a 
complete monitoring of sports performance.

Thanks to its special foldable design, Rower Xebex can be folded up, making it easy to store it and 
optimise the workout area.

Code

Weight (Kg):

XEBAR2-BT

42
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SKI TRAINER

CARDIO
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Ski Trainer by Xebex, thanks to the movement of the double stroke, allows you to develop the strength 
and endurance of legs, arms and trunk, using the athletic gesture of cross-country skiing.
Ski Trainer allows athletes and sportspeople to try their a complete cardio and strength workout, 
involving all the main muscle groups. By developing strength and endurance at the same time, it trains 
arms and legs, and strengthens the cardiovascular and respiratory systems.
Thanks to the air resistance, it is possible to train arms both simultaneously and with the classic 
alternating method.

Ski Trainer is designed for the most intense workouts and intended to last.

DISPLAY: the Ski Trainer’s display is easy to program and provides a range of training information for 
a complete monitoring of your sporting performance (HR, cadence, calories, time, distance, reps per 
minute).

INSTALLATION: Ski Trainer can be wall-mounted, taking up minimum space, or installed with a self-
supporting and stabilising base, easy to move and position thanks to its special wheels.

RESISTANCE: its Air Sytem Resistance allows rapid adjustment of the flow of air toward the fan to 
regulate resistance during training. This system makes it possible to simulate slow cross-country 
workouts and real climbs.

HANDLES: the straps and handles have a co-moulded ergonomic grip, suitable for all sizes. They 
are comfortable during use and easy to clean, and can be adjusted to fit wrists or ankles, in order to 
perform targeted exercises for the upper or lower limbs.

POWER SUPPLY: Ski Trainer must be connected to the power supply for the display and resistance. 
If used in the centre of the room or in training classes, it is equipped with a portable battery power 
supply, with no need for electrical cables, facilitating its movement. The battery pack has an average 
life of 120 hours of use.

Code

Weight (Kg):

XEBAR2-BT

42
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YOGA AND      
PILATES
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Yoga e Pilates è la sezione dedicata agli attrezzi ideati per 

l’allenamento olistico di yoga, pilates, miofasciale, stretching 

e muscolazione. Roller, mat, cuscini e sedute tailor-made, 

bande elastiche e ACCESSORIES massaggianti fondono 

l’eleganza del design, la qualità della materia prima e la 

sicurezza degli attrezzi per offrire all’atleta un’esperienza di 

allenamento olistico senza eguali. 

YOGA
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CORK YOGA MAT 

YOGA CORK
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Cork Yoga Mat is the professional mat specifically designed for individual or group yoga, muscle 
stretching and stretching classes. Cork Yoga Mat is thin and adherent to the ground, perfect for 
performing all the different positions of the holistic disciplines.

Made entirely from cork and TPE, coupled with natural glues, Cork Yoga Mat has a fine-grained finish. 
The closed-cell structure of the TPE makes it waterproof, hypoallergenic and easy to clean. The special 
natural cork composition makes it an environmentally friendly, lightweight and ultra-resistant mat.

Length (cm): 182
Width (cm): 64.5
Thickness (cm): 0.4
Weight (g): 800
Material: CORK and TPE
Finish: fine grain

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY189

0,8
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CORK YOGA BLOCK 

YOGA CORK

Cork Yoga Block is a yoga support made from an agglomeration of recycled natural cork. Comfortable 
to the touch, stable in use and unique in design thanks to its slightly rounded corners, Cork Yoga Block 
is the ideal choice for the correct execution of asanas, perfect for relieving the body weight during 
practice.

Length (cm): 22
Width (cm): 11.5
Thickness (cm): 6.5
Weight (g): 445
Material: CORK
Finish: fine grain

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY189

0,8
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Made with an agglomeration of recycled natural CORK with a fine-grained finish, Cork Roller is the 
professional roller designed for stretching, stretching and muscle relaxation sessions, a reference 
point for practitioners of all levels.

Thanks to its extraordinary versatility it is also widely used in rehabilitation and / or postural gymnastics 
sessions. Extremely comfortable to the touch and unmatched in design and aesthetics, Cork Roller 
has the purpose of relaxing the muscles, thus helping the body to release toxins and promoting blood 
circulation.

Thanks to Cork Roller it is possible to improve the quality of joint movements, relieve pain and relax the 
nervous system.

Length (cm): 29.5
Diameter (cm): 9
Weight (g): 520
Material: cork

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY140

0,52

CORK ROLLER
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ZABUTON

YOGA CUSCINI

Zabuton is the traditional comfortable pad designed for meditation and relaxation in yoga.

Often used in combination with Zafu and Bolster Square, Zabuton is the perfect choice for long 
meditation sessions, where comfort is essential to the success of the practice. The special generous 
sizing, the stable yet comfortable structure and the thickness that provides posture support, make 
Zabuton the first choice of amateurs and professionals.

A support handcrafted in Italy, very comfortable to the touch and during use, unique in design and 
aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable covers and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Zabuton is 
ergonomic and designed to last.

Length (cm): 87
Width (cm): 67
Height (cm): 10
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Available colors:

Code

Weight (Kg):

 KWY008BC

2,550
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Available colors:

YOGA NECKROLL

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY018BC

0,99

Length (cm): 44
Width (cm): 18
Height (cm): 7
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Yoga Neckroll is a practical neck support cushion designed for meditation and yoga relaxation, shiatsu 
treatments and holistic massages.

A support handcrafted in Italy, very comfortable to the touch and during use, unique in design and 
aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable cover and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Yoga Neckroll is 
ergonomic, easy to move and position thanks its the special handle and designed to last.
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YOGA CUSCINI

Available colors:

MEDITATION MOON

Length (cm): 53
Width (cm): 25
Height (cm): 10
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Meditation Moon is a half-moon shaped cushion designed for meditation and yoga relaxation.

Handcrafted in Italy, this support is very comfortable to the touch and during use, with a unique design 
and aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable covers and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Meditation Moon 
is ergonomic it adapts to the user’s body and posture- and designed to last.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY189

0,75
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Available colors:

MEDITATION SQUARE

Length (cm): 30
Width (cm): 18
Height (cm): 30
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Meditation Square is a practical cube-shaped cushion designed for meditation and yoga relaxation and 
for performing a range of asanas in place of the traditional Yoga Block.

Particularly compact, Meditation Square is the support handcrafted in Italy, very comfortable to the 
touch and during use, unique in design and aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable covers and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Meditation Square 
is ergonomic -it adapts to the user’s body and posture- and designed to last.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY004BC

1,250
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YOGA CUSCINI

BOLSTER SQUARE

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY012BC

3,110

Available colors:

Length (cm): 30
Width (cm): 18
Height (cm): 16
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Bolster Square is an elegant square cushion with handle designed for meditation and relaxation in 
yoga and for performing certain asanas in place of the traditional Yoga Block.

Bolster Square can be used both as a traditional seat support and as a practical neck support during 
savasana.

Particularly compact and very comfortable to the touch and during use, it is handcrafted in Italy and 
has a unique design.

Made of removable natural cotton and filled with fibre and cotton wool, Bolster Square is ergonomic it 
adapts to the user’s body and posture- and designed to last.
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Available colors:

Length (cm): 54
Diameter (cm): 23
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Yoga Bolster is a cylindrical-shaped cushion designed for meditation, relaxation and a range of yoga 
asanas.

Yoga Bolster is a support for stretches and openings, handcrafted in Italy, very comfortable to the touch 
and during use, unique in design and aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable covers and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Yoga Bolster is 
ergonomic -it adapts to the user’s body and posture- and designed to last.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY010BC

3,9

YOGA BOLSTER
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ZAFU

YOGA CUSCINI

Zafu is the classic and timeless cushion with a rounded shape for meditation and yoga relaxation. 
Thanks to its special sizing and its comfortable and compact structure, Zafu allows you to immediately 
find a correct posture and maintain it during the holistic training session.

Handcrafted in Italy, this support is very comfortable to the touch and during use, with a unique design 
and aesthetics.

Made of natural cotton with removable covers and filled with fibres and cotton wool, Zafu is ergonomic 
it adapts to the user’s body and posture- and designed to last.

Diameter (cm): 37
Height (cm): 12
Hidden nickel-free metal hinge

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY006BC

0,985

Available colors:
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Swedish Wall Bar is a solid wall bar made of sturdy and elegant European hard beech wood supplied 
in a practical assembly kit with wall brackets.

Swedish Wall Bar is one of the must-have training accessories in sports centre, with attention to 
details, and with a finished and polished manufacturing for a safe and comfortable use.

Available in single and double spans.

Technical Specifications (Single):

• Width (cm): 90
• Height (cm): 250
• Peg thickness (cm): 2.8 x 4
• Shoulder thickness (cm): 2.8
• Top of form
• Material: European wood

YOGA PILATES

Technical specifications (Double):

• Width (cm): 180
• Height (cm): 250
• Peg thickness (cm): 2.8 x 4
• Shoulder thickness (cm): 2.8
• Top of form
• Material: European wood

Code KWSSC1 KWSSC2

SWEDISH 

WALL BAR
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Reformer Aluminium Domus è il Reformer con dimensioni ridotte ottimizzate per massimizzare lo 
spazio anche all’interno dei centri di dimensione ridotta. Con un minimo ingombro e un montaggio 
estremamente intuitivo, pratico e veloce, Reformer Aluminium Domus comprende un sistema di 
sicurezza che mantiene il carrello fissato al telaio della barella, evitando che cada o si capovolga 
anche quando il Reformer è in posizione verticale. Reformer Aluminium Domus è perfetto per le 
abitazioni private e le piccole sale di formazione e d’allenamento. Grazie alle sue dimensioni, che 
permettono di sfruttare al massimo lo spazio, può essere riposto sotto il letto o dietro la porta.

Code B.PILATES.81360

Specifiche tecniche:

• Material: aluminum
• Length (cm): 94
• Width (cm): 59
• Height (cm): 53
• Footbar Height (cm): 55
• Footbar Width (cm): 58

Includes:

• Complete set of 4 springs (4 different resistors)
• Set of double handles
• Ropes set
• Fixed anklets
• Durable and easy to clean non-slip seat
• Small headrest cushion
• Fixed shoulder rests

REFORMER ALUMINIUM 

DOMUS
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YOGA PILATES

Comfort, raffinatezza e incredibile qualità costruttiva: sono queste le principali caratteristiche del 
Reformer Classic a marchio Bonpilates. Un macchinario straordinariamente silenzioso e dalle 
linee raffinate in legno di faggio, indispensabile alla pratica del pilates, progettato per stimolare 
contemporaneamente flessibilità muscolare, mobilità articolare, tono e forza, con conseguente 
miglioramento della postura e della funzionalità generale dovuta al riassestamento del corpo.

Reformer Classic include:

• Universal box
• Wooden bars
• Spring set
• Handle set
• Leather straps
• Anklets

Technical specifications:

• Length (cm): 217.5
• Width (cm): 65
• Height (cm): 35
• Foldable footbar
• Footbar Width (cm): 51
• Footbar Height (cm): 42
• Sliding trolley with     

8-wheel system

• Seat resistant and easy to clean
• 4 springs with excellent elastic 

resistance
• Headrest adjustable in 2 positions
• Removable shoulder straps with 

wire system and interchangeable 
handles in natural leather

• Material: solid beech wood

Code B.PILATES 8172

REFORMER 

CLASSIC
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Compactness, refinement and excellent construction quality: these are the main characteristics of 
the Bonpilates Pilates Reformer Compact. Pilates Reformer Compact is perfect for multifunctional 
training rooms: thanks to its small footprint and practical handling it is very easy to move and can be 
stacked up to 8 units. Not compatible with tower due to reduced sizing.

Code B.PILATES 8146

Technical specifications:

• Complete set of springs
• Complete set of double ring handles
• String set with adjustment system
• Anklets
• Nylon handles with neoprene grip
• Footbar with 250 ° rotation and more 

than 20 different positions

• Sliding trolley, light and silent, with 8-wheel system
• Resistant and easy to clean seat, available in various 

colors
• Springs with safety system and adjustments of various 

positions and resistances
• Shoulder rests with wire system, removable and 

interchangeable
• 3-position headrest

PILATES REFORMER 

COMPACT
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Reformer Classic with Tower represents the evolution of the traditional Reformer Classic with the 
additional application of the tower, which gives the machine a high degree of versatility as regards 
its functionality, allowing the execution of all the exercises of the Reformer, as well as a wide range 
of exercises that can be performed with Cadillac. Comfort, refinement and incredible build quality: 
these are the main features of the Reformer Classic with Bonpilates branded Tower. An extraordinarily 
silent machine with refined lines in beech wood, essential for the practice of pilates. Designed to 
simultaneously stimulate muscle flexibility, joint mobility, tone and strength, resulting in improved 
posture and overall function due to body readjustment.

Reformer Classic includes:

• Universal box
• Wooden poles
• Spring set
• Handle set
• Leather strap
• Foot strap
• Double nylon handles
• Safety chain
• Breathing bar
• Wooden Push Through Bar

YOGA PILATES

Technical specifications:

• Length (cm): 217.5
• Width (cm): 65
• Height (cm): 181.5
• Foldable footbar
• Footbar Width (cm): 51
• Footbar Height (cm): 42
• Sliding trolley with 8-wheel 

system
• Seat resistant and easy to 

clean

• 4 carriage springs, 2 frame 
springs, 7 tower springs

• Headrest adjustable in 2 positions
• Removable shoulder straps with 

wire system and interchangeable
• Wood and leather handle set and 

double ring nylon handle set
• Material: solid beech wood

Code B.PILATES 8173

REFORMER CLASSIC 

CON TORRE
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Cadillac Classic is the most multifaceted tool within the Pilates discipline: from fitness to rehabilitation 
for all ages and abilities, from abdominal exercises to the most advanced acrobatics. One tool for 
maximum stability, efficient adjustment and safe use. An extraordinarily silent machine with refined 
lines in solid beech wood, essential for the practice of pilates. Designed to simultaneously stimulate 
flexibility, joint mobility, tone and strength, resulting in improved posture and general function due 
to the readjustment of the body.

Code B.PILATES 8174

Technical specifications:

• Material: solid beech wood
• Base dimensions (cm): 241 x 85 x 64
• Aluminum structure (cm): 234 x 73 x 205
• Platform length (cm): 65
• Platform height (cm): 21
• Seat available in various colors
• 9 springs with different strength
• Frame made with chromed steel tubes.

Reformer Classic includes:

• Pair of leather lamb handles
• Set of wooden and leather handles
• Nylon double ring handle set
• Safety chain
• Complete set of springs
• Breathing bar
• Wooden Push Through Bar
• Footrest
• Seat resistant and easy to clean

CADILLAC

CLASSIC
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YOGA PILATES

Ladder Barrel is one of the main equipment used in the Pilates discipline, excellent for performing 
lengthening and stretching exercises that aim to improve body posture. Its structure is compact and 
resistant, designed to last over time. It has a sliding system that allows you to move the structure of 
the barrel closer to that of the ladder, depending on the user’s needs.

Technical specifications:

• Material: solid beech wood
• Height (cm): 92
• Width (cm): 65
• Length (cm): 123
• Position adjustment system.
• Resistant and easy to clean seat, available in various colors
• 5 bars

Code B.PILATES 8108

LADDER 

BARREL
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Built in fine beech wood, Combo Chair is characterized by great stability and constructive resistance, a 
solidity that does not renounce aesthetics and elegance. Combo Chair is the ideal solution for carrying 
out movements for strengthening, coordination, balance and rotation. Even with a work concentrated 
on the legs, the stabilization of the torso and pelvis is essential. The practical side handles greatly 
expand the range of exercises that can be performed with this multifunctional tool. The pedal, formed 
by the two steps that can be used separately, is connected to the structure with springs of various 
intensities, thus allowing to work with arms and legs in a unilateral and independent way. In the lower 
part of the structure, a sliding system with wheels facilitates the movement and handling of the tool.

Code B.PILATES 8109

Technical specifications:

• Material: solid beech wood
• Length (cm): 82
• Width (cm): 69
• Height (cm): 65
• Resistant and easy to clean seat, available in various colors
• Handle height on 3 positions (cm): 119 - 127 - 136
• Springs in 4 heights: 2 Light and 2 Strong
• Quick and safe locking system

COMBO 

CHAIR
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YOGA 

BLOCK

WOODEN 

YOGA BLOCK 

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Wooden Yoga Block is a yoga support made entirely of wood, sanded and treated with natural beeswax. The ideal choice for 

those who prefer stability and strength of the support during the correct execution of asanas.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY016

300

• Length (cm): 24
• Width (cm): 12
• Thickness (cm): 7
• Weight (g): 300
• Material: recycled wood
• Finish: fine grain

Yoga Block is a yoga support made entirely of high quality, thick spongy rubber.

Comfortable to the touch and stable while performing asanas, it is the ideal choice for those who are new to this discipline.

• Length (cm): 23
• Width (cm): 15
• Thickness (cm): 7
• Weight (g): 145
• Color: Grey

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW1001K

145
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YOGA 

BELT

Soft Ball 

Pilates

Yoga Belt is the traditional strap for yoga and muscle stretching, entirely handcrafted in Italy with a durable webbing and an 

innovative interlocking safety buckle. Yoga Belt is a practical support that provides extra length for a deeper stretching and 

particularly suitable to facilitate positions where back bending is required, especially when sitting or lying down. This tool that 

can improve balance and increase resistance, supporting posture during practice.

Code KW2602B

• Length (cm): 170
• Width (cm): 4

Soft Ball Pilates is an inflatable air ball with a diameter of 22 or 26 cm, ideal for Pilates, stretching and muscle re-education 

exercises. The ergonomic and comfortable surface ensures a good grip and easy handling of the tool.

Supplied with an inflating straw.

Available in two product variants:
• Diameter 22 cm - orange color
• Diameter 26 cm - green color

Code KW1026 KW1026R
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REEBOK 

YOGA MAT 

YOGA 

MAT 

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Yoga Mat is the professional mat designed and manufactured for individual or group yoga, muscle stretching and stretching 

classes. Entirely made of durable, high quality plastic material, Yoga Mat is thin and adherent to the ground, perfect for 

performing all the different positions of the holistic disciplines. Equipped with metal eyelets for practical and optimal product 

storage.

Pulling, grip, cushioning and improved balance - these are the main benefits of using a premium quality yoga mat. With its 4 

mm thickness, Reebok Yoga Mat provides ideal cushioning for the perfect execution of typical yoga asanas. Resistant, compact 

and adherent to the ground, Reebok Yoga Mat is perfect for performing all the different positions of the holistic disciplines.

Equipped with metal eyelets for practical and optimal product storage.

• Length (cm): 170
• Width (cm): 60
• Thickness (cm): 0.4
• Weight (g): 950
• Distance between the eyelets (cm): 36
• Color: silver
• Material: closed cell foam

• Length (cm): 173
• Width (cm): 60
• Thickness (cm): 0.4
• Weight (Kg) :: 1.09
• Distance between the eyelets (cm): 36
• Color: silver
• Material: closed cell foam

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW3016G

0,95

Code

Weight (Kg):

R16024

1,09
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YOGA 

BRIDGE

STICK

Yoga Bridge is the arch made entirely of wood, sanded and treated with natural beeswax; the ideal support for flexibility and 

stretching exercises. Its peculiar grooves are designed to facilitate the grip, for a perfect execution of even the most advanced 

asanas. Yoga Bridge makes it easy to arch and stretch the back, increasing flexibility. The resulting expansion of the chest 

facilitates deeper breathing, thanks to the stable and perfectly even support of the body by the tool.

Stick is made entirely of beech wood, sanded and treated with natural beeswax and designed for mobility, flexibility and 

proprioception exercises.

Its special size, rounded edges and surface that guarantees comfort and grip, make Stick a perfect ally for all training sessions.

• Length (cm): 48
• Width (cm): 30
• Height (cm): 20
• Weight (Kg) :: 2,280
• Material: natural wood treated with beeswax

• Length (cm): 140
• Diameter (cm): 2.4
• Material: beech wood

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWY014B

2,280

Code KWSS08-10
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PILATES 

RING

PILATES 

BALL

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Pilates Ball is the ideal tool for rehabilitation and training of arms, shoulders and trunk. Made of durable rubberized material 

and filled with sand, Pilates Ball is also widely used in Pilates training, holistic training, group training and in combination 

with other equipment. Its special ergonomic and comfortable surface ensures a good grip and comfortable handling of the 

equipment.

Pilates Ring is one of the most widely used tools in the Pilates discipline and in the so-called “soft gym” for performing 

exercises of varying intensity.

Pilates Ring is used to strengthen the stabilising muscles and train posture, coordination and flexibility. It is designed not only 

to train the lower limbs, but also to allow optimal performance of exercises to strengthen the trunk and arms.

• Diameter (cm): 38

Code KW3361

Available in two product variants:
• 1 kg - diameter 12.5 cm - green color
• 2 kg - diameter 14 cm - orange color

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2112-1 KW2112-2

1 2
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ROLLWELL

ROLLER 

BASIC 

Rollwell is a special self-massaging roller of medium hardness. Thanks to its special reliefs and ribbing, it is designed for 

effective self-massage of the connective tissues and for muscle stretching sessions, using the pressure generated by the 

weight of the body on the tool. The irregular contact surface and its solid internal structure reproduce the effect of a real 

massage, making Rollwell an excellent support for all exercises aimed at improving muscle tone.

Roller Basic is the roller designed for stretching and muscle loosening sessions. Thanks to its extraordinary versatility, it 

is also widely used in rehabilitation and/or postural gymnastics sessions. Roller Basic is made entirely of polyethylene and, 

thanks to its special handmade in Italy eco-leather upholstery, it is crushproof and designed to last over time.

• Length (cm): 33
• Diameter (cm): 14

• Length (cm): 100
• Diameter (cm): 16
• Material: PE

Code KW2001K

Code KW3036N
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ROLLER 

EVA 

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Made entirely of high-quality ethylene vinyl acetate, Roller Eva is a professional roller designed for stretching and muscle 

loosening sessions. Soft and crushproof, Roller Eva has a premium quality, with an elastic coefficient that maximises the 

use and preserves the shape over time. Thanks to its extraordinary versatility, it is also widely used in rehabilitation and/or 

postural gymnastics sessions.

• Length (cm): 90
• Diameter (cm): 17
• Material: EVA

Code KW3500G

Neck Pillow is the comfortable and ergonomic neck pad that provides unique support and comfort. Thanks to its peculiar 

structure, Neck Pillow better distributes the weight of the head over the entire surface, reducing pressure points and relaxing 

the spinal and semi-spinal muscles, both of the head and neck, by loosening tension. Neck Pillow is made of a special high-

density material and handcrafted in neoprene, a comfortable non-slip fabric.

• Length (cm): 30
• Width (cm): 14
• Height (cm): 6

Code KW5301S

NECK 

PILLOW
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BACK 

PILLOW

Pilates Band is the practical elastic band roll for training strength, endurance, mobility and coordination. Pilates Band is 25 

metres long and available in three different levels of elastic resistance, and it can be cut to the desired length. Pilates Band 

can be held and rolled up easily, thus it is the perfect solution for physiotherapists or personal trainers who want to perform 

specific exercises to strengthen muscles and increase mobility.

Back Pillow is the ergonomic lumbar cushion that is widely used as a back support during Pilates, posture and stretching 

exercises. Thanks to its peculiar structure, Back Pillow better distributes the user’s weight and adapts perfectly to the curve 

of the back, offering a unique comfort. Back Pillow is made of a special high-density material and is handcrafted in neoprene.

• Length (cm): 25
• Width (cm): 18.5
• Height (cm): 4
• Color: black or red

• Product range (resistance): Lite, Medium, Strong
• Color: pink, green, purple
• Width (cm): 15
• Length (m): 25

Code KW2530 KW2545 KW2555

PILATES 

BAND

Code KW5303 KW5303R
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PHYSIO 

ROLLER

MASSAGE 

BALL

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Massage Ball is a set of four practical massage balls made of medium-hard rubber with diameters of 6, 8, 9 and 10 cm. 

Particularly suitable for manipulation exercises, these balls provide intense stimulation of the skin thanks to the special 

ribbing on the surface, ideal for stimulating circulation and increasing vitality. Massage Ball are widely used in rehabilitation, 

physiotherapy and fitness classes.

Physio Roller is designed for stretching and muscle loosening sessions. Made entirely of high quality agglomerate and with 

a special coating handcrafted in Italy, it is particularly ergonomic roller: it adapts instantly to the pressure of the body, giving 

the user a pleasant feeling of well-being. Thanks to its extraordinary adaptability, it is also widely used in rehabilitation and/

or postural gymnastics sessions.

• Length (cm): 90
• Diameter (cm): 15
• Material: agglomerate

Code KW5090B

• Diameter (cm): 6 - 8 - 9 - 10

Code KWMBK KW1506-V KW1508-V KW1025-R KW1510-Y
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HALF PHYSIO 

ROLLER 

HALF SHORT 

PHYSIO ROLLER

Half Physio Roller is the semi-cylindrical roller for stretching and muscle loosening sessions. Thanks to its peculiar flat 
base design, it provides greater stability during use than a conventional cylindrical roller. Half Physio Roller is made entirely 
of high-quality agglomerate and, thanks to the special coating handcrafted in Italy with non-slip fabric, it is particularly 
ergonomic: it adapts instantly to the pressure of the body, giving the user a pleasant feeling of well-being.
Thanks to its extraordinary adaptability, it is also widely used as a shoulder, neck and back support in rehabilitation and/or 
soft and postural gymnastics sessions.

Half Short Physio Roller is a semi-cylindrical roller shorter than conventional rollers and designed for stretching and muscle 
relaxation sessions. Thanks to its unique flat-base design, Half Short Physio Roller provides greater stability during use 
than a conventional cylindrical roller. Half Short Physio Roller is made entirely of high-quality agglomerate and, thanks to 
the special coating handcrafted in Italy with non-slip fabric, it is particularly ergonomic: it adapts instantly to the pressure of 
the body, giving the user a pleasant feeling of well-being. Thanks to its extraordinary adaptability, it is also widely used as a 
shoulder, neck and back support in rehabilitation and/or soft and postural gymnastics sessions.

• ength (cm): 90
• Width (cm): 15
• Height (cm): 7.5
• Material: agglomerato

• Length (cm): 45
• Width (cm): 15
• Height (cm): 7.5
• Material: agglomerate

Code KW5095B

Code KW5105B
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YOGA 

WHEEL

VIBE MASSAGE 

ROLLER

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Vibe Massage Roller is a medium-hard, high-density multi-point foam roller with innovative vibration technology that is 

ideal for massaging and deeply relaxing muscles. This roller combines the benefits of self-massage and vibration to better 

stimulate proper blood circulation, improve elasticity, promote relaxation and reduce chronic and acute muscle pain. Vibe 

Massage Roller has a selector to choose from four vibration levels. It is rechargeable with the included power supply.

Yoga Wheel is the circular support for holistic disciplines, designed for stretching and muscle relaxation. Its unique ring 

structure offers incredible back support even during back bending exercises. Thanks to its peculiar structure and the irregular 

surface, Yoga Wheel allows to realize sequences of exercises to train all the structural components of the body: muscles, 

joints, tendons, ligaments, connective tissues and muscle chains.

Code EQ6102

• Length (cm): 33
• Diameter (cm): 14
• Material: PVC
• Cover: closed cell foam EVA
• Rechargeable vibrating unit

• Width (cm): 13
• Diameter (cm): 33
• Material: PVC
• Cover: closed cell foam EVA

Code EQ6002
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MASSAGE 

STICK

PEANUT 

BALL

Massage Stick is the practical massage roller easy to use thanks to its special ergonomic handles with double density. The 

rolling of the central part of Massage Stick is designed to stimulate, massage and relax the muscles in depth. The irregular 

contact surface and the solid internal structure made of PVC and covered by closed-cell EVA foam reproduce the effect of a 

real massage and make Massage Stick an excellent support for all exercises aimed at improving muscle tone. Massage Stick 

can be used to treat the following muscle groups: calves, quadriceps, hips, core, arms and back.

Peanut Ball is the practical peanut-shaped ball made of medium-hard PVC and covered with closed-cell EVA foam, suitable for 

manipulation, massage and muscle relaxation exercises, with particular reference to the lumbar and cervical areas and the 

muscle groups of the feet, calves, arms, shoulders and back. It is widely used in myofascial Pilates sessions, in rehabilitation, 

physiotherapy and fitness classes.

• Length (cm): 52
• Diameter (cm): 6
• Material: PVC
• Cover: closed cell foam EVA

• Length (cm): 15.5
• Diameter (cm): 8
• Material: PVC
• Cover: closed cell foam EVA

Code EQ6012

Code EQ6312
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BARREL

SNAIL

ACCESSORIES YOGA

Barrel is the Pilates tool that combines all the benefits of the Spine Corrector and those of an Arc Pilates: thanks to its peculiar 
anatomy, the semi-cylindrical shape and the asymmetry of its curvatures, this equipment has a double function, since it can 
be used as a monolith or using the two accessories separately, and it can be used both in individual and group lessons. The 
comfortable side hooks also allow the upper limbs to be strengthened with the combined use of elastic bands. The physiological 
curvature and the high density of the internal material favour the execution of exercises that improve joint mobility, elasticity and 
muscle strength, guaranteeing optimal results. Entirely handcrafted in Italy, Barrel is composed of a sturdy wooden frame and a 
generous amount of soft foam padding for maximum user comfort.

Snail is the Pilates Barrel used for stretching and strengthening exercises for chest, shoulders, back and legs, and for correcting 
and restoring the natural curvature of the spine. Snail has a semi-cylindrical shape and is characterised by a small step, a support 
and starting point for the execution of the most advanced postures and movements. Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it is composed 
of a sturdy wooden frame and a generous amount of soft foam padding for maximum user comfort. The comfortable side handles 
allow an excellent grip in every position and the hooks at the ends allow exercises for the upper and lower limbs in combination 
with elastic bands. A solid handle for carrying the tool completes the product.

• Length (cm): 110
• Width (cm): 35
• Height (cm): 15 - 20 - 30

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7040B

9

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7030B

9,3

• Length (cm): 82
• Width (cm): 44
• Height (cm): 25 - 33
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SPINE 

CORRECTOR

Spine Corrector is a widely used Pilates tool for stretching and strengthening chest, shoulders, back and legs, and for correcting 
and restoring the natural curvature of the spine. Equipped with a Velcro strap for the tool to be attached to the step, it can be used 
to perform all those exercises designed to activate the spinal muscles and redefine postural positions. The four lateral hooks 
also allow the upper limbs to be strengthened with the combined use of elastic bands. The physiological curvature and the high 
density of the internal material favour the execution of exercises capable of improving joint mobility, elasticity and muscle strength, 
guaranteeing optimal results. Entirely handcrafted in Italy, Spine Corrector is composed of a sturdy wooden frame and a generous 
amount of soft foam padding for maximum user comfort.

• Length (cm): 92
• Width (cm): 35
• Height (cm): 24 - 37

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7010B

6,5

MOBILITY ROLL

Mobility Roll is a medium-hard, high-density multi-point foam roller, ideal for massaging and deeply relaxing muscles. Thanks 

to its special reliefs and ribbing, it promotes the elimination of scar tissue in the fascia and the realignment of the fibres, 

contributing to the reduction of muscle pain and increasing joint mobility.  Mobility Roll is designed for effective self-massage 

of connective tissues and muscular stretching sessions by using the pressure generated by the weight of the body on the tool.

The irregular contact surface and its solid internal structure made of PVC and covered by closed-cell EVA foam reproduce the 

effect of a real massage, making Mobility Roll an excellent support for all exercises aimed at improving muscle tone.

• Length (cm): 33
• Diameter (cm): 14
• Material: PVC
• Coating: closed cell EVA foam

Code EQ6312
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Here you will find the range of tools and accessories 

dedicated to physical therapy and functional rehabilitation, 

entirely designed and manufactured in Italy. The design 

follows the experience and advice of professionals of the 

physiotherapy and rehabilitation sector, and the products, 

made with particular tailor-made care and attention to 

detail, guarantee a long durability over time as well as being 

safe, functional and hypoallergenic.

REHAB
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REHAB

Back Pillow Equilibrium is the ergonomic lumbar pillow widely used by physiotherapists and osteopaths 
as a back support during manipulation, massage and manual rehabilitation techniques. 

Thanks to its peculiar structure, it is able to better distribute the body weight and to perfectly adapt to 
the curve of the back, offering an unparalleled comfort.

The Back Pillow Equilibrium is made of a special high-density material and is handcrafted and 
upholstered in high-quality eco-leather fabric.

Length (cm): 25
Width (cm): 18.5
Height (cm): 4

Code EQ5303

BACK PILLOW 

EQUILIBRIUM
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Ab Mat Equilibrium is the ergonomic abdominal pillow designed and manufactured to perfectly adapt 
to the correct anatomy of the body and provide a solid support action to the physiological lumbar curve, 
facilitating the stretching of the rectus abdominis. It is widely used by physiotherapists and osteopaths 
during manipulation sessions, massages and manual rehabilitation techniques.

Featuring a strong wooden frame, which gives stability to the support, Ab Mat Equilibrium is padded 
with a comfortable memory foam agglomerate that provides comfort to the user.

Ab Mat Equilibrium features a handcrafted upholstery in fine anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric, and with 
it you can train the abs in depth. Its peculiar rounded wedge shape allows a wide range of positions and 
uses.

Dimensions (cm): 35 x 35 x 8

Code EQ5302

AB MAT 

EQUILIBRIUM
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Arc Equilibrium is the tool used by physiotherapists and osteopaths during manipulation sessions, 
massages and manual rehabilitation techniques to support back stretching: it allows the back to be 
easily arched and stretched, increasing its flexibility. The consequent expansion of the chest facilitates 
deeper breathing, thanks to the adherence and the stable and perfectly steady support of the body by 
the tool.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it consists of a sturdy wooden frame and a generous padding of soft foam 
with memory foam effect, which provides maximum comfort to the user. An upholstery in fine eco-
leather fabric completes the product.

Dimensions (cm): 62 x 44 x 22
Antibacterial fabrics without phthalates or latex

Code EQ7050

ARC

EQUILIBRIUM
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Neck Pillow Equilibrium is the comfortable and ergonomic neck support that provides unique support 
and comfort, widely used by physiotherapists and osteopaths during manipulation sessions, massages 
and manual rehabilitation techniques. 

Thanks to its peculiar structure, Neck Pillow Equilibrium is able to better distribute the weight of 
the head over the entire surface, reducing pressure points and relaxing the spinal and semi-spinal 
muscles, both of the head and neck, thus relieving tension.
 
Neck Pillow Equilibrium is made of a special high-density material, a memory foam padding, and is 
handcrafted and covered by high-quality eco-leather fabric.

Length (cm): 30
Width (cm): 14
Height (cm): 6

Code EQ5301

NECK PILLOW 

EQUILIBRIUM
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Barrel Equilibrium is the Pilates tool that skilfully combines all the benefits of Spine Corrector and Arc 
Pilates: thanks to its peculiar anatomy, its semi-cylindrical shape and the asymmetry of its curvatures, 
this tool has a bivalent function, since it can be used as a monolith or using the two accessories 
separately, and can be used both in individual and group lessons.Thanks to its versatility, this equipment 
is becoming increasingly popular in the world of physiotherapy and functional rehabilitation. 

The comfortable side hooks allow the upper limbs to be strengthened with the combined use of elastic 
bands. The physiological curvature and the high density of the internal material promote the execution 
of exercises for improving joint mobility, elasticity and muscle strength, guaranteeing optimal results.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, Barrel Equilibrium consists of a sturdy wooden frame and a generous 
amount of soft foam padding for maximum user comfort. The upholstery in fine anti-slip eco-leather 
fabric completes the product.

Length (cm): 110
Width (cm): 35
Height (cm): 15 - 20 - 30

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQ7030

9,3

BARREL

EQUILIBRIUM
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Spine Corrector Equilibrium is the most widely used tool in the Pilates discipline for stretching and 
strengthening exercises of the chest, shoulders, back and legs, and for correcting and restoring the 
natural curvature of the spine. 

Thanks to its versatility, this equipment is also gaining increasing interest in the world of physiotherapy 
and functional rehabilitation.

Equipped with Velcro straps for attaching the tool to the step, it can be used to perform all those 
exercises designed to activate the muscles of the spinal column and redefine posture.
The six lateral hooks also allow the upper limbs to be strengthened with the combined use of elastic 
bands. The curvature and high density of the internal material favour the execution of exercises that 
improve joint mobility, elasticity and muscle strength, guaranteeing optimal results.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, Spine Corrector Equilibrium consists of a sturdy wooden frame and a 
generous amount of soft foam padding for maximum user comfort.

Length (cm): 92
Width (cm): 35
Height (cm): 24 - 37

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQ7010

6,5

SPINECORRECTOR 

EQUILIBRIUM
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Half Short Physio Roller from the Equilibrium line is a semi-cylindrical roller that is shorter than 
traditional rollers and designed for stretching and muscle-relaxation sessions.

Thanks to its peculiar flat base structure, Half Short Physio Roller Equilibrium provides greater stability 
during use than the traditional cylindrical roller.

Thanks to its extraordinary adaptability, it is also widely used by physiotherapists and osteopaths as 
shoulder, neck and back support during manipulation sessions, massages and manual rehabilitation 
techniques.

Half Short Physio Roller Equilibrium is made entirely of high-quality agglomerate and, thanks to the 
special cover handcrafted in Italy with anti-slip eco-leather fabric, is particularly elegant and ergonomic: 
it instantly adapts to the pressure of the body, giving the user a pleasant sensation of well-being.

Lunghezza (cm): 45
Larghezza (cm): 15
Altezza (cm): 7,5

Code EQ5105

HALF SHORT PHYSIO 

ROLLER EQUILIBRIUM 
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Physio Roller Equilibrium is the roller designed for stretching and muscle loosening sessions.

Produced in high-quality PE and with a special upholstery in fine eco-leather fabric handcrafted in 
Italy, Physio Roller Equilibrium is particularly ergonomic: it adapts instantly to the pressure of the 
body, giving the user a pleasant sensation of well-being.

Thanks to its extraordinary adaptability, it is also widely used by physiotherapists and osteopaths as a 
support for shoulders, neck and back in manipulation sessions, massages and manual rehabilitation 
techniques.

Length (cm): 45
Width (cm): 15
Height (cm): 7.5

Code EQ5090

HALF SHORT PHYSIO 

ROLLER EQUILIBRIUM 

PHYSIO ROLLER 

EQUILIBRIUM
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REHAB

Wedge Equilibrium is the large wedge-shaped cushion designed and used to keep the patient in the 
correct posture during physiotherapy manipulation sessions, massages and manual rehabilitation 
techniques.

Particularly suitable for performing stretching and relaxing exercises for the back, abdominal toning, 
balance and proprioception exercises in total safety.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it consists of a sturdy wooden frame and generous padding of soft foam 
with memory foam effect, which provides the user with maximum comfort. An upholstery in fine anti-
slip, anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric completes the product. 

Its practical side hooks allow the upper limbs to be trained with the combined use of elastic bands.

Length (cm): 97
Width (cm): 60
Height (cm): 5 - 36

Code EQ5690

WEDGE

EQUILIBRIUM
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Balance Box Equilibrium is the line of cushions designed for proprioception, posture and coordination 
exercises, and for strength rehabilitation. The perfect combination of comfort and stability makes the 
line particularly suitable for physiotherapy and rehabilitation.

Balance Box Equilibrium offers well-balanced support and resistance promoting improved 
neuromuscular transmission.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it consists of an internal structure made of agglomerate and foam padding. 
The product is covered by a high-quality, anti-slip and anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric.

BALANCE BOX 

EQUILIBRIUM

Code

Dim.(cm)

EQ5410 EQ5420 EQ5430

30 x 40 x 5 40 x 50 x 6 30 x 40 x 10
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Rehab Mat Equilibrium is the mat used in physiotherapy for performing rehabilitative exercises and 
movements on an unstable base.

The irregular instability and the unpredictability make Rehab Mat Equilibrium a safe and effective tool 
for proprioceptive re-education and for training balance, agility and strength.
 
Rehab Mat Equilibrium is made up of 6 interchangeable internal inserts with variable density and 
intensity that determine the irregularity and instability of the surface. The sequence can be decided 
and composed by the professional, depending on the rehabilitation and physiotherapy requirements.
Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it consists of an internal structure in agglomerate and foam padding. An 
upholstery in fine anti-slip and anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric completes the product.

All the Equilibrium mats can be combined with Velcro hooks to create zones, passages and customised 
pathways.

REHAB MAT 

EQUILIBRIUM

REHAB
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All rugs can be coupled with Velcro fastening, as 
needed, creating islands, corridors or customized 
paths.

The 6 variable density surfaces are made up of inserts
with dimensions of 65x42 cm. The same create a corridor 
of instability that will be composed by the operator 
according to the athlete’s needs. Density 180 - FE30. 
Containment frame: Density E65.

Dimensions (cm): 215 x 100
Thickness (cm): 8
Internal inserts: 6
Insert size (cm): 65 x 42
Insert density: 180 - FE30
Containment frame density: E65
Antibacterial fabrics without phthalates or latex

Code EQTAPP
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Rehab Hill is a proprioceptive pathway for rehabilitating strength, balance and agility in a progressive 
manner. It consists of a pliobox, an inclined plane and a ladder plane with three steps. The sequence 
of the tools can be decided and composed by the professional, depending on the rehabilitation and 
physiotherapy requirements.

Rehab Hill embodies a new concept of rehabilitation and functional training where it is possible to 
carry out all the exercises that are usually performed with inclined planes, steps and raised planes, 
traditionally made of wood or metal, with the added value of providing greater comfort and safety to 
the user.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, all the components of Rehab Hill consist of a sturdy wooden structure and 
generous padding of soft foam with memory foam effect, which provide maximum comfort to the user. 
An upholstery in high-quality, anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric completes the product.

Products can also be purchased individually.

Dimensions Inclined (cm): 150 x 80; Height (cm): 3 - 36
Plyo Dimensions (cm): 120 x 80; Height (cm): 36
Stairs Dimensions (cm): 120 x 80; Step height (cm): 12
Set Dimensions (cm): 390 x 80; Height (cm): 36

REHAB HILL 

STAIRS - INCLINED - PLYO

REHAB
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Code EQGEOM-C EQGEOM-P EQGEOM-S EQGEOM KIT 
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Fit Wedge Equilibrium is a range of wedge-shaped cushions designed for safe back stretching and 
relaxation, abdominal toning, balance and proprioception exercises. The perfect combination of comfort 
and stability makes this line particularly suitable for physiotherapy and rehabilitation.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, the cushions have an internal structure in agglomerate and foam padding. 
The product is covered by a fine anti-slip and anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric.

FIT WEDGE  

EQUILIBRIUM

Code

Dim.(cm)

EQ5650 EQ5620 EQ5640 

35 x 35 x 10 45 x 60 x 10 45 x 60 x 30

REHAB
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Ellissi Equilibrium is a support with an unstable base designed to train proprioception and coordination 
and to promote the recovery of balance, agility and strength. It is particularly suitable for performing 
induced instability and rocking exercises or as a support to facilitate the maintenance of advanced 
postures.

Its peculiar anatomy, characterised by the perfect symmetry of its curves, makes it easy to arch 
and stretch the back, increasing flexibility but keeping the core constantly active. The wide range 
of inclination makes this original support with unstable base widely used by physiotherapists and 
osteopaths during manipulation sessions and rehabilitation techniques. Ellissi Equilibrium is a more 
stable tool compared to the traditional Swiss Ball; it is therefore particularly suitable for senior users.

Entirely handcrafted in Italy, it is composed of a sturdy structure with an agglomerate shaft and a 
generous padding of soft foam with memory foam effect that provides maximum comfort to the user. 
An upholstery in fine anti-bacterial eco-leather fabric completes the product. 

Dimensions (cm): 80 x 40

Code EQELIS

ELLISSI 

EQUILIBRIUM
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Kettlesoft Equilibrium is an original alternative to conventional kettlebell training for recovering the 
strength of beginners and professionals in an effective and highly safe way.

Made of soft material and covered by comfortable hypoallergenic fabric, Kettlesoft Equilibrium can be 
used as an overload for rehabilitation or functional training. The load range, from 1 to 5 kg, is specially 
designed for post-operative rehabilitation and athletic rehabilitation.

Dimension (cm): 25 x 28

KETTLESOFT 

EQUILIBRIUM

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQ7201 EQ7202 EQ7203 EQ7204 EQ7205

1 2 3 4 5

REHAB
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Ankle Equilibrium are anklets designed for strength recovery and muscle strengthening, available in 6 
models of different weights.

The entirely Made in Italy production, the handmade stitching, the reinforced seams of the padding 
made of stainless steel grains and the care for details make Ankle Equilibrium particularly suitable 
for physiotherapy. Extremely comfortable thanks to their special internal composition, hypoallergenic 
fabric and impeccable fit, they respond perfectly to the needs of any user.

Dimensions 0.5 kg (cm): 280 x 100
Dimensions kg 1 (cm): 280 x 110
Dimensions 1.5 kg (cm): 365 x 110
Dimensions kg 2 (cm): 360 x 120
Dimensions 2.5 kg (cm): 360 x 120
Dimensions kg 3 (cm): 360 x 120

ANKLE 

EQUILIBRIUM 

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQ7505 EQ7510 EQ7515 EQ7520 EQ7525 EQ7530

0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3
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Balance Board is the practical set of proprioception platforms with an unstable base and display for 
performing proprioception exercises that promote the recovery of balance, agility and strength.

All the boards of Balance Board can be adapted both for medical use -physiotherapy and rehabilitation- 
and for postural, soft or functional gymnastics training.

All the proprioceptive boards are made entirely in Italy of high-quality birch plywood laminated with a 
closed-cell Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) surface, which makes them extremely comfortable and safe, 
because they are anti-slip. A beeswax surface treatment completes and refines the product.

Code EQ0070

BALANCE 

BOARD

REHAB
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Balance Board includes:

• Round Board, circular proprioceptive board with unstable base
• Round Square, rectangular proprioceptive board with unstable base
• Rectangular Board, rectangular proprioceptive board with unstable base
• Cart Board, functional cart with 4 wheels for moving around
• Mini Cart, trolley wheels with rotating plastic handle, equipped with 4 wheels for movement
• Storage Board, functional display rack

Storage board 

Mini cart 

Cart Board  

Length (cm): 100
Width (cm): 40
Height (cm): 35

Width (cm): 20
Height (cm): 20

Length (cm): 80
Width (cm): 50
Height (cm): 12.5

Code EQ0060 EQ0050 EQ0040
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Round Board 

Round Square

Rectangular Board 

Diameter (cm): 60
Height (cm): 12.5

Length (cm): 65
Width (cm): 50
Height (cm): 12.5

Length (cm): 80
Width (cm): 50
Height (cm): 12.5

Code EQ0010 EQ0020 EQ0030

REHAB
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Emiball Equilibrium is a rubberized hemisphere with an unstable circular base for proprioceptive exercises that promote the 
recovery of balance, agility and strength in a high-performance and safe manner. Emiball Equilibrium is a monolith: produced as 
a single block, it has a special virgin rubber surface that allows the user to make full use of the support surface. The absence of a 
frame allows a range of unique tilts and movements. The exclusive base of the platform adheres perfectly to the underlying surface 
by exploiting the pressure generated inside: this special suction cup effect makes functional recovery with Emiball Equilibrium 
effective and complete, for an even safer grip. Entirely produced in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Emiball Equilibrium 
does not contain phthalates or chemical agents that are harmful to the user or the environment. Two practical side slots make it 
easy to move and handle.

Ball Equilibrium is the self-stabilising, self-centred inflatable ball with double density (anti rollover system), designed for recovering 
and strengthening muscle mobility and reactivity. Its double structure makes this special tool, in its natural position, more stable 
and safer than any other inflatable ball on the market. It can be used not only as a comfortable seat in a physiotherapy centre but 
also as a preparatory tool for training with a traditional Swiss Ball. Turning it upside down it becomes a high-performance tool for 
the stabilising muscles as it will accentuate the element of instability when attempting to return to its natural position. Thanks to 
its special dual-density structure, Ball Equilibrium generates unpredictable movements and patterns: a useful stimulus for neuro-
motor reprogramming.

• Diameter (cm): 65
• Height (cm): 24
• Capacity (kg): 300
• Material: virgin rubber and hypoallergenic cross-linked PVC
• Integrated lifting handles

• Diameter (cm): 55, 65
• Capacity (kg): 350
• Material: virgin rubber and hypoallergenic cross-linked PVC
• Anti-Burst System
• Double Density Structure
• Double Layer Technology
• Conical valve for inflation included; pump not included

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQEMIB

6,5

BALL 

EQUILIBRIUM 

EMIBALL 

EQUILIBRIUM

ACCESSORIES REHAB

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQBB55 EQBB65

1,7 1,8
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Emiball Small Equilibrium is a rubberized hemisphere with an unstable circular base for proprioceptive exercises. It is smaller in 
size than traditional proprioception boards but no less effective in performance. Used to recover and/or strengthen the ankle and 
knee joints, restoring the motor patterns that ensure static and dynamic balance, Emiball Small Equilibrium is the right tool for 
training coordination, strength and rehabilitation. A special valve technology makes it lighter and designed to provide maximum 
grip, for a complete anti-slip effect. Entirely manufactured in Italy using certified virgin raw materials, Emiball Small Equilibrium 
contains no phthalates or chemicals that are harmful to the user or the environment. Two practical side slots make it easy to move 
and handle.

Rotary Disk Equilibrium combines the benefits and functionality of a proprioceptive platform with those of a rotating platform. Used 
to recover and/or strengthen the ankle and knee joints restoring the motor patterns that guarantee static and dynamic balance, 
Rotary Disk Equilibrium is the right tool for recovering coordination and strength. The steel rack that allows rotation in relation to 
the vertical axis makes it possible to create a wide variety of exercises based on different support positions and modes of movement.

Available in two product variants:

• Diameter 40 cm, height 10 cm, weight 4 kg
• Diameter 32.5 cm, height 6 cm, weight 2 kg
• Material: virgin rubber and hypoallergenic cross-linked PVC
• Optional base with support handles
• Anti-Burst System

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQEMIS

4,9

• Diameter (cm): 55
• Height (cm): 15
• Capacity (kg): 250
• Material: virgin rubber

EMIBALL SMALL 

EQUILIBRIUM 

ROTARY DISK 

EQUILIBRIUM 

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQROD4 EQROD2

4 2
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Proprioceptive Ball Equilibrium: traditional in shape, innovative in use. Softer, easier to handle and more comfortable than traditional 
Medicine Balls, Proprioceptive Ball Equilibrium is particularly suitable for rehabilitation and physiotherapy and allows for muscle 
stretching and re-education.

The ergonomic soft-touch surface ensures a good grip and easy handling of the tool.

Superior Foot Lock is a couple of anklets specifically designed for physiotherapy rehabilitation. Its peculiar band structure has the 
anchorage point positioned on the instep, allowing to perform exercises without constraining the ankle and guaranteeing absolute 
freedom of the tibio-tarsal joint. 

Made of ultra-resistant cordura bands, Superior Foot Lock can be used with shoes or barefoot.
The metal ring for attaching and performing traction and momentum exercises and the practical buckle closure system complete 
the product.

• Diameter (cm): 21
• Material: hypoallergenic PVC

• One size adjustable
• Sold in pairs

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQPB21

0,3

SUPERIOR 

FOOT LOCK

PROPRIOCEPTIVE 

BALL EQUILIBRIUM

ACCESSORIES REHAB

Code EQ6503
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Medicine Ball Equilibrium is the ideal medicine ball for recovery and rehabilitation exercises and functional circuits. Excellent for 
training grip and throwing skills, not too hard nor bouncy, this special medicine ball is made entirely of virgin rubber and boasts 
an exceptional anti-slip surface, thanks to a photo-engraved hand-grip that makes training safer at every stage. Medicine Ball 
Equilibrium is not filled with sand or water: the weight of the product is entirely determined by the weight of the material itself, 
a special construction feature that makes the product indestructible. Moreover, thanks to the use of advanced and innovative 
production techniques, the consistency and rebound capacity of Medicine Ball Equilibrium can be varied by simply inflating or 
deflating it through the special valve. Entirely produced in Italy with certified raw materials, Medicine Ball Equilibrium does not 
contain phthalates or chemical agents harmful to the user and the environment.

Posterior Foot Lock is the specific anklets couple for physiotherapy rehabilitation. Its peculiar band structure presents the anchorage 
point positioned on the heel, allowing to perform exercises without constraining the ankle, guaranteeing absolute freedom of the 
tibio-tarsal joint.  Made of ultra-resistant cordura bands, Posterior Foot Lock can be used with shoes or barefoot.

The metal ring for attaching and performing traction and momentum exercises and the practical buckle closure system complete 
the product.

Code

Weight (Kg):

EQ6301T

1/5

• Diameter (cm): 18.5 / 21.5 / 23.5 / 26/29
• Material: virgin rubber and hypoallergenic cross-linked PVC
• Double Density Structure
• Double Layer Technology

• One size adjustable
• Sold in pairs

MEDICINE BALL 

EQUILIBRIUM

POSTERIOR 

FOOT LOCK

Code EQ6501
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Here you will find the best flooring solutions for sports 

centers, gyms and personal training labs. The special 

technical Pavigym and Kwell products are able to meet 

all different needs: you will find anti-shock floors with 

a hardcore appearance and an incomparable ability to 

absorb shocks and vibrations, both indoors and outdoors; 

professional platforms for powerlifting; premium quality 

synthetic grass; tatami for martial arts; virgin rubber 

flooring for functional training centers, group training areas, 

holistic disciplines or home gyms. All the solutions are easy 

to install, incredibly performing and long-lasting, thanks to 

the special production process.

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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TURF 1.0

Turf 1.0 under the Pavigym brand is the most realistic artificial grass within the world fitness scene. 
Premium quality, it is designed for high sports performance and to offer the best resistance when 
performing drag, friction and powerlifting exercises, both in indoor and outdoor functional training.

Thanks to its high-precision joints made with the most innovative technology, Turf 1.0 Pavigym reaches 
the unparalleled amount of 84,000 points per m2, density with which it is possible to ensure unmatched 
grip and comfort during the execution of the exercises. With a thickness of just 11 mm and a weight of 
4,000 grams per m2, the ergonomic Turf 1.0 Pavigym boasts maximum impact resistance and offers 
easy installation. Its strengthened resistance to UV rays makes it a floor suitable for use in places where 
the sun’s rays are always present, without having to give up the liveliness of color and the effectiveness 
of the seal.

Turf 1.0 Pavigym is designed to last for a long time: it is a floor that guarantees the best results thanks 
to the composition of its materials, such as polyethylene, which gives maximum thermal and chemical 
resistance with excellent impact resistance, or polyurethane, which is characterized by its elasticity 
and high resistance to abrasion, wear, tear and oxidation.
Inside or outside the club, this synthetic grass gives an inimitable touch of functionality and aesthetics 
that allows you to distinguish from the competition and enrich the areas inside the sports center with 
variety in an original and elegant way.

Thickness: 11 mm
Installation with glue required
Turf 1.0 = No markings
Available colors: blue, green and earth red

Available in the roll version:
• 2 x 10 m
• 2 x 15 m

Code TURF 1.0 - 11mm

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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TURF SPRINT 2.0

Turf Sprint 2.0 under the Pavigym brand is the most realistic roll of artificial grass within the world of 
fitness, with special markings that identify the starting point, arrival point and the length of the entire 
square.

Its premium quality designed for high sports performance offers the best resistance when performing 
drag, friction and powerlifting exercises, both in indoor and outdoor functional training. Thanks to its 
high-precision joints made with the most innovative technology, Turf Sprint 2.0 Pavigym reaches the 
unparalleled amount of 84,000 points per m2, density with which it is possible to ensure unparalleled 
grip and comfort during the execution of the exercises. At just 11mm thick and weighing 4,000 grams 
per m2, this ergonomic artificial turf boasts maximum impact resistance and offers easy installation.

Its strengthened resistance to UV rays makes it suitable for use in places where the sun’s rays are 
always present, without having to give up the liveliness of color and the effectiveness of its hold. Turf 
Sprint 2.0 Pavigym is designed to last for a long time: it is a floor that guarantees the best results 
thanks to the composition of its materials, such as polyethylene, which gives it maximum thermal and 
chemical resistance with excellent impact resistance, or the polyurethane, which is characterized by 
its elasticity and high resistance to abrasion, wear, tear and oxidation. Inside or outside the club, this 
synthetic grass gives an inimitable touch of functionality and aesthetics that allows you to distinguish 
from the competition and enrich the variety of areas inside the sports center in an original and elegant 
way.

Thickness (mm): 16 or 22
Installation with glue required
Turf 2.0 = Sprint design with 0-10 / 0-15 / 0-20 m length
Available colors: blue, green and earth red.

Available in the roll version:
• 2 x 10 m
• 2 x 15 m

Available in the roll version:
• 2 x 10,6 m
• 2x 15,06 m
• 2 x 20,6 m

Code TURF SPRINT 2.0 – 16 e 22 mm
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PERFORMANCE

Performance is the Pavigym branded rubber floor perfect for any room intended for group training, 
fitness, functional training or on which cardio training machines are positioned or moved. Thanks to its 
special composition, the absorption of impacts cancels any noise or vibration, minimizing any sound 
produced involuntarily during training.

The rough finish and the virgin rubber material of the surface guarantee safety during training, good 
grip and excellent restitution of the elasticity of the athletic gesture to the user, preventing the weight 
of the tools from leaving indelible marks on the floor.

The use of state-of-the-art machinery for the water-based carving of the tiles guarantees an interlocking 
system of interlocking type, made with millimeter precision to avoid any crack between the tiles once 
installed. By mounting the floor as if it were a puzzle, installation and maintenance are up to 10 times 
easier.

The impermeability of the material simplifies maintenance and guarantees unparalleled hygiene for 
the floor.

Sold by the tile
Tile size (cm): 90 x 90
Tile thickness (mm): 5.5
Available in 16 colors
Self-laying, with interlocking system
interlocking type

Density (kg / m3): 1200
Hardness: 75 °
Water absorption: 0%
Linear expansion coefficient: 1.5 10-4 ºC-1
Reaction to fire: Cfl-s2 (Op. Bfl-s1

Code PERFORMANCE

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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EXTREME

Extreme is the Pavigym brand flooring solution that guarantees maximum absorption of impacts, 
sounds and vibrations with an unparalleled grip on the ground; for this reason it is the first choice for 
areas with more intense and extreme training, such as weightlifting, powerlifting and crossfit.

Its special composition, made with the recycling of virgin rubber from the Endurance model, gives it an 
unparalleled capacity for resistance, which is well combined with an attractive aesthetic designed to 
meet the needs of the most demanding athletes.

The use of state-of-the-art machinery for the water-based carving of the tiles guarantees an interlocking 
system of interlocking type, made with millimeter precision to avoid any crack between the tiles once 
installed. By mounting the floor as if it were a puzzle, installation and maintenance are up to 10 times 
easier.

The high impermeability of the material, synonymous with durability since the tiles do not get damaged 
or deformed due to absorbed moisture, simplifies maintenance and guarantees unparalleled hygiene 
for the floor.

Tile size (cm): 90 x 90
Tile thickness (mm): 7 or 22 (Extreme S&S)
Available in 4 colors
Self-laying, with interlocking system
Reaction to fire Cfl-s2 Efl

Code EXTREME
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ENDURANCE

Endurance is the number one choice in the European sports scene in terms of flooring solution: a 
virgin rubber floor capable of providing great resistance to shocks and at the same time contributing to 
the best physical-sporting performance of every person who trains indoors of the club.

Ideal for training areas intended for free weights, functional training, fitness or strength training, 
Endurance has been specifically designed for lifting areas where medium weights up to 50 kg are used, 
and has a reinforced coating to protect the floor and subsoil from impacts, while also preserving the 
safety of the user.

The use of state-of-the-art machinery for the water-based carving of the tiles guarantees an interlocking 
system of interlocking type, made with millimeter precision to avoid any crack between the tiles once 
installed. By mounting the floor as if it were a puzzle, installation and maintenance are up to 10 times 
easier.

The high impermeability of the material, synonymous with durability since the tiles do not get damaged 
or deformed due to absorbed moisture, simplifies maintenance and guarantees unparalleled hygiene 
for the floor.

Tile size (cm): 90 x 90
Tile thickness (mm): 7 or 22 (Endurance S&S)
Available in 20 colors
Self-laying, with interlocking system
Reaction to fire Cfl-s2 Efl

Code ENDURANCE

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
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TRAFFIC

Traffic is the Pavigym brand flooring solution designed to meet the needs of gyms, physiotherapy 
centers and sports centers looking for a solution for transit areas such as corridors, changing rooms, 
cafes, etc.

Its non-slip properties, ease of cleaning, reduction of the sound of footsteps and its aesthetics make it 
a one-of-a-kind floor.

Traffic is totally waterproof, does not absorb any type of liquid and is extremely easy to clean. The 
waterproofing of the floor is also synonymous with durability, since the tiles do not deteriorate or 
deform due to absorbed moisture.

Traffic is an elegant and incredibly resistant vinyl floor despite being only 2.5 mm thick, whose production 
composition is free from toxic substances such as phthalates and the like; also for this reason it is 
perfect for areas such as corridors or changing rooms, in which transit is intense.

Sold in box.

i1 box = 2.7 m2
Weight: 11 kg
Dimensions (cm): 122 x 18.5
Thickness (mm): 2,5
Product that requires installation with glue

Code TRAFFIC
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100 cm

Varianti spessore

10
0 

cm

1 cm

1,5 cm

2 cm

Kwell Floor is the special flooring for indoor and outdoor sports areas made of recycled rubber tiles, 
100% Made in Italy with triple processing with extra-fine granules. It is the ideal flooring solution for 
free weight, cross and functional training, powerlifting and fitness areas.

The triple-processing system made in Italy contributes to the total elimination of bad smell and toxic 
substances such as phthalates, typical of Asian recycled rubber.

The special rubberized composition makes Kwell Floor the perfect solution for those who are looking 
for a floor that can absorb shocks and vibrations, restoring elasticity of movement to the user.

INSTALLATION: self-setting and easily shaped. The heavy weight and the special sizing of each tile 
make Kwell Floor perfectly stable and adherent to the ground, with no need for glues.

HIGH STRENGTH: it protects the surface and the subsoil, and it is designed to withstand violent impacts.

GRIP: it guarantees maximum safety against slipping, even when the surface is wet.

HYGIENE: the triple processing 100% Made in Italy makes Kwell Floor three times easier to clean than 
other recycled rubbers on the market.

AESTHETICS: highly hardcore texture.

Tile dimensions (cm): 100 x 100
Thickness (cm): 1 / 1.5 / 2
Black colour
Reaction to fire: Dfl-S1

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWF10GT KWF20GT KWF30GT

9,7 14 17
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ANCHOR 

DOOR

SLED

ACCESSORIES

Code

Weight (Kg):

Code

KW0050

2

KW0085B

Sled is the original fabric sled for drag exercises and can be loaded with a minimum of one power bag up to a maximum of five.
Functional training sleds are designed for the resistance training modality, which consists of dragging a mass with only the 
strength of your body. This type of training tends to improve specific characteristics such as strength, explosiveness, reactivity 
and resistance to fatigue. There are two features that make this sled unique and innovative: its softness and the possibility 
of using traditional functional bags as overloads. A multifunctional, practical and easily stored accessory (like a traditional 
stretching mat). The special sliding surface underneath is particularly suitable for the new rubberised floors typical of functional 
training areas in sports centres, wooden surfaces, linoleum and grass surfaces, both indoor and outdoor. Sled is supplied with a 
practical anchoring strap for belts, harnesses and slings.

• Width (cm): 60
• Length (cm): 86
• Length of anchor strap (cm): 150
• Adjustable straps for power bag anchorage: 4
• Steel rings: 2
• Steel carabiners: 3

Anchor Door is the revolutionary accessory that allows Kspace, Revoring, elastics or ropes to be anchored to the door, for 

practical and safe suspension training. The fixing system is simple and intuitive: place Anchor Door on top of the door and, by 

locking the rubber loop outside the threshold, the webbing will allow you to hang training equipment and accessories.

• Webbing length (cm): 27
• Diameter of rubber loop (cm): 8
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PULL UP

ANKLE

KSPACE

Code KW1230B

Code KW0080B KW0082B

Kspace is the equipment that improves strength, stability, balance, coordination and flexibility by making functional use of 
gravitational force. It is one of the most popular and widely used pieces of equipment in suspension training. By increasing 
the body’s reactivity, Kspace increases physical performance and develops better control of abdominal stabilisation and the 
entire core, which is useful for preventing injuries and improving posture. Featuring a support structure that can be attached 
to the ceiling or wall and two strong fabric bands, Kspace ends with two strong and comfortable double-grip handles (manual 
and podalic) with soft touch moulding and knurled coating. The practical metal buckles allow quick adjustment of length 
and guarantee intuitive and secure fastening. Thanks to the entirely Italian production and processing, Kspace boasts a solid 
reinforced fabric construction system designed to last over time, as it prevents fraying and damage typical of wear and intensive 
use. Kspace is supplied in its own bag together with a practical carabiner and anchoring strap.

• Dimensions (cm): 130 x 270 x 4
• Handle width (cm): 13
• Distance between hand grip and foot grip (cm): 15

Pull Up Ankle is an elegant traction ankle strap for attachment to the cables of isotonic machines, elastic bands or ropes.

Made entirely of leather and technical material, Pull Up Ankle boasts comfortable padding that improves the wearability 

and protects the user’s ankle from risk and injury. A half metal ring for attaching and performing pulling and momentum 

exercises and the practical buckle closure system complete the product. Sold individually.

• Dimensions (cm): 44 x 3
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UNIVERSAL 

HANDLE 

FUNCTIONAL 

BELT

ACCESSORIES

Functional Belt is the anatomical weightlifting belt particularly suitable for training explosive strength and muscular 

endurance. Made entirely of leather and technical material, Functional Belt is comfortable to wear and offers an unrivalled 

wearability. Functional Belt has four metal half-rings for attaching elastic bands and ropes so that you can do exercises such 

as running, jumping and leaping with muscle conditioning and holding. A practical buckle fastening system completes the 

product. Available in two versions: men’s and women’s.

Universal Handle is a pair of sturdy handles with steel hooks and reinforced fabric on the seams compatible with cable 

isotonic machines, elastics and ropes. The special handle with soft touch moulding and knurled coating provides unrivalled 

comfort and grip for a versatile and safe workout. Sold in pairs.

 
• Dimensions (cm): 27 x 14

Functional Belt MAN

• Dimensions (cm): 122 x 4
• Padding Dimensions (cm): 104 x12

Functional Belt WOMAN

• Dimensions (cm): 122 x 4
• Padding Dimensions (cm): 68 x 12

Code KWSR01W KWSR01

Code KW1250
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HANDS&FEET 

ABDOMINAL 

SUSPENSION

Abdominal Suspension is a comfortable arm support for training the abdominals, the core and other related muscle groups 

while in suspension. Abdominal Suspension are equipped with two practical metal carabiners and are made entirely in Italy 

from leather and technical material. Their internal padding, solid construction and special sizing designed to meet the needs 

of athletes and professionals, allow training in total safety, preventing the risk of shoulder or back injuries. Sold in pairs.

Handle Hands & Feet is a pair of double-grip handles with steel hooks and reinforced fabric on the seams, compatible with 

cable isotonic machines, elastics and ropes. The special dual grip handle, hand and foot, with soft touch moulding and knurled 

coating ensures unrivalled comfort and grip for a versatile and safe workout. Sold in pairs.

• Dimensions (cm): 69 x 12
• Carabiner dimensions (cm): 6

 
• Dimensions (cm): 40 x 20

Code KW1250

Code KW1260B
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PILATES 

HANDLE

DOUBLE 

HANDLE

ACCESSORIES

Double Handle is the bound pair of handles compatible with cable isotonic machines, elastics and ropes. Manufactured 

entirely in Italy with fabric reinforced on the seams, Double Handle boasts a special soft touch moulded grip and knurled 

coating, ensuring unrivalled comfort and grip for a versatile and safe workout. Sold in pairs.

Pilates Handle is the practical two-in-one universal handle pair: a short handle for the hands and a long handle for the legs 

and feet. Particularly suitable and compatible with Reformers, cable training stations, and elastic bands, Pilates Handle is 

made entirely in Italy with reinforced fabric on the seams and comfortable padding inside. The metal ring makes it easy to 

attach to machines and straps. Sold in pairs

• Dimensions (cm): 47 x 15

• Short handle dimensions (cm):14
• Long handle dimensions (cm): 28
• Long handle dimensions including ring (cm): 39

Code KWSR01W KWSR01

Code KW3366B
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• Dimensions (cm): 15 x 15

Handle is a pair of comfortable universal handles for training with elastic tubes. The rubberized padding provides a comfortable 

grip for a versatile, long-lasting workout. Handle feature abrasion-resistant bushings that extend the life of the elastic tube.

Sold in pairs.

Code KW1280B

HANDLE 

Inversion Boot is a pair of professional anti-gravity ankle straps designed as a support for suspension workouts. The thick 

foam padding, which provides comfort to the user, the chrome-plated steel reinforcement hooks and the practical safety locks 

give the product a wearability and safety worthy of the most intense workout.

Code KW0090

• Height (cm): 21
• Width (cm): 17.5
• Maximum user weight (kg): 140

INVERSION 

BOOT
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HARNESS

FUNCTIONAL 

BELT

ACCESSORIES

Guard Rope is a special protective sheath that protects functional and cross training ropes from any wear, fraying or abrasion. 

It features a durable, woven fabric cover with a practical Velcro closure system that protects the structure and functionality 

when applied to the rope and the rope anchorage point.

Harness is the special sling that turns medicine balls into training pendulums. The use of a reinforced fabric, the Italian 

manufacture, the practical strap for quicker adjustment and the strong metal carabiner make Harness a functional accessory 

that gives great versatility to conventional medicine balls. A practical Velcro closure system completes the product. Compatible 

with medicine balls measuring between 21 and 23 cm.

Ball not included.

• Number of fabric bands: 2
• Dimensions of fabric bands (cm): 20 - 50 adjustable

• Dimensions (cm): 60
• Diameter (cm) 6

Code KW0029B

Code KW1290B
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HANDLE 

HARNESS

BAR ROLLER

Roller Bar is a barbell training pad that reduces stress caused by contact between the equipment and the user. The entirely 

Italian production, the use of a reinforced fabric, the soft padding and the practical Velcro closure make Roller Bar particularly 

suitable for training with high loads.

Handle Harness is the special sling with handles that makes conventional medicine balls equipped with a double handle.

The use of a reinforced fabric, the Italian manufacture and the comfortable padding of the handles make Handle Harness a 

functional accessory that gives great versatility to conventional medicine balls. A practical Velcro closure system completes 

the product. Compatible with medicine balls measuring between 21 and 26 cm.

Ball not included.

• Number of fabric bands: 2
• Fabric band dimensions (cm): 20 - 55 adjustable
• Dimensioni maniglie (cm): 15

• Length (cm): 40
• Diameter (cm): 9.5

Code

Weight (Kg):

KWB040

0,5

Code KW1295B
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• Diameter (cm): 55, 65, 75
• Colour: 55 Orange, 65 Green, 75 Blue
• Load capacity (kg): 300
• Material: polyvinyl chloride
• Conical inflation valve included; pump not included

Gym Ball Kwell, known in the fitness market as Fit Ball or Swiss Ball, is the 100% made in Italy inflatable rubber ball, available 
with a diameter of 55, 65 or 75 cm to meet the needs of all users. An increasing number of personal trainers, athletic trainers and 
physiotherapists are using Gym Ball in their training programmes. Training with Gym Ball is in fact deep and complete, since, in 
order to contrast the continuous instability dictated by the spherical nature of the tool, the user’s body engages and activates all the 
deep and stabilisers muscles, which play a very important role in the quality of daily life. Thanks to the quality composition of the 
polyvinyl chloride used, which is flexible, resistant and hypoallergenic, Gym Ball Kwell has a rough, non-slip surface, which makes 
the workout even more stable. Muscle and joint function, proprioception, muscle re-education, balance and posture are just some 
of the areas that can be trained and improved with Gym Ball Kwell, whose versatility is the key to its success.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW3213

1

Air Balance is a rubber proprioceptive disc that trains stabilisation associated with balance. Featuring a smooth surface and 

a surface with micro-peg bumps, Air Balance is the unstable base for coordination, strength and proprioceptive exercises.The 

practical needle valve allows the internal pressure of the air disc to be adjusted, so that the intensity of the workout can be 

customised to suit your needs. Thanks to the deformation that creates instability and the underfoot massaging action of the 

protuberances, Air Balance is the unstable base that trains strength, balance and endurance simply and effectively

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW7576 KW7577 KW7578

0,88 1,2 1,45

• Dimensions (cm): 33 x 6

GYM BALL 

AIR BALANCE

ACCESSORIES
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• Diameter (cm): 22
• Material: recycled rubber

Slam Ball, known in the fitness market as Smash Balls or No Bounce Balls, are weighted, sturdy, non-bouncing balls that 

dampen the rebound effect when they make violent contact with the floor. Widely used in functional and core training, they are 

the only ones suitable for the classic smash exercise, for the explosive activation of the abdominal muscles and for training 

power, strength and reactivity. The solid construction, the robustness of the technical material and the excellent grip, for an 

unparalleled handling, complete the product.

Gym Ball Aerobika, known in the fitness market as Fit Ball or Swiss Ball, is the inflatable rubber ball available with a diameter of 
55, 65 or 75 cm, to meet the needs of all users. An increasing number of personal trainers, athletic trainers and physiotherapists 
are using Gym Ball in their training programmes. Training with Gym Ball is in fact deep and complete because, in order to 
contrast the continuous instability dictated by the spherical nature of the tool, the user’s body engages and activates all the 
deep and the stabilisers muscles, which play a very important role in the quality of daily life. The story of a thirty-year old brand 
combines with the versatility of the equipment, making Gym Ball Aerobika a must-have in all those sports centres that make the 
quality of movement their mission.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW2085-55 KW2085-65 KW2085-75

0,9 1,25 1,5

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW1002K KW1004K KW1006K KW1008K KW1010K

2 4 6 8 10

• Diameter (cm): 55, 65, 75
• Colour: 55 Red - 65 Grey - 75 Blue
• Load capacity (kg): 180
• Material: polyvinyl chloride
• Conical inflation valve included; pump not included

SLAM BALL

AEROBIKA

GYM BALL
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Medicine Ball Reactor is the trampoline for medicine balls with adjustable inclination that facilitates the explosive rebound of 

the medicine balls thanks to the inclination of its trampoline. Medicine Ball Reactor is the most suitable tool for strengthening 

eye-hand skills and reactivity in all disciplines where speed, power and balance are essential.

Handle Med Ball, known in the fitness market as Double Grip Medicine Balls, are traditional medicine balls with strong side 

grips that are ideal for toning and rehabilitation exercises, functional training circuits and athletic training. Versatile and 

functional, they can be used as an unstable support base for floor exercises or as a traditional overload for a wide range of 

exercises related to proprioception, strength and core stabilisation.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW6324 KW6325 KW6326 KW6327 KW6328 KW6329 KW63210

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW6236

22

• Diameter (cm): 21 (4 kg) - 24 (5-10 kg)
• Material: recycled rubber

• Elastic net frame diameter (cm): 91
• Dimensions (cm): 105 x 30
• Weight: 22 kg
• Tilt: 3 levels of adjustment

MED BALL 

REACTOR 

HANDLE 

MED BALL

ACCESSORIES
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Med Ball is the traditional rubber medicine ball ideal for toning and rehabilitation exercises, functional training circuits and 

athletic training. Excellent for training grip and throwing skills, not too hard and bouncy, Med Ball boasts an excellent non-slip 

surface that makes training safer at every stage.

Code

Weight (Kg):

KW6301B KW6302B KW6303B KW6304B KW6305B

1 2 3 4 5

• Diameter (cm): 23
• Material: rubber

Speed Tube is a tubular elastic band covered in sturdy cordura for counter-elastic resistance running with muscle conditioning 

and exercises that train strength, endurance and explosiveness. The safety guaranteed by the protective sheaths covering the 

elastic tube and the quality of the two stainless steel carabiners at the ends make Speed Tube one of the most appreciated 

tools in the world of athletic preparation, power sports and functional training.

• Length (cm): 300
• Maximum extension of the elastic band: (m): 8

Code KW1280B

MED BALL

SPEED 

TUBE
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ACCESSORIES ELASTICI

SPEED

RESISTOR

Speed Resistor is the set for counter-elastic resistance running that allows muscle conditioning and exercises that train 

strength, endurance and explosiveness. Speed Resistor consists of the Functional Belt, a special anatomical leather belt 100% 

made in Italy, and Speed Tube, a robust tubular resistance band, which are bound together by a practical metal carabiner. The 

structural strength of the tool, the safety guaranteed by the protective sheaths covering the elastic tube and the quality of the 

stainless steel hooks make Speed Resistor the most appreciated tool in the world of athletic preparation, power sports and 

functional training. Available in two versions: men’s and women’s.

• Men’s Functional Belt dimensions (cm): 122 x 4
• Elastic length (cm): 300
• Maximum elastic extension (mt): 8

Code KWSR01-02

Large Power Ring are circular elastic ring bands twice as thick as traditional Power Ring. They are used primarily for training the 

lower limbs, legs and glutes, and also for training the trunk, arms and core. Versatile, comfortable and easy to position and use, 

Large Power Ring are used in group fitness activities, functional training and athletic preparation, and are also a valuable ally 

for home fitness training. More stable during use thanks to their special sizing and made of resistant rubber latex, Large Power 

Ring are solid and non-deformable; an intuitive and multipurpose tool even for the most intense workouts.

• Product range (elastic resistance):   
X-Light, Light, Medium, Heavy, X-Heavy

• Colour: Orange, Green, Grey, Blue, Red
• Length (cm): 32
• Width (cm): 5
• Thickness (mm): 1.6
• Maximum elastic extension (cm): 125

LARGE POWER 

RING

Code PBD50K – KIT PBD51K PBD52K PBD53K PBD54K PBD55K
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POWER

RING

Power Ring are circular elastic bands used primarily for training the lower limbs, legs and glutes, and also for training the 

trunk, arms and core. Versatile, comfortable and easy to position and use, Power Ring are widely used in group fitness, 

functional training and athletic training, and are also a valuable ally for home fitness training. Made of durable rubber latex, 

they are solid and non-deformable; an intuitive and multipurpose tool, even for the most intense workout.

• Product range (elastic resistance): 1, 2, 3, 4
• Colour: Orange, Green, Grey, Blue
• Length (cm): 30
• Width (cm): 2,5
• Thickness (mm):1,6
• Maximum elastic extension (cm):105

Code PBD01K PBD02K PBD03K PBD04K

Power Loop are circular, high-resistance elastic bands with a length of 100 cm. They are ideal for bodyweight workouts in counter-

elastic resistance (running, sprints, jumps or auxotonic contraction exercises), for facilitating pull-up exercises such as Pull-ups 

and Muscle-ups, and for use in combination with Olympic barbells and functional equipment with linear progressive overloads.

From agility to functional training, calisthenics to cross training, Power Loop are a great way to increase muscle strength, tone and 

endurance. Entirely made of resistant rubber latex, they are solid and non-deformable; an intuitive and multipurpose tool for even 

the most intense workout. Sold individually or in a practical set of five elastic resistances.

Level 1 - Length (cm): 210. Width (cm): 1.9. Colour: Red
Level 2 - Length (cm): 210. Width (cm): 2.10. Colour: Green
Level 3 - Length (cm): 210. Width (cm): 3.4. Colour: Blue
Level 4 - Length (cm): 210. Width (cm): 4.3. Colour: Green
Level 5 - Length (cm): 210. Width (cm): 6.4. Colour: Blue

POWER 

LOOP

Code KW6501-KIT KW6501S KW6502S KW6503S KW6504S KW6505S
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Bandel is a fabric elastic band available in four elastic resistances and manufactured entirely in Italy. Particularly suitable for 

stretching, muscular re-education and toning exercises, Bandel is a versatile and multipurpose tool for fitness and pilates 

training and for physiotherapy centres. The double reinforced stitching gives the product non-deformability and increased 

durability against wear and tear over time. Each Bandel has 6 side loops and a central loop, which are valuable gripping and 

anchoring points for performing counter-elastic exercises on the arms, shoulders, legs, glutes and abdomen.

• Level 1 - Length (cm): 106. Width (cm): 4.  
Thickness (cm): 4. - Colour: Orange

• Level 2 - Length (cm): 106. Width (cm): 4.  
Thickness (cm): 4. - Colour: Green

• Level 3 - Length (cm): 110. Width (cm): 5.  
Thickness (cm): 5. - Colour: Grey

• Level 4 - Length (cm): 110. Width (cm): 5.  
Thickness (cm): 5. - Colour: Blue

• Number of slots: 7
• Washable fabric

Power Elastic Tube is a tubular rubber band with handles, covered with robust cordura, available in three levels of elastic 

resistance. Particularly popular in sports centres for individual and group lessons, Power Elastic Tube are also widely used in 

rehabilitation and physiotherapy, thanks to the protective sheath that makes the equipment more solid and safe. Entirely made 

of natural latex and covered with strong cordura which protects the elastic band and the user from breaking and tearing, Power 

Elastic Tube features a double layer of rubber for an even more solid structure and strong handles at the ends for a comfortable 

and anatomical grip.

• Elastic resistance level: 1 (Light), 2 (Medium), 3 (Strong)
• Colour: Orange, Green, Blue
• Elastic length (cm): 150
• Resistance Tube length, including handles (cm): 187
• Handle width (cm): 11
• Resistance measured at 100 cm extension (kg):  

Level 1: 3.750 - Level 2: 5.300 - Level 3: 6.400

POWER 

ELASTIC TUBE

BANDEL

Code

Livelli

KWCM01 KWCM02 KWCM03 KWCM04

1 2 3 4

Code

Livelli

KPK01 KPK02 KPK03

1 2 3

ACCESSORIES
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Resistance Tube is a tubular elastic band for toning arm, shoulder and back muscles, available in three levels of elastic resistance.

Popular in sports centres for individual and group lessons, Resistance Tube are also widely used in rehabilitation and physiotherapy 

for functional muscle re-education. Made entirely of natural latex, Resistance Tube features a double layer of rubber for an even 

more solid and secure structure and sturdy handles at the ends for a comfortable and anatomical grip. The versatility, portability 

and intuitiveness typical of these tubular elastics has also made them successful in home fitness and outdoor training.

• Level of elastic resistance: 1 (Light), 2 (Medium), 3 (Strong)
• Colour: Green, Orange, Blue
• Elastic length (cm): 112
• Resistance Tube length, including handles (cm):140
• Handle width (cm): 11
• Resistance measured at 100 cm extension (kg):   

Level 1: 3.600 - Level 2: 5.600- Level 3: 6.500

RESISTANCE 

TUBE

Code

Livelli

STB01K STB02K STB03K

1 2 3

Hurdle is a pair of fixed, self-supporting parallel bars for multi-joint exercises. Particularly suitable for calisthenics, athletic 

training and functional fitness, Hurdle is a versatile piece of equipment that allows you to train your arms, chest, back, 

abdomen and core using your own weight as resistance. Made entirely from metal, Hurdle features a soft foam handle for easy 

grip. Sold in pairs in a handy assembly set.

Code KW1018B

• Base dimensions (cm): 41 x 64.5
• Height (cm): 73
• Tube diameter (cm): 43
• Weight (kg): 8 (pair)
• Maximum load (kg): 200

HURDLE
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LADDER

DISCS

ACCESSORIES

Discs is the practical twelve-unit set of orange half cone-shaped soft plastic area markers. It is the perfect tool for marking 

out or highlighting the area of each training session: widely used by athletes and coaches to mark out obstacles and/or 

delimiting spaces and surfaces for games and training, Discs adheres well to the ground marking the point where the athlete 

must perform a certain exercise or turn. Easy to spot and store, as they can be stacked on top of each other, these handy area 

markers are suitable for indoor and outdoor use, even on grassy or uneven surfaces. Sold in a set of 12.

Ladder is the practical ladder for dynamic agility exercises that is widely used in athletic training and functional fitness.

Thanks to its special structure with flat pegs in polyvinyl chloride and nylon squares, Ladder is lightweight, easy to transport, 

place and store. A valuable tool for training muscular reactivity, agility and speed in a high-performance and functional way. 

Designed to maximise intense training.

 
• Dimensions (cm): 19 x 5

 
• Length (cm): 450
• Width (cm): 43
• Number of pegs: 9
• Distance between pegs (cm): Adjustable

Code

Code

KW0101

KWLD01
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WHEEL

CONETTI

Cones is the practical six-unit set of orange cone-shaped soft plastic area markers. It is the perfect tool to mark out or 

highlight the area of any training session. Widely used by athletes and coaches to mark out obstacles and/or delineate spaces 

and surfaces for games and training, Cones adheres well to the ground, marking the point where the athlete must perform a 

certain exercise or turn. The symmetry of the shape and the wide base give the instrument even more stability. Easy to spot 

and store, as they can be stacked on top of each other, these practical area markers are suitable for indoor and outdoor use, 

even on grassy or uneven surfaces. Sold in a set of 6 pieces.

Wheel is the abdominal wheel that allows you to deeply train every muscle involved in core and back stabilisation. The structure 

is compact and easy to handle, and the two side handles, covered in rubber for comfort and excellent hand-grip, allow a stable 

and effective workout.

 
• Wheel diameter (cm): 36
• Shaft with handles (cm): 58

 
• Height (cm): 22

Code

Code

KW0102

KW8005
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PUSH UP 

PERFECT

SUSPENSION 

RING

ACCESSORIES

Suspension Ring is a pair of resin rings with strong adjustable support straps for gymnastic and suspension training. Tested to 

withstand high loads and provide sports performance worthy of the most demanding athletes, Suspension Ring is a functional 

and effective tool, also thanks to the strength and versatility of its nylon straps. The product can be closed by a quick-adjusting 

clamp buckle.

Push Up Perfect is a pair of arm supports for closed-chain push-ups designed to make the movement particularly anatomical 

thanks to the possibility of rotating the handle. Push Up Perfect is a valuable support that extends the depth of the bend 

without putting a strain on the wrists. The ergonomic handles, as well as the entire construction of the tool, are non-slip, for 

an even safer hand-grip and workout.

Code

Code

KW0070

KW3201

• External ring diameter (cm): 23
• Internal ring diameter (cm): 18
• Ring thickness (cm): 2.80
• Length of support band (m): 4.50
• Ring material: resin

• Diameter (cm): 20
• Height (cm): 11
• Handle dimensions (cm):13
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PUSH UP

WOODEN 

SUSPENSION RING

Wooden Suspension Ring are a pair of wooden rings for gymnastic and suspension training, comfortable to the touch and with 

a perfect smoothness. Tested to withstand high loads and provide sports performance worthy of the most demanding athletes, 

Wooden Suspension Ring are a functional and effective tool, thanks also to the strength and versatility of its numbered nylon 

straps, for instant adjustment. The product can be closed by a quick-adjusting clamp buckle.

Push Up is a pair of arm supports for closed-chain push-ups designed to provide greater comfort and stability for upper body 

workouts and to strengthen and tone the pectoral and triceps muscles without straining the wrists. The soft-touch cellulosic 

fibre handle provides an excellent hand-grip on movement execution and depth of bend.

Code

Code

KW0070L

KW1202

• External ring diameter (cm): 23.5
• Internal ring diameter (cm): 17
• Ring thickness (cm): 3.12
• Numbered support band length (m): 4
• Ring material: wood

• Length (cm): 24
• Width (cm): 16
• Height (cm): 15
• Handle dimensions (cm): 10
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SERVIZI





Build your own identity 

Unik is the customization service of Kwell: your logo on 

our products.

The customization process of the upholstered products 

takes place through high-frequency embroidery by fast 

and precise cutting-edge machinery, which allow us to 

reproduce any type of brand in its various colors and 

finishes.

To ensure a high quality result, Kwell works with 

production partners with many years of experience, 

technical materials designed to last over time and 

pleasant to the touch and to the eye, as well as high-

strength yarns.

The key strength of Unik consists in a complete control 

of the production chain, strongly focused on quality, 

flexibility of quantities and speed of production.

UNIK
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KWELL PROJECT 
AND DESIGN
Since 2015 we have been helping wellness industry 

professionals to create sports centers in line with their 

business idea and the most advanced solutions in the 

sector.

From the creative to the executive design, comparing 

all the possibilities and providing a complete supply of 

technical flooring, rack stations and accessories.

Our Customers

• Architectural and technical advice

• Fitness interior design

• Products supply 

• After-sales service
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INTERNATIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS

4
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Thanks to its leadership and visibility on the domestic market, Kwell has 

been acting for many years as official distributor of renewed international 

fitness brands, such us Reebok Fitness, Pavigym and Bonpilates.
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Made in Italy, passion for details 

and 20 years of experience in manufacturing, 

design and innovation make Kwell the 

best business partner for the international 

fitness community.

Luca Bettini

CEO fondatore di Kwell


